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Abstract
Van Langevelde, F., 1999. Habitat connectivity and fragmented nuthatch populations in
agricultural landscapes. Doctoral thesis. ISBN 90-5485-992-X. Wageningen Agricultural
University, TheNetherlands.
In this thesis, the effects of habitat connectivity on processes in populations, especially on
colonization and habitat selection, are investigated. Therefore, habitat patches and the distances
between these patches were modelled as networks. Given that in fragmented habitat these
networks consist of several disjointed subsets of patches for a certain species, parameters to
measure the connectivity of the patches were first derived. The colonization frequency of
unoccupied patches by nuthatches could be best explained by the degree of connectivity
measured for threshold distances between patches of approximately 2.4 to 3 km. This indicates
that dispersal is aproblem for nuthatches in habitat fragmented at that spatial scale. Second, the
selection of territories in fragmented and contiguous habitat was compared. Based on a
theoretical and empirical study, it is concluded that selection of territories is limited in
fragmented habitat compared to contiguous habitat. The quality of the occupied territories in
fragmented habitat is lower than in contiguous habitat. This is especially the case when the
population level is low. A lower average breeding success can be found in territories with low
degree of connectivity. The results indicate the absence of a negative feedback between
population level and the average breeding success in fragmented habitat, which contributes to
the increased extinction probability of populations. Finally, two spatial allocation models are
presented that mitigate effects of habitat fragmentation. These models plan new habitat
considering ecological guidelines of minimum patch size and maximum threshold distances and
the suitability of the land for competing land uses.The model MENTOR adds new patches that
may act as stepping stones between existing patches. The model ENLARGE enlarges existing
sites.Both models result in ahigher percentage ofoccupied habitat.

Key words: habitat fragmentation, patchiness, connectivity, colonization, habitat selection,
nuthatch, Sittaeuropaea,reserve siteselection, metapopulation

Voorwoord

In dit proefschrift wordt verslag gedaan van een onderzoek naar de effecten van de mate van
verbinding van het habitat opprocessen in populaties. Het onderzoek istot stand gekomen in de
periode 1993-1998 bij de leerstoelgroep Landgebruiksplanning van de Landbouwuniversiteit
Wageningen. Veranderingen in het landgebruik hebben geresulteerd in versnippering van het
habitat van veel dieren. Wat zijn de effecten van deze versnippering op populaties? Kan de
ruimtelijke planvorming door het wijzigen van de inrichting van de ruimte bijdragen tot het
verminderen van deze effecten? Deze vragen hebben in het onderzoek centraal gestaan. Hoe
logisch deze vragen elkaar ook lijken op te volgen, ze vormden voor mij de twee polen
waartussen ik mijn weg heb gezocht. Zoals uit het proefschrift blijkt, hebben vragen vanuit de
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proefschrift. Frits heeft me bijgestaan met de wiskundige vraagstukken. Daarnaast fietsten we
regelmatig doormooiestukjes vandeVeluwe, Zuid Limburg endeArdennen. Laten wedit vooral
blijven doen. Met Wim heb ik menig uurtje gediscussieerd over netwerken. Hij en Roland van
Zoest stonden voor me klaar als ik een vraag had over het gebruik van GIS. Alex heeft een
belangrijke bijdrage gehad in de opzet en uitvoering van het onderzoek. Daarnaast heeft hij me
ingevoerd inde wereld vandeboomklever. Hetiseenprachtigbeest!Ikwilhembedanken voorde
mogelijkheden vansamenwerking methetIBN-DLO.
Gerard heeft meophet spoor van deoperationele analyse gebracht. Daarnaast heb ik zijn kritische
kanttekeningen bij hetonderzoek enderesultaten erggewaardeerd. Hoewel het voornemen erwas,
heb ik met Jan Smits geen gezamenlijk artikel geschreven. Toch wil ik hem bedanken voor zijn
inbreng inhetonderzoekendevelekerendatikhemlastigkon vallen metmijn verhaal.

Vooral in hetbegin vanhet onderzoek hebben Cliff Jurgens,Jan van Groenendael, Jaap van Osen
ErikvanWijland eennuttigefunctie gehadalsbegeleidingsgroep.
Tijdens het onderzoek hebikvan 13.583bomende stamdiametergemeten, 10.535keerde afstand
tussen bomen bepaald en van 725 territoria de aanwezigheid en het paar- en broedsucces van
boomklevers vastgesteld. Dit hoefde ik gelukkig niet alleen te doen. Mijn dank gaat uit naar
iedereen die me hierbij heeft geholpen. Daarbij wil ik ook degenen hartelijk bedanken die hun
gegevens ter beschikking hebben gesteld: Frans Post en de vogelwerkgroep Midden Brabant,
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Monique Hes, Mark Jansen, Teun Jansen, Anke Keuren, Joris Kroon, Erik Kuipers, Jaap
Oosterhuis, Bas van Os,Joris Vermaesen en Danielle Wiecherink. Dc heb veel vanjullie bijdrage
geleerd.
Gerrit Kleinrensink en Adrie van 't Veer hebben defiguren verzorgd.Elkekeer als ikbij hen met
een vraag kwam, was er tijd omprecies duidelijk te krijgen hoe defiguurgemaakt moest worden
en op welke wijze de informatie zo goed mogelijk kon worden overgebracht. Mijn complimenten
hiervoor.
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INTRODUCTION

Introduction

1

Researchtopic

Rural areas provide space for all different kind of land uses, such as economic activities,
residential areasand recreation.As aresult, thelandscapes of therural areas appear as mosaicsof
spatially or functionally related systems. Dynamic developments, especially in agriculture and
transportation, have transformed the land and its use drastically. In the future, the dynamics in
land use will rather increase than decrease.This dynamic and multiple land use had considerable
consequences for theecology ofthelandscapes.Thehuman-dominated landscapeschanged sofast
that species were not able to adapt to these changes and populations declined or disappeared.
Habitat alteration, loss and isolation lead tothis decline inbiodiversity. Habitat loss and isolation
are often referred to as habitat fragmentation (Burgess and Sharpe 1981,Lord and Norton 1990,
Saunders et al. 1991, Opdam et al. 1993, Andren 1994). The alteration, loss and isolation of
habitat and the effects on population sustainability, and therefore, on biodiversity, depend upon
thespatialclaimsand intensityoftheotherlanduses.
This thesis focuses on habitat fragmentation in the rural areas of the Netherlands. Since the
beginning of this century, a lot of attention is given to the decline in biodiversity and the causes
for this decline (Weinreich and Musters 1989, Bink et al. 1994, H+N+S 1996). A recent report
indicates thatbiodiversity decreasesdespitetheactivitiesofnatureconservation,although,therate
ofthistrenddeclines(RIVMetal.1997).
I studied effects of habitat fragmentation at population and individual level and opportunities to
mitigate theseeffects byplanning ecological networks.The study was restricted to therural areas
in the Pleistocene sandy regions of the Netherlands. Due to the dominance of agriculture,
especially dairy farming, these rural areas appear as agricultural landscapes. In these landscapes,
agriculture is expected to be still the dominant land use in the future (De Groot etal. 1994,Van
Ecketal. 1997).Themajority ofthelargeand smallnatural areasintheagricultural landscapes in
the Pleistocene sandy regions consists of woodlots and hedgerows. In these regions, the wooded
area has decreased, especially from the 1950suntil the 1970s (Kerkstra and Vrijlandt 1990,Vos
and Zonneveld 1993). The remaining elements can be characterized as relatively small, disjunct
and sharpbounded.Alotof speciescanbefound inthesewoodedelements and attheborderwith
the farmland. However, thefarmland isoften unsuitable orinhospitabletoreproduce orfindfood,
and may act as barrier for movement. The biodiversity of the woodlots and hedgerows still

decreases due to environmental stress, lowering of the groundwater table and fragmentation
(RWMetal. 1997).
Approximately 80%of the natural areas in the Netherlands is dissected in elements smaller than
10hectares (RIVMetal. 1997).For many species,especially for birds and mammals, the amount
of habitat in these elements is not sufficient for viable populations (Kalkhoven et al 1995,
Verboom etal. 1997).When thehabitat of species isfragmented, their localpopulations aresmall
and extinctions may occur (Harrison 1991). Small populations have a higher probability of
extinction due to processes that have a stochastic character, like low reproduction, genetic
inbreeding or environmental fluctuations. Regional survival of these species requires several
habitat patches. Then, the connectivity of these habitat patches becomes crucial (Opdam 1990,
Hansson 1991, Taylor et al. 1993). Extensive theoretical and empirical research shows the
importance of sufficient habitat connectivity in landscapes with fragmented habitat for several
species (e.g.,Fahrig and Merriam 1985,Van Dorp and Opdam 1987,Henein and Merriam 1990,
Gilpin andHanski 1991,Opdam 1991,SaundersandHobbs 1991,Verboom etal. 1991,Arnoldet
al. 1993,Andren 1994, 1996,Wahlberg etal. 1996,Hanski and Gilpin 1997).Local populations
of a species that are connected by dispersing individuals constitute a metapopulation (Levins
1970, Hanski and Gilpin 1997; see chapter 2 for definition). Constrained dispersal may affect
processes at population and individual level such as a reduction of the probability of successful
colonization of unoccupied patches from surrounding local populations and of the opportunities
for optimal habitat selection. Due to the low amount of habitat and its widespread fragmentation,
the habitat connectivity in human-dominated landscapes may often be not sufficient for viable
metapopulations (Hanski etal. 1995,1996).
Since population dynamics depend upon the spatial structure of the landscape (Kareiva 1990,
Fahrig and Merriam 1994,Hanski 1994,Wiens 1995),increase in habitat amount or connectivity
may positively affect population survival. Several (applied) landscape ecological research efforts
indicate possibilities to address fragmentation of habitat by a network approach (e.g., Noss and
Harris 1986,Margulesetal. 1988,SaundersandHobbs 1991,Smith and Hellmund 1993,Vosand
Opdam 1993,Cook and Van Lier 1994,Hanski and Thomas 1994, Arts etal. 1995). I define an
ecological network as a set of habitat patches in which local populations of a species can act as a
metapopulation. The habitat patches in the network are accessible to a certain degree when they
are located sufficiently close together. However, a part of the suitable habitat patches can be
unoccupied due to the dynamic balance between survival and colonization probability of local
populations (Hanski 1994, Hanski et al. 1995). This definition of ecological networks has a
startingpoint inpopulation ecology.In thiscontext, they are alsocalled habitat networks orpatch
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networks. In spatial planning, the term ecological network is also often used. Then, it refers to a
structural property of landscapes that may have a function for species or other processes (chapter
2).
Spatial planningcanplayaroleinnatureconservation bymeansofdefragmentation of habitat and
optimization of land use allocation. Defragmentation intends to mitigate the effects of habitat
fragmentation: an increase of the size or of the degree of connectivity of habitat patches. In this
context, the notion of ecological networks is used as a spatial concept (chapter 2). The spatial
concept of ecological networks indicates how the land and its use can be organized to preserve
biodiversity and to provide space for developments in land use. A well-known example of the
spatial concept of ecological networks is the Dutch National Ecological Network as proposed in
theNaturePolicyPlan (Min.LNV 1990).

2

Researchhypothesisand questions

The objective of the research is to contribute to an improved knowledge about the effects of
fragmentation anddefragmentation ofhabitat onpopulations,inparticulareffects ofdifferences in
the degree of habitat connectivity on colonization and habitat selection. Therefore, the main
question of the research was: do networks of patches contribute to population sustainability of
species in fragmented habitat? To address this question, I focused on the effects of spatial
variables on population processes.The hypothesis wasthat the degree of habitat connectivity is a
crucial feature toconstitute an ecological network sinceitdetermines processes at population and
individual level infragmented habitat.
Themainresearch question wassplitupinthreequestions:
1)

What variables can measure the degree of connectivity of the habitat patches? When
insufficient connectivity constrains dispersal in fragmented habitat, it will be reflected by
thecolonization patternsofthespecies.Aredifferences inthedegreeofconnectivity related
totheprobability thatpatchesarecolonized?

2)

When insufficient connectivity constrains dispersal in fragmented habitat, habitat selection
will deviate from optimal selection. Is habitat selection limited in landscapes with
fragmented habitat?

3)

When networks of patches can mitigateeffects of habitat fragmentation byenhancementof
the degree of connectivity, how can they be optimally allocated in agricultural landscapes
that both meets the requirements for population sustainability and takes into consideration
the suitability oftheland for competing landuses?
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The research is restricted to forest fragments in agricultural landscapes of the Dutch Pleistocene
sandy regions. A species-oriented approach was used since effects of habitat fragmentation and
defragmentation are species specific. I focused on the European nuthatch Sitta europaea. The
nuthatchisasongbird of maturedeciduous forests. Pairshavestrong sitetenacity and defend their
territory the year round. Although the nuthatch was used as a model species to study effects of
fragmentation and defragmentation, I can advance three arguments for selecting the nuthatch.
First, research efforts provide evidence that nuthatch populations are sensitive for habitat
fragmentation (Opdam et al. 1985, Van Dorp and Opdam 1987, Verboom et al. 1991, 1993,
Enoksson etal. 1995,Matthysen andCurrie 1996,Bellamy etal. 1997, 1998,Schotman inprep.).
Populations of the nuthatch in a landscape with fragmented habitat may act as a metapopulation
(Verboometal. 1991).Atthismoment,interestingquestions areaddressed aboutconsequencesof
reduced dispersal success of nuthatches in landscapes with fragmented habitat (Matthysen et al.
1995, Matthysen and Currie 1996, Bellamy et al. 1997, 1998, Matthysen and Adriaensen 1998,
Schotman in prep.). This thesis joins in this discussion. It adds to spatially explicit theory in
population ecology since nuthatches represent a group of species with relatively small
populations, adensity-dependent growth and alimited dispersal success.These species may show
similar responses when their habitat isfragmented. Second, the nuthatch can be considered as an
umbrella species (sensuSimberloff 1998) which presence indicates that the forest ecosystem is
matureandahighdegreeof biodiversity canbeexpected (Siepel 1992).Thethird argument isthat
good data on the presence and absence of nuthatches and the location of their territories were
availablefor severalregionsintheNetherlands.

3

Researchcontext

This thesis contributes to knowledge for substantive planning theory: understanding into the
phenomena with which planning is concerned (cf. Faludi 1973, chapter 2). This knowledge is
embedded inboth a scientific and societal context: anincrease in scientific understanding and the
application of scientific understanding to the societally defined problem of nature conservation
(Pickett etal.1994).
3.1

Scientificcontext

Extensive research is done to the effects of habitat fragmentation for species of forests. Many
forest species appear to be sensitive to fragmentation. Most of the empirical evidence for this has
been related toforest birds (e.g., Lynch andWigham 1984,Opdametal.1985,Askinsetal.1987,
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Van Dorp and Opdam 1987, Opdam 1991, McCollin 1993,Enoksson etal. 1995,Bellamy et al.
1996). These research efforts demonstrate the role of habitat amount and connectivity in the
presence of populations of forest birds. The effects of habitat fragmentation on species richness
have usually been studied with the theory of island biogeography (MacArthur and Wilson 1967).
Instudiesof singlespecies,themetapopulation theoryhasbeenapplied (HanskiandGilpin 1997).
The theories are related since they assume the same population processes: colonization and
extinction ofpopulations in islandsorhabitatfragments. Adebateisgoingaboutthequestions 'if,
or when, effects of habitat fragmentation are solely due to habitat loss (the random sample
hypothesis) or to both habitat loss and isolation (the theory of island biogeography and the
metapopulation theory)?' (Hailaetal. 1993,Andren 1994, 1996,Bellamy etal. 1996).Incontrast
with the theory of island biogeography and the metapopulation theory, the random sample
hypothesis implies that local extinction and colonization in small fragments are a reflection of
changes interritory location from yeartoyear anddisconnected from population dynamics (Haila
et al. 1993). It is argued that small habitat patches can be considered as random samples from
large ones (Connor and McCoy 1979,Haila 1983).When the random sample hypothesis is true,
habitat selection is optimal, e.g., as assumed in Fretwell and Lucas (1970) and Pulliam and
Danielson (1991).Thisthesisprovides acontribution tothisdebateby investigating theeffects of
the degree of connectivity on colonization of unoccupied patches (chapter 4) and on habitat
selection (chapter 5and6).
Crucial in the research to population dynamics in landscapes with fragmented habitat is the
acknowledgement that habitat patches differ in size and quality, and that they are not equally
accessible (Fahrig and Merriam 1994).There is aneed for moreunderstanding in the importance
of spatial variables inthepopulation ecology of species(Kareiva 1990,Fahrig and Merriam 1994,
Wiens 1995). For example, the way a certain amount habitat is arranged appears to be a key
scientific question (AdlerandNeurnberger 1994,Harrison andFahrig 1995,Andren 1996,chapter
4, 5 and 6).Another important variable is the spatial scale.It is important to assess the effects of
habitatfragmentation atthescalethatagreeswiththescaleofmovementoftheconcerning species
(Levin 1992, Wiens 1995, chapter 4 and 5). A fundamental question that often appears in
literature about developments in landscape ecology is 'how and at what scale does the complex
spatial structure of landscape mosaics affects ecological patterns and processes?' {e.g.,Forman
and Godron 1986,Turner 1989,Forman 1995,Wiens 1995).This question was the starting point
for thethreeresearch questionsinthisthesis.
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3.2

Societal context

The key issue in planning is "how knowledge should be properly linked to action" (Friedmann
1987,pp.73-74).The action in spatial planning already exists, e.g.,see chapter 2,Cook and Van
Lier (1994), Arts et al. (1995), Jongman and Kristiansen (1998). Landscape ecology provides
useful theory, data and experiences for spatial planning (Forman and Godron 1986, Vos and
Opdam 1993,Noss etal. 1997,chapter 2,7and 8).Theknowledge provided by this thesis can be
applied asscientific support for spatial interventions.
Effective planning includes aclearproblemdetection and exploration of possible solutions. Inthe
praxis of planning, there is an increasing need to utilize guidelines that can mitigate effects of
habitat alteration, loss and isolation. However, this requires a clear understanding of the
quantitative relationships between landscape characteristics and the response of populations
(Saunders etal. 1991,Soule 1991,Verboom etal. 1993). In this thesis, the problem detection is
conducted as the analysis of the effects of the degree of habitat connectivity on processes at
population and individual level (the first and second research question).When the causes for the
decline in biodiversity are mapped and modelled, knowledge is needed about 'what interventions
should be applied, on which locations, how should they be conducted, and how should the
suitability of the land for competing land uses be taken into consideration?' (the third research
question).
When scientific knowledge is used in planning, it can be seen as a tool to realize certain
objectives. Since the application of scientific knowledge has pretentions of understanding,
prediction and control of the studied phenomena (Schuurman 1989), the use of this tool has
limitations (as in fact, the use of each tool has limitations). These pretentions are both useful
and problematic.They areuseful interms of a scientific foundation of interventions (Noss etal.
1997). However, it can be problematic due to the forceful claims made about it. Often,
decisions are made based on knowledge that is insufficiently founded. Moreover, scientific
knowledge is not the only type of knowledge needed in planning. Normative knowledge or
knowledge about proper procedures is also essential, e.g., a relevant aspect in spatial planning
isto increase the participation of interest groups in theprocess.
The possibilities and limitations for application of the knowledge provided by this research are
discussed inchapter9.
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4

Methodsandoutlineofthesis

Landscape ecology becameabasisfor spatial planning for therural areas.For theDutch planning
tradition, this is illustrated in chapter 2. This chapter provides an overview of developments in
spatial planning and spatial concepts related to the rural areas in the Netherlands. It can be
regarded asanintroductory chapter.
Chapter 3and4addressthefirst researchquestion aboutthedegreeofhabitat connectivity andthe
effects on colonization. Therefore, habitat patches and the distances between these patches are
modelled as networks. In landscapes with fragmented habitat, these networks appear as
nonconnected networks. In chapter 3, parameters are derived that measure the degree of
connectivity of networks and their elements concerning the size (in terms of the number of
elements) and the spatial configuration of the networks. The parameters are used in a study that
relates the degree of connectivity of habitat patches with colonization data (chapter 4). I studied
the process of colonization usingpattern dataofdistribution and abundance of nuthatches inthree
regions intheNetherlands:Midden Brabant,Zuidwest DrentheandNoordoostTwente.
Chapter 5and 6addressthesecondresearch question about limited habitat selection in landscapes
with fragmented habitat. In chapter 5, the results of a spatially explicit, stochastic model are
presented. The model simulates the occupancy of sites in landscapes with differences in the
amount and spatial configuration of the breeding habitat. Also, landscapes with a relatively large
amount of breeding habitat were included. This study deduced hypotheses about limited habitat
selection, which aretested withempirical dataofnuthatch populations (chapter 6).This study was
conducted by comparison of the distribution patterns and breeding success in a region with
contiguous habitat and regions with fragmented habitat: Midden Brabant, Zuidwest Drenthe,
Noordoost Twente and Veluwezoom. The latter region has contiguous habitat and can be
considered asareference regionwheretheidealdistributioncanbeexpected.
The third research question about allocation of ecological networks in agricultural landscapes is
addressed inchapter 7and 8.The modelMENTOR wasdeveloped for allocating stepping stones
between existing habitat patches.The use of the allocation model resulted in a set of landscapes
with different amount and configuration of habitat (chapter 7).For these landscapes, the spatially
structured population model METAPHOR, developed at the Institute for Forest and Nature
Research in Wageningen (Verboom 1996),wasused toevaluate the population performance. The
effects for the agricultural use were assessed in terms of changing spatial conditions for farming.
Inchapter 8, models for two strategies for conservation planning in human-dominated landscapes
arediscussed andcompared: thefirst modelENLARGEenlarges existing habitat patches,andthe
second model MENTOR connects the patches with stepping stones. Both chapters 7 and 8 use
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scenarios with probable developments in the rural areas of the Pleistocene sandy regions in the
Netherlands.
Finally, chapter 9 provides a discussion about the relationships between the degree of habitat
connectivity and the response of nuthatches, especially colonization (at population level) and
habitat selection (at individual level), and about possibilities to increase the degree of habitat
connectivity realized by allocating networks of habitat patches to enhance population
sustainability.
Duetothestructure ofthethesisinchaptersthatarewritten asseparatepapers,different terms are
used for the same subject: e.g.,landscape planning in chapter 2,spatial planning in chapter 3and
conservation planning in chapter 7 and 8. All these terms refer to planned spatial interventions
inherently related to the use of the land. They are not directly linked to the Dutch planning
instruments.
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2 CONCEPTUALINTEGRATIONOFLANDSCAPE
PLANNINGANDLANDSCAPEECOLOGY,WITHA
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Modified version published in:E.A.Cook andH.N. vanLier (Editors), 1994.Landscape
Planning and Ecological Networks. Developments in Landscape Management and
Urban Planning.ISOMUL6F,Elsevier,Amsterdam, pp.27-29.
Reproduced withpermission ofElsevier Science
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Conceptual integration of landscape planning and landscape ecology,
withafocus onthe Netherlands

1

Introduction

In recent decades, landscape planners became aware of planning for nature. Several authors have
linked (landscape) ecology and planning in apreliminary way and havedocumented examples of
applications. Ecological approaches of landscape planning are developed as useful planning
frameworks, including guidelines for the way data should be collected, analyzed and presented,
for participation of interest groups and for implementation and monitoring plans (e.g., McHarg
1969,Fabos 1979,Vink 1983,RuzickaandMiklos 1990,Steiner 1991).Theseapproaches require
afocus on interactions between landscapecomponents andprocesses,and on thecontext in which
the plan area is placed. This approach is more or less based on ecological theories, such as
theories about biocybernetics and the hierarchical organization of nature. However, ecology is
becoming well integrated in planning and design, it appears that ecology is considered as an
attitude, rather than a substantive contribution to planning. For example, Hackett (1971, p. 18)
summarizes the dilemma of applying ecology in planning as "the growing acceptance of the need
for an ecological basis in planning large areas of landscape is an encouraging fact to set against
the insatiable demands of amaterialistic industrial society. But, whereas acceptance of aprinciple
isonething,thequestion ofputting itintopractice isquiteanother matter".Yet,thereisaneed for
a deeperunderstanding touse (landscape) ecological principles and spatial concepts in landscape
planning, which contribute touse thecollected data inplanning and design,and to recognize how
tointervene inthelandscape.
To enhance the ecological integrity of the landscape and achieve sustainable land use, landscape
planning should consider natural and social processes and their spatial relationships in a
comprehensive way. This approach offers the challenge to design landscapes that are beautiful,
ecologically healthy, as well as productive of goods and services required by society. Also, it
should include aframework toassessandprotect landscapes for theirintrinsic values (after Golley
1987).
The relationships between people and the land change over time as a result of a changing
perception of the land and spatial transformations. The changing perception of the land is
expressed in spatial concepts, which in turn may lead to interventions induced by planning. This
chapter will show that planning the landscape and its spatial concepts have become landscape
ecology based, called landscape ecological planning. Itprovides an overview of developments in
13
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landscape planning and spatial concepts related to the rural areas in the Netherlands. Several
problems will be addressed: (1) what are the developments in landscape planning for nature and
landscape ecology in the Netherlands; (2) what are the key connecting issues between landscape
planningand landscapeecology;(3)whatisthe roleof landscape ecology in landscapeplanning;
(4) what spatial concepts areused in landscape planning for nature; (5) what is thecontent of the
spatial concept of ecological networks, and what are the substantive landscape ecological
principles forplanningecological networks?

2

Landscapeecological planningintheNetherlands

Planning is a human activity inherently related to theuse of land. Planning isdefined as "the use
of scientific and technical knowledge toprovide optionsfor decision making as well as aprocess
for considering and reaching consensus on arange of choices" (Steiner 1991,p.4).According to
Faludi (1973), two main types of planning theory can be identified: procedural and substantive
theories. Procedural planning theories, or theories of planning, focus on methodological issues,
such as purposes, principles and characteristics of the planning process. These theories provide
guidelines for the way planners operate in formulating objectives and planning goals, inventory
and assessment of the land, development of spatial concepts, generation and evaluation of
scenarios, participation of interest groups and implementation of plans. For example, a working
method for landscape planning was presented by Steiner and Osterman (1988) applied to a case
study of soilerosion,andDuchhart etal.(1988)for agroforestry. Substantive planningtheories,or
theories inplanning,provideinsightsintothephenomena with which planning isconcerned. They
lead tobetterunderstanding ofthelandscapeastheinterface between natural and socialprocesses,
and may legitimate interventions in the landscape. Substantive planning theories provides
guidelines for spatial concepts and interventions in the landscape. These theories can be both
descriptive and predictive. They originate from natural and social sciences, such as geography,
ecology, economics, anthropology and sociology. The distinction between theory in planning and
theory of planning should not resultin an entirely separatedevelopment of thetwo.Clearly, both
types of theory are needed for effective planning (Faludi 1973,Ndubisi 1997).This chapter does
not provide a discussion about planning theories, but rather use them to discuss landscape
ecological planningandthespatialconcepts.

Planning the landscape involves decisions about alternative futures focus on the wise and
sustained use of the landscape to accommodate human needs. Landscape planning provides an
14
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opportunity to influence spatial practices and to create new landscape structures. It attempts to
allocate land-use activities while minimizing the disturbance effects of these activities on other
land uses and the environment. In this context, landscape planning is a process of managing
transformations of the landscape to bring land use in harmony with natural processes, based on
knowledge of the reciprocal relationships between people and the land. An ecological approach
has been globally accepted and advocated in planning and design literature. The historical link
between ecology and planning is documented by, for example, Hackett (1971), Naveh and
Lieberman (1984), Steiner etal.(1988) and Ndubisi (1997).Planning became ecologically based
because of a growing environmental consciousness in society about pollution, destruction of
nature, loss of amenity and the depletion of resources. The increasing environmental concerns
changed the landscape planning paradigm. Pepper (1986) states that to understand the actual
situation of environmentalism (i.e., ideologies and practices which inform and flow from a
concern with the environment), one should study how people perceive the environment, and the
nature of the— economic, social and cultural — presuppositions which colour these perceptions.
Thequestion of how landscapeplannersperceive and acttochange the landscape isnotfree from
these notions. In the subsequent sections, a historical overview of an ecological approach in
landscape planning for nature in the Netherlands is provided, exploring some of these
presuppositions.

2.1

Retrospectiveanalysisof the evolutionofan ecologicalapproachinlandscapeplanning
fornature

In areas with a relatively high density of human activities and conflicting land uses, the need for
landscape planning is evident. European and North American countries (especially the United
States and Canada) have a long tradition of landscape planning. A number of themes and issues
haveemerged as ecological planning has developed inEurope and North America.For example,
the incorporation of the ideas of multiple land use, sustained yield and carrying capacity into
planning,andtheacceleration ofthemovement towardsholisticplanningfor environmental issues
(Steiner et al. 1988). The shifting landscape planning paradigm incorporating an ecological
approach is described for the USA by Steiner et al. (1988) and Ndubisi (1997). The latter
distinguishes several stages in the paradigm shift and changes in the perception of land. Ndubisi
described how an awakingof abelief for guidingthewiseuseofthelandscapefor humanusewas
beginning to emerge. This belief was primarily based on faith and intuition of the intrinsic
character of land asabasis for guiding.Itstenets werenot yet founded on rigorous proof.Next, a
formative period appeared in which planning based on the belief system seemed innovative and
rather successful attempts. In the 1960s consolidation occurred, characterized by the explicit
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linkage between ecology and planning, the articulation of ethical principles governing human
relations to the land, and the refinement of techniques for applying ecological ideas in landscape
planning efforts. This was followed by the acceptance of a paradigm for the ecological approach
in landscape planning (see Hills 1961,Lewis 1969, McHarg 1969). More recently, a landscape
ecological planning approach matured, which characterizes a majority of current work in
landscape planningintheUSA.
Land use and landscape planning in the Netherlands is characterized by scarcity of land. The
landscape typesof theNetherlands havebeen drastically changed byhuman interventions, such as
reclamation of land, construction of drainage systems, expansion of road patterns, urbanization,
and intensification of agriculture. The evolution of landscape planning intheNetherlands reflects
several social, economic and political developments and a change in the perception of land (Van
Lier 1981,Van derValk 1982,Groeneveld 1985,Grossman and Brussaard 1989,Driessen 1990).
Twoperiodscan bedistinguished: theperiodfrom thebeginning ofthiscenturyuntil 1954and the
periodfrom 1954untilnow.
(1)

Periodfrom thebeginningofthiscenturyuntil 1954

Reclamation and optimal allocation of land for agriculturaluse hasbeen evident for alongtimein
the Netherlands. Originally, landscape planning was primarily mono-objective. Land
consolidation projects withanagricultural purpose aimedtoaspatial re-arrangement of farmlands,
enhancement of the accessibility of field parcels and farm households by building and
improvement of roads, construction of drainage systems, improvement of soils and relocation of
farm buildings. Land consolidation was needed because of the unfavourable agricultural land
structure that existed in many areas of the country. The first law for regulation of these projects,
theLand Consolidation Act, became effective in 1924.An increased demand for space to exploit
the land for agriculture occurred. Agricultural (re)allotment and land reclamation projects
provided a strong stimulus for structural agricultural adaptations to economic and technological
developments. Especially after the Second World War, landscape planning was aimed to increase
agricultural production andproductivity.
In the period from the end of the 19th century until the 1950s, the importance of protection of
natural and scenic values was also recognized. Nature conservation organizations arose in the
Netherlands around 1900. By the 1930s, the State Forest Service became advisor in land
consolidation projects for issues related to the natural and scenic aspects of the landscape. The
then nature conservation activities were primarily focused on protection of 'untouched' natural
areas, such as wetlands, forests and meandering brooks. For some other areas a compromise was
made with other interests, such as outdoor recreation and forestry. Nature conservation
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organizations have bought and managed nature reserves since the beginning of this century. The
biologist Dr. Jac. P. Thijsse, one of the leaders of the then nature conservation movement,
proposed in 1938 that the Land Consolidation Act should not only promote agriculture, but also
natureconservation andhousing.However,hisideawas rejected.
The period from the beginning of this century until 1954 can be described as a period in which
land consolidation was developed to reallocation and improvement of lands for agriculture.
Landscape planning had mainly a single purpose. An awaking of nature conservation appeared
duringthisperiod.
(2)

Periodfrom 1954 untilnow

Land consolidation projects, which evolved into land development projects, tended towards a
multi-objective approach. Societal developments, such as the expansion of towns, increasing
mobility, higher recreational needs and the enhanced value assigned to nature and landscape, led
tochanges intheperception oftheland.Thenotion wasaccepted that thelandscape isnotonly an
agricultural production space, but also to provide space for multiple use. The legitimacy and
acceptability of landscape intervention waschanged. The Land Consolidation Act was revised in
1954to adapttheplanningprocedure topaymoreattention totheprotection and restoration of the
landscape. Several public interests, such as outdoor recreation, nature conservation and forestry,
were increasingly taken into account. In this context, the demand for land consolidation and
development grew during the 1950s. However, the priority in landscape planning remained an
increased agricultural production.
During several decades of land reclamation andconsolidation, largeparts of theNetherlands have
changed tremendously in terms of the structure of farmlands, resulting in a considerable increase
inagricultural productivity andprofits. Reallotmentprojects werestimulated bythegovernment to
meet the needs of modem mechanized agriculture. These projects have changed the formerly
small-scale agricultural landscapes, especially in the sandy regions. Irregularly shaped plots have
been adjusted and adjoining parcels have been merged. Many small landscape elements were
eliminated during this process. Developments in the rural areas, such as mechanization,
specialization and intensification of land use, gave rise to serious environmental problems with a
lossofdiversenatural values (Weinreich andMusters 1989,Binketal.1994).
Since the late 1960s and 1970s, nature conservation has received more attention. The
developments after the Second World War, especially in modern agriculture, were seen as great
threats to nature and landscape. A growing concern about environmental quality from the public
appeared. Several European national governments accepted responsibility for nature conservation
(Bischoff and Jongman 1993). During the 1960s, the conservation approach changed: the
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definition of nature widened and its appreciation increased. A revaluation of agricultural areas
occurred. Nature conservation values were recognized and the preservation of natural values
within agricultural landscapes became an important policy objective. For example, the decline of
small landscape elements, such as wooded banks and hedgerows, was noticed. Protection and
enhancement of these elements increased. The arguments for nature conservation also changed.
Not only rare and endangered species had to be conserved, but also human's experience of the
landscape, especially visiting the natural areas, became an important argument. These
developments can partly be explained by an increase in ecological knowledge. Moreover, the
societal basis of nature conservation grew: the valuation of the beauty of nature, the love for
nature and the recognition of its opportunities for outdoor recreation increased. This trend was
expressed in an increase of members innon-governmental natureconservation organizations (Van
derValk 1982,DekkerandVanderWindt 1992).
The 1954lawfor landconsolidation wasincreasingly criticized.In 1972,thenational government
initiated a new law toreplace the 1954law, the Land Development Act, which was implemented
in 1985after a lengthy parliamentary debate.The new law was broader in scope to recognize the
multipleuseof therural areas.Italsoestablished astrongerconnection between physical planning
and land development. Several forms of land development were proposed, and participation of
interest groups and inhabitants involvement was regulated. The broadened purpose of the Land
Development Act is stated as follows: Land development strives toward the improvement of the
countryside in conformity with the functions of that area, as these are specified in the framework
of physical planning. In this context, the nature of landscape planning in the Netherlands became
multi-objective. Planning included measures and provisions for agriculture, forestry, nature
conservation, outdoor recreation, traffic and landscape maintenance. Indeed, agriculture still
characterizes the structure of the rural landscapes since sufficient farmland remains important for
the Netherlands. Multiple land use requires a thorough landscape planning approach, which
provides well-considered spatial solutions.Different interests in landscape planning may conflict,
especially uses with competing land claims.Moreover, each landuse may have itsown problems.
Theeconomic andtechnological developments inagriculture,wherein since 1960thepolicy of the
European Community and recently the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) play an
important role, forced farmers to continually improve farm management and the layout and
structureofthefarmlands.Thedeclineofareafor agriculture,asaresultofclaimsfrom otherland
uses,requires improved farmland andawell-suited parcelling, whilereducingnegative impactson
the environment. Modern agriculture will be limited in the use of manure and pesticides.
Landscape planning can contribute by means of reallotment and rural development to both an
increase in the economic benefits and enhancement of the social and working climate in
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agriculture. The complicated planning process of land development is designed to make the best
use of the limited amount of available land and to deal with several interest groups. In an early
stage of this process, involvement of several sectors are required — agriculture, nature
conservation, landscape maintenance and outdoor recreation — containing consequences of the
plans. Grossman and Brussaard (1989) explain this planning process. Nowadays, the emerging
multiple land-use approach isstilldiscussed {e.g., CLMI1990,Min.LNV 1992).
Since the perception of nature reflects people's fundamental attitudes towards the land (e.g.,
Philipsen 1995), changes in the perception of nature will lead to different nature conservation
strategies.IntheNetherlands,adebatedeveloped onthequestion whatisnature,and whatnatural
values should be protected: untouched nature, semi-natural areas or a maximum biodiversity?
These objectives require different spatial strategies,which canbeplaced within acontinuum from
segregation to integration of landuses(seesection 5.2).Inthisperiod,thedefinition ofnaturewas
restricted and renewed, in which the emerging discipline of landscape ecology played an
important role. In this context, restoration of natural processes was advocated (Dekker and Van
der Windt 1992). New nature conservation strategies were formulated in the Nature Policy Plan
onthepreservation ofnatural areasandrestoration offormer orpotentialnatural areas(Min.LNV
1990). The keynote of this plan is to realize a robust national ecological network of sustainable
ecosystems considered of (international importance. As Harms et al. (1993) state, landscape
planning for nature recently changed to incorporate both nature preservation and restoration.
Landscape planning is considered as an essential tool to implement this new policy. Most
planningprojects have adirect relationship with thenational ecological network.Moreover, since
1994new landdevelopment projects areobligedtomakeanenvironmental impact assessment.
The period since 1954 can be characterized by an awaking and consolidation of an ecological
approach in Dutch landscape planning. In the 1980s and 1990s, this approach matured in
landscape planning. Extensive landscape planning and design studies have been based on
(landscape) ecological theories, data and experiences (e.g., Schoorl et al. 1987, Helmer and
Smeets 1990,Kadaster 1992,Harmsetal.1993).

2.2

Emerging landscapeecologybasedlandscapeplanning

The close relationship between landscape planning and landscape ecology is pointed out by
several authors (e.g., Brandt and Agger 1984, Forman and Godron 1986, Schreiber 1988,
Zonneveld and Forman 1990,Vos and Opdam 1993,Smith and Hellmund 1993,Jongman 1993).
Bischoff and Jongman (1993) note that nature conservation inEurope became landscape ecology
based inthelast decade.Landscapeecology isarelatively newdiscipline and hasbeen influenced
by ecology, geography and vegetation science. The term "landscape ecology" was introduced by
19
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Troll (1939).Itisthestudyofspatialrelationships andfunctional interactionsbetween component
ecotopes of a kilometres-wide heterogeneous area, and the way in which these bring about
changes of structure and function in the ecological mosaic over time (Forman and Godron 1986,
Brandt and Agger 1984,Naveh and Lieberman 1984,Turner 1987). In this context, landscape is
defined as "a heterogeneous land area composed of a cluster of interacting ecosystems that are
repeated in similar form throughout. Landscapes vary in size, down to a few kilometres in
diameter" (Forman and Godron 1986,p. 11).This heterogeneous land area contains a mosaic of
land forms, vegetation types and land uses. The emphasis on patterns and processes and their
interactions over time within a landscape scale mosaic, is what differentiates landscape ecology
from other ecological disciplines. Several authors describe landscape ecology, its origin and
paradigms (e.g.,Zonneveld 1982, 1990, Naveh and Lieberman 1984, Forman and Godron 1986,
Turner 1989). For the Netherlands, Opdam (1993) describes twenty years of landscape ecology
and itsconnection tolandscape planning.Forashortoverview, Opdamdistinguishes threeperiods
of time: the period of the 1970s, the period of the 1980s and the period of the late 1980s to the
present.

(1)

Periodofthe 1970s

Dutch landscape ecology originated in the 1970s.The development was induced by demands for
an integrativeenvironmental survey oftheDutch ruralareas.Topreventtheincreasing destruction
of nature and landscape, it was decided that the natural values should be mapped. Several
landscape characteristics, suchas geomorphology, geology, hydrology, vegetation, fauna and land
use, were mapped and combined (Burggraaff et al. 1979).These environmental surveys mapped
several landscape patterns, which were overlaid to search for coherence between the landscape
patterns. It resulted in maps with relatively homogeneous land units (Zonneveld 1989). Such
surveys provided principles for landscape planning, such as gradients, natural equilibrium and
ecologicalfunctions. Forexample,fortheentireNetherlandsanenvironmental survey (GEM) was
done (Van der Maarel and Dauvellier 1978). It mapped several ecotopes of the Netherlands as
related to the potential natural vegetation. Yet, spatial relationships between elements in the
landscapewerehardly investigated.

(2)

Periodofthe 1980s

Inthe next period, landscape ecological research became more concerned about natural processes
and interactions between landscape patterns, for example, nutrient cycles, hydrological flows and
movement of species. A shift from the study of static patterns and of community composition
towardsdynamic phenomena such aspopulation extinction, colonization, isolation, migration and
20
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dispersal appeared. The landscape ecological research was divided into several topics. In the
Netherlands, this shift stimulated a resumed biological and landscape ecological interest for the
isolation of most nature reserves, and for small landscape elements and their function in the
agricultural surroundings ofthesereserves(e.g., Opdametal.1986).
(3)

Periodfrom thelate1980s tothepresent

In the current period, the fragmentation of landscape ecological research and the need for
synthesis was recognized (e.g., Vos and Stortelder 1988, Vos and Opdam 1993). The way
environmental surveys are carried out and the collected data is interpreted changed. In the
beginning, the conservation of existed natural values was emphasized. In later years, possibilities
to restore natural processes are explored. Landscape ecology matured. For example, the Nature
Policy Plan of the Netherlands is based on recent landscape ecological research. This plan
emphasized the necessity of addressing environmental problems, such as habitat fragmentation,
acidification and eutrophication. In turn, the implementation of this policy in landscape planning
may lead tobroader anddeeper problem inquiry in landscape ecology. IntheNetherlands, several
researchers have played a role in the explicit integration of landscape ecological principles and
methods in landscape planning, for example, Vink (1983),Zonneveld (1989), Harms and Opdam
(1990)andJongman(1993).
Several key connecting issues between landscape planning and landscape ecology can be
distinguished.

3

Keyconnectingissuesbetweenlandscapeplanningandlandscape ecology

3.1

Landscapeand itsprocessesassubjectofstudy

Inlandscape planning,thelandscape and itsprocesses arethesubject of study (material object). A
key attribute of this subject is the spatial form. The subject is shared with other disciplines, such
as landscape ecology, geology and geography.Arangeof definitions of theterm landscapeexists,
depending upon the phenomena under consideration and presuppositions of each discipline. A
common element inmost definitions is,that landscapes arethetangible and visual parts of earth's
surface consisting of a complex of living and non-living entities. The spatial character of
landscapes is treated as a fact of nature, in which all objects exist and move, and space as a
measurable attribute of these objects. It can be measured by parameters such as area, volume,
direction, pattern, shape,distanceandposition.
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Through representation and imagination (Harvey 1989),people givemeaning tothe landscape, as
space for agriculture, nature conservation or recreation. Each of the mentioned disciplines may
have its own point of view, theory andjargon, and therefore its own representation of landscape
(Toth 1988).Inthis sense,thetermlandscape isdifferently interpreted as,for example, landscape
scenery and the landscape as a conglomerate of land attribute units. Imaginations are mental
inventions that imagine new meanings or possibilities for spatial practices. These imaginations
maycontain codes,signs,plansfor thefuture and imaginary landscapes {e.g., depicted as designs
or paintings). Imagination of spaces is pre-eminently the domain of planning that may lead to
interventions inthelandscape.
The landscape is interpreted as the interface of natural and social processes. Many human
practices involve decisions that alter landscape patterns to facilitate desired functions. Landscape
ecology deals with landscapes as the total spatial and functional entity of natural and cultural
systems. A definition of landscape from the landscape ecological point of view was given in the
previous section.Atenetoflandscapeecology isthatthejuxtaposition ofecosystems orlandscape
elementsregulates thedistribution of species,nutrients andenergy (Forman andGodron 1986).
The spatial nature of both landscape planning and landscape ecology indicates a common bond.
However, the way of regarding the landscape (the formal object) of both disciplines differs. The
nature of landscape planning is to intervene purposively in the landscape. Planners are agents of
change (F. Steiner pers. comm. 1994). To bring about transformation based on imaginations,
planning is considered fundamentally as an art, and is inherently normative and value laden. The
formal object of landscape ecology is to understand and describe the landscape, its structure,
function and changes. Ecologists and geographers are scientists using the landscape to generate
andtesthypotheses intheorybuilding.Inidentifying whatdistinguishes planninganddesign from
landscape ecology and other spatial sciences, planning goes beyond the mere explanation of
spatial phenomena. It has primarily to do with synthesis, rather than analysis. In this sense,
planners wish to know what motivates the objects of their planning, and what forces bring about
changes. Based on this knowledge, among which knowledge of ecological processes, planners
propose interventions.

3.2

An holisticandinterdisciplinaryapproach

An important presupposition of landscape planning and landscape ecology is that people, plants,
animals and the abiotic substrate, all become understood as interdependent parts of a larger
system. It isproposed that the holistic approach provides a better appreciation and understanding
of the intricate web of interactions between people and the land. The holistic axiom that "the
whole is more than the sum of its parts" was first stated by Smuts in 1926, and introduced to
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ecology by Egler in 1942 as the concept of the hierarchical organization of nature. Holism has
become a basic philosophical concept in landscape ecology. It provides the basis for studying
entities withoutknowingallthedetailsoftheirinternalfunctions. Inessence,theholistic approach
in landscape ecology and landscape planning "viewed the landscape notjust as an aesthetic asset
(as by most landscape architects) or as part of the physical environmental (as by most
geographers), but as the total spatial and visual entity of human living space, integrating the
geosphere with the biosphere and the noospheric man-made artefacts" (Naveh and Lieberman
1984,p.21).Regarding landscapes ascomplex systems,landscapeecology hasaprincipal holistic
problem definition.
As is stated before, landscape planningrequires a similar synthesis of knowledge about processes
andpatterns andtheir mutualinteractions.This synthesis isnecessary tounderstand thelandscape,
because different disciplines may investigate different topics, such as flows of water, species,
nutrients, disturbances in the landscape and ecotones. Such holistic approach essentially goes
beyondreductionism(Hall 1988,Zonneveld 1990,Opdam1993).
Inherent to this holistic approach is the interdisciplinary character of both landscape ecology and
landscape planning.Thefield oflandscapeecology demandsthecontribution and interactions of a
range of disciplines, for example, population ecology, ecosystem ecology, geography, hydrology
and soil science'.Many of thesedisciplines havecontributed torecentdevelopments in landscape
ecology (Toth 1988).Sincelandscape planninganddesign arebased ontheunderstanding of how
complex landscapes originate, how they currently exist, and how they will change, they also
require an interdisciplinary approach. Problem solving at the landscape level requires knowledge
and awareness of the complex interactions between social and natural components in the
landscape.Thisanalysisdepends onthecontribution of variousdisciplines,becauseno profession
by itself can fully understand all the intricacies involved in making decisions about the wise and
sustaineduseoftheland.

3.3

Scaleissuesandthe hierarchyparadigm

Several authors have written about scale and the interactions within and between different scale
levels in the landscape (e.g.,Young etal. 1983,Meentemeyer and Box 1987,Urban etal. 1987,
Turner 1989, Hall 1991). The structure, function and change of landscapes are scale-dependent.
The measurement of spatial patterns and heterogeneity is dependent upon the scale that is
considered. A landscape may appear to be heterogeneous or fine-grained at one scale, but quite
homogeneous or course-grained at another. Natural and social processes occur in a specific time
and spatial scale. The scale questions in landscape planning parallel those in landscape ecology.
The hierarchy paradigm as applied to landscape ecology, provides guidelines for defining the
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functional components of asystem,and defines wayscomponents atdifferent scalesare related to
one another (Urban et al. 1987, Van den Aarsen 1994). The complexity of landscapes can be
partially simplified bydecomposingtheminto ahierarchical framework, in which each scale level
mayhaveitsownproperties andmechanisms.

Table1

A proposed hierarchical set of ecosystem classifications at various spatial scales (Klijn and Udo de Haes

1994)

Ecozone
Ecoprovince
Ecoregion
Ecodistrict
Ecosection
Ecoserie
Ecotope
Eco-element

Indicative mapping scale

Basic mappable unit

1:>50,000,000
1: 10,000,000-50,000,000
1:2,000,000-10,000,000
1:500,000-2,000,000
1: 100,000-500,000
1:25,000-500,000
1:5,000-25,000
1:<5,000

>62,500 km2
2,500-62,500 km2
100-2,500 km2
625-10,000 ha
25-625 ha
1.5-25ha
0.25-1.5 ha
<0.25 ha

Spatial and temporal scales arealsoimportant in landscapeplanning. Ingeneral,three scale levels
are distinguished in landscape planning: site, local and regional level (Haber 1990, Zonneveld
1989). Table 1gives a terminology proposal by Klijn and Udo de Haes (1994) for a hierarchical
set of ecosystem classifications at various spatial scales. The elements at site level, called ecoelements or ecotopes, are areas less than a few hectares.Anecotope is the smallest and relatively
homogenous landscape element that can be mapped at scales of 1: 5,000 to 1: 25,000. The
elements at a local level are called ecosections and ecodistricts. The regional level contains
ecoregions or regional natural units. The landscape mosaic corresponds with the regional scale.
Especially theregional orlandscape level isthe strategicplanning level where landscape planners
are lookingfor opportunities andconstraints todirectthecurrent land-usepatterns,tolinkpossible
landscape interventions with costs and benefits topeople and nature, aswell astoconfigure landusechangesovertime.

3.4

Recognitionofhumaninfluences inthelandscape

As an interface of natural and social processes, the landscape reflects the history of the dialogue
between people and the land.Both thecontinuity and the variability of land use are present in the
landscape. Nowadays, most landscapes have been more or less influenced by human practices.
The resulting landscape mosaic is a mixture of natural and human-managed patches that vary in
size, shape and arrangement. Landscape planning addresses those issues that concern the
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interactions between people and the land. A substantial amount of landscape ecological research,
however not necessarily eachpart,paysattention tohuman influences inthelandscape.Naveh and
Lieberman (1984,p.9) statethat "oneofthecentral features inthetheoryof landscapeecology is
the recognition of the dynamic role of man in the landscape and the quest for the systematic and
unbiased study of its ecological implications". Impacts of human activities on landscapes are
discussed by a number of researchers, for example, Burgess and Sharpe (1981), Forman and
Godron (1986),Jongman (1993) and Vos and Opdam(1993).Recognition of human influences is
particularly apparent in the Dutch landscape. A central feature in Dutch landscape ecology and
planning istheacceptance of thedynamichuman role increatingheterogeneous landscapes (Vink
1983). Several authors describe the changes in the Dutch landscapes resulting from human
influences (e.g., Kerkstra and Vrijlandt 1990, Vos and Zonneveld 1993). They provide an
overview of the developments in modern land use which have led to changes in natural patterns
andprocesses inthelandscape.
Spatial scaleanddynamics of landusemaybedifferent from theoriginalnatural process.Humandominated landscapes may change according to economic and social factors such as price
regulation, mechanization, or transfers of land ownership. Changes in land use may result in
different types of landscape. A human landscape modification gradient can be described, from
natural, managed or semi-natural, agricultural, suburban, to urban landscapes (see figure 1).This
gradient is based on increasing impact of interventions, from shifting cultivation, extensive
agriculture, industrial agricultural, to urbanization. Landscape ecology should study the whole
range of human-dominated landscapes. Then, it can provide knowledge for interventions in
landscapes such ascanbefound intheNetherlands.

4

Landscapeecologyanditsroleinlandscape planning

The application of landscape ecology in planning landscapes is relatively new. For the
Netherlands, the evolution of landscape ecological planning is discussed in section 2. Also in
other countries, this issue is gaining interest, for example, inGermany (e.g.,Woebse 1975,Haber
1990,Jedicke 1990),France (e.g.,Burel and Baudry 1990),the Czech and Slovak republics (e.g.,
Ruzicka and Miklos 1990) and the USA (e.g., Noss and Harris 1986, Soule 1991, Smith and
Hellmund 1993).
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The emergent discipline of landscape ecology contains both a scientific anda philosophical
stream. For example, Zonneveld (1982) regarded landscape ecology asa formal bio-, geo- and
human science, and asan holistic attitude orstate ofmind. He states that everyone who has the
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attitude to approach the environment — including all biotic and abiotic values — as a coherent
system,as akind of whole that cannot bereally understood from its separate components only, is
a landscape ecologist. Landscape ecology as a philosophy is also advocated by Naveh and
Lieberman (1984), since they make an attempt to show how landscape ecology can contribute to
the active role of people in design and further constructive evolution through self-reflection and
human consciousness. Increasingly, ecology is seen as an answer to a growing need for direct
human relationships with the land. Naveh and Lieberman state that since landscape ecology is a
basis for human concern with the total landscape, it has overstepped the purely natural realm of
classical bio-ecological sciences and has entered therealm of human-centred fields of knowledge
(social, economic and geographic sciences) connected with modern land uses. In this context,
landscape ecology is considered as part of human ecology. Human ecology focuses on the way
peopleinteract witheachotherandwiththeland (Young 1984,Berger 1987).Landscapeplanning
isone of the interactions ofpeople and the land. Moreof theliterature of ecology based planning
is oriented toward planning as applied human ecology rather than just incorporating ecological
principles intoland-use andlandscapeplanning(Steiner etal. 1988,Hall 1988,1991).
Since planning is normative containing choices for future land uses, planning is anthropocentric
(in terms of being human-responsible, rather then being human-centred; Vink 1983).On a moral
basis of environmental ethics,landscape planners and designers may reconcile the inherent worth
of nature with needs and demands of society, and legitimize interventions in the landscape. For
both human-centred (anthropocentrism) and nature-centred (biocentrism) points of view, norms
for planning and design are perceived by people. In society, these norms will be debated. The
integration of landscape ecology and landscape planning should be viewed from the notion of
people's responsibility for nature,ratherthan from theemergingecological insights.To setnorms
for landscape planning assumes both knowledge of landscape function and a value judgement
about the lightness of this knowledge and itsunderlying paradigms.For example,preservation of
a maximum degree of biodiversity cannot be solely argued from biological and ecological
research.Attheutmost,thesedisciplines maypointtothenecessity of preserving acertain degree
of biodiversity. Landscape planning objectives often have an ecological character. However,
society should makedecisions aboutnorms,whilebalancing natureconservation issues with other
land uses. Therefore, landscape ecology is not able to determine norms, but is rather viewed as
oneofthemajor scientific basesorsubstantivetheoriesinlandscapeplanninganddesign.
The central prerequisite for wise landscape planning is understanding of natural and social
processes and their influences onthe landscape,therelevant parameters and to which extent these
parameters influence the landscape. Landscape planners deal with questions as, for example,
which landscape structure or spatial configuration of ecosystems will concurrently optimize soil
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conservation, biodiversity, wildlife populations, scenic quality, outdoor-recreation opportunities
and other interests? Landscape ecology contributes to an understanding of heterogeneous
landscapes andthechanges associated withnatural processes and human interventions.Landscape
ecology provides the planner with a set of theories, knowledge and experiences of landscape
study, especially related to the spatial structure of landscapes, their origin, and the processes that
alter the spatial structure. It also provides a conceptual framework within which planners can
explore how the structure of land evolves with relevant natural processes. Examples include the
modellingof natural processes such asflows of individuals (Merriam 1984,Verboom etal. 1993)
andlandscapeheterogeneity anddisturbances (Turner 1987).Inthiscontext, landscapeplanningis
also called applied landscape ecology (versus theoretical landscape ecology; Vink 1983,Golley
and Bellot 1991,Jongman 1993).Since landscape planning and design bring about change in the
landscape,theapplication of landscape ecological knowledge in spatial concepts for planning and
design is necessary. The main challenge in landscape ecological planning is to articulate
guidelines for the optimal pattern of landscape structure that will manage landscape function
while accommodating sustainable use of land (Van Langevelde 1993). Such applied landscape
ecology intends to solve environmental problems which have a spatial component, and to plan
how landscapes should be organized in the future. It may lead to a substantial and noticeable
improvement of landscapes, and more balanced policies and decision making. Landscape
ecological research helps tolegitimize andjustify theimportance of planning and design for large
areas andinlongtermperspectives (Halletal.1989).
Landscape ecology may also structure theplanning process. It contributes to procedural planning
theories in two ways: as a basis for generating forms and developing guiding principles in
planning and design, and as an evaluative tool (Hall et al. 1989).Landscape ecology may guide
what data should be collected, how should these data be interpreted, how should these data and
insights be used to address the problems and explore the opportunities, and how should
environmental impacts of future developments be predicted. Opdam (1993) noted three fields of
landscape ecological knowledge for landscape planning. Pattern analysis may discern
environmental problems.Substantial processknowledgecanbeusedtoaddresstheseproblems.In
turn, translation of the process knowledge to spatial patterns is necessary for comparing and
evaluatingplan scenarios.
Landscape ecology may provide answers for landscape planning. Basically, landscape ecology is
problem inquiry oriented. However, demands for problem solving from the field of landscape
planning is considered a positive stimulus for integrating and deepening of pattern and process
knowledge in landscape ecology (Naveh 1991,Opdam 1993). For the landscape ecologists, the
planned and designed landscape may serve as field experiments to test hypotheses and acquiring
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knowledge (Golley and Bellot 1991).The increasing recent landscape ecological knowledge may
provide astrongscientific basisfor future landscapeplanning.

5

Spatialconcepts inlandscapeplanningfor nature

5.1

Spatialconceptsandtheirfunctions inlandscapeplanning

Intheplanningprocess,spatial conceptsconnectplanning objectives and interventions. Following
the inventory and problem analysis, the first step of plan development involves spatial concepts
for the plan area. "A spatial concept expresses through words and images in a summarized way,
the view of a planning subject in respect of the desired spatial development of society and the
nature of the interventions which are considered necessary" (Zonneveld 1991, p. 222). Spatial
concepts are related to the formal object of planning, i.e., to intervene purposively in the
landscape.Therefore, they comeunder the actingconcepts.Acting concepts express acertain gap
between an actual and an imaginary situation.They present suggestions tobridgethis gap.Spatial
concepts in landscape planning may have five functions (as distinguished by Zonneveld
conforming to Habermas' theory of communicative action): the cognitive, the intentional, the
institutional,thecommunicative andtheaction functions:
•

The cognitive function of spatial concepts refers to an organized thinking about the spatial
form oftheplanned landscape.Spatialconceptscontain a synthesisofknowledgerelated to
the plan area coming from several disciplines, such as landscape ecology, geology and
economics. This knowledge may provide understanding of the local problems and the way
theycanbe solved.Plannersneed spatialconcepts which linkthetoolsof planningwith the
viewofhowpeopleuse,perceiveandshapethelandscape.

•

Spatial concepts contain the (wittingly or unwittingly formulated) vision for the future
developments in the area. This is the intention function, by which spatial concepts
expresses theimagination oflandscapeplannersanddesigners.

•

The planning process is embedded in legislative and institutional structures. The
institutional function refers to control of the land: spatial concepts should go into the
authority of decision making by individuals, interest groups and governmental agencies.
This is especially important when landscape planning is confronted with multiple land
claims.For land development intheNetherlands,theseinstitutional issues arearticulated in
theLand DevelopmentAct 1985.
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•

Spatial concepts may benefit communication among the various interest groups.Via word
andimages,discussion about therepresentation and imaginations of thelandscapecan take
place.

•

The action function of spatial concepts refers to the interventions in the landscape which
are necessary to address the planning objectives. The content of spatial concepts give
guidancetoachievetheplanningobjectives.

Each spatial concept should more or less perform these functions. Regarding these functions,
spatial concepts form the final landscape plan, which can be realized after discussion about the
planning objectives, scenarios and interventions. Spatial concepts should be viewed as abasis for
discussion where choices are made by the community about its future. Spatial concepts structure
theplanningprocess(e.g.,Steiner 1991,Halletal. 1989)2.
Spatial concepts cannot be viewed as having an independent existence, as being universal
abstractions truefor alltime.Inthesamewaythatchanges inscientific concepts arediscussed, for
example,thedevelopment and shift inparadigms by Kuhn(1970),Zonneveld (1991)describes the
process of conceptualization in planning. Conceptualization is the process of making, adapting
and changing the content of a spatial concept. Changes in spatial concepts occur when certain
groups in society no longer accept the main spatial concepts, the context of planning changed, or
newknowledgedeveloped. Thehistory ofconceptualization processes canbeseen asanalteration
of conceptual complexes and shifts. The spatial concepts in a certain period form conceptual
complexes, i.e., a coherent structure of spatial concepts. Throughout the ongoing alteration in
spatial concepts, somebasic principles canbediscerned which remain stable.Basicprinciples are
spatial concepts that have proven to be successful or are considered as too important to become
rejected. Inthenext section,theprocessofconceptualization willbediscussed for spatialconcepts
in landscape planning for nature related to the rural areas in the Netherlands. Especially the
cognitive and intentional functions oftheseconceptswillbefocused on.

5.2

Developmentofspatialconceptsinlandscapeplanningfor nature intheNetherlands

Thedevelopment of spatialconcepts isrelatedtotheevolution of alandscapeecological approach
in landscape planning in theNetherlands as described in section 2.The conceptualization process
reflects the representation and imagination of the land through time. Several conceptual
complexes and shifts can bedistinguished in the history of Dutch landscape planning (Zonneveld
1991, Gorter 1986). It is notable, that most of the spatial concepts refer to multiple use: nature
conservation, landscape maintenance, agriculture and outdoor recreation. The spatial concepts
with different spatial strategies for planning the rural landscape in theNetherlands can be placed
within acontinuumfrom segregation to integration of landuses3.Inthefollowing, the successive
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phaseswillbebriefly reviewed.Alsoinothercountries, spatialconcepts inlandscapeplanning for
nature havebeen developed. InNorth Americarecentlythespatial concept ofgreenways appeared
(Little 1990,Smith and Hellmund 1993).Steineretal.(1988) andNdubisi (1997)provide the first
step to describe the conceptualization processes in the USA for spatial concepts in landscape
planningfornaturerelated toboththeurbanandrurallandscape.
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Figure2

urbanareas

nature areas

industrialareas

water
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>

Designfor parkways in a development plan of the 'Linker-Maasoever' of Rotterdamfrom 1926 (Witteveen

1926)

(I)

Periodfrom thebeginningofthiscenturyuntil 1954

In the period from the beginning of this century to the 1920s, several motives for landscape
planning for nature appeared. Nature and landscape had to be protected against the spreading
urbanization and land reclamation. Although the cities grew, the urban dwellers were offered
opportunities to experience nature.The increasing recreational use emphasized the quality of the
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rural landscape. The then spatial concepts reflected asymbiosis between nature conservation and
outdoor recreation.In 1926,the spatial conceptofparkway was introduced inadevelopment plan
for the 'Linker-Maasoever' ofRotterdam (Witteveen 1926, see figure 2). The spatial conceptof
parkways hadan American origin (Cleyndert 1924,1932, see Smith and Hellmund 1993).
Parkways aimed tocreate greenways inthe city and bring nature back to town via greenwedges.
They connect the countryside with the innercity. Parks and greenwedges should divide the cities
intoareasof arelatively smallscale.
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Regional plan with a system of greenways for 'Oost-Utrecht' from 1935 by Granpre Moliere (Van der

Cammen and De Klerk 1986)

Forplanning the rural landscape,the spatial concept ofparkway provided anetwork of afforested
ways for outdoor recreation.Theseparkwayscould accommodate (cycle) roads and walking paths
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inanaturalistic setting.Inseveral regional plans,thespatial concept ofparkway isworkedout, for
example, in the first draft Regional Plan 'Oost-Utrecht' from 1935 (Van der Cammen and De
Klerk 1986, see figure 3).This plan contained a system of greenways connecting several natural
areas.In 1938,the spatial concept of parkways isapplied for theRegional Plan 'Dsselmonde' asa
structure ofcyclepaths around thecities.This structure connectsthe suburbs with the countryside
and provides opportunities for outdoor recreation innaturereserves (Van Boeijen 1938,see figure
4).
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built-up areas

Regional planfor 'Usselmonde' from 1938 (Van Boeijen 1938). Theplan contains a network of cycle paths

around thecitiesconnecting thesuburbs with the countryside.

Landconsolidation wasdeveloped toreallocate and improvethe land for agriculture.An awaking
of nature conservation appeared. With the exception to land reclamation, land consolidation and
urbanization, in the period from the beginning of this century to 1954 the relationship between
agriculture and nature conservation and landscape maintenance was generally not considered asa
dilemma (Zonneveld 1991).In this period, the spatial concepts were characterized by integration
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of land uses, especially the connection of several nature reserves with a recreational function by
cyclepaths,andincorporatingnaturalareasincities.Therefore, natural areas shouldbeorderedin
a certain manner as an open-space network. The mentioned spatial concepts benefit the
recreational and aesthetic experience of visitors, and protect endangered and rare species. These
spatialconceptsarebasedonakindofintuition thatconnection betweennatural areasenhancethe
ecological integrity of the landscape. After the Second World War, these spatial concepts
disappeared. However, the national government stated alist of areas,which wereconsidered as a
priorityfor nature conservation.

(2)

Periodfrom1954 untilthe 1970s

After the implementation of the Land Consolidation Act in 1954, many rural areas were reallocated and improved for arational agricultural use.However, other landuses were also getting
more attention. A conceptual shift occurred. The spatial concepts of this period can be
characterized by segregation of land use and scale enlargement. The areas of land consolidation
and development increased. Physical planning intheNetherlands, for example the Second Policy
Document onPhysical Planningin 1966,had astrongconfidence in itspossibilities to reconstruct
the landscape4.TheNatureConservation Act wasadopted in 1968toprotect nature reserves.This
act was thebasis for protection of large scale reserves. Besides, a higher recreational need led to
the planning of several large-scale recreational areas. An example of a spatial concept of this
period istheGreen Heartof Holland, which intended toestablish abuffer zonebetween thecities
oftheRandstad inthewesternpartoftheNetherlands.

(3)

Periodfromthe1970suntilthelate 1980s

After the mid 1970s,the second conceptual shift appeared.The large-scale spatial concepts of the
sixties and early seventies vanished. In this period, the Land Development Act of 1985 became
operative.The concern for the environment was gaining importance. The capacity of planning to
intervene in the landscape was widely discussed. Increasing attention was paid to nature
conservation and enhancement of the aesthetic, recreational and historic values of the landscape.
Natural values in agricultural lands were recognized. With the Memorandum on Rural Areas in
1977 anew conceptual complex arose: integration of land use within diverse cultural landscapes.
Integration of land uses was consolidated by agricultural surpluses. This allowed the set aside of
marginal and unprofitable farmlands for nature reserves surrounded by buffer zones (Dekker
1990). Several instruments were proposed to regulate the dilemmas between land uses, for
example, the Land Use Interaction Report. This Report was established in 1975 and provided
opportunities for individual farmers to conclude management agreements with the government.
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Increasing attention was placed on small landscape elements, with justification by use of the
phrase "smallisbeautiful". However, itwasrecognized that integration of multiple landuse could
beaprobleminplanning.
Inthebeginningof the 1980s,thespatialconcept ofecological infrastructure appeared. Ecological
infrastructure wasproposed in the Structural Outline Plan Nature and Landscape Conservation of
1980. From that moment on this spatial concept became the guiding principle in landscape
planning for nature, for example, in the landscape development project 'Roden-Norg' (see figure
5).The hallmark of the spatial concept ofecological infrastructure isthenecessity of establishing
corridors between natural areas for the movement of species to address habitat fragmentation. In
theearly 1980s,the spatial concept of ecological infrastructure wasused in the discussions about
protection of small landscape elements and its species. Two differences with the former spatial
concepts can be distinguished. First, the spatial concept of ecological infrastructure is considered
to be scientifically based on conservation biology and landscape ecology. Secondly, this spatial
concept ismainlyfocused onnatureconservation.
However, the spatial concept of ecological infrastructure was criticized, especially by biologists
andecologists (e.g.,Dekkerand Knaapen 1986,Opdam 1987, 1993,Gorter 1988).They discussed
the scientific basis of the spatial concept. The spatial concept of ecological infrastructure was
based on the theory of island biogeography of MacArthur and Wilson (1967), which was still an
untested hypothesis and its application in continental situations disputed (Margules et al. 1982).
Also, they emphasized its species-specific approach. Each species differs in habitat needs,
tolerances and sensitiveness to habitat fragmentation. This corresponds with species-specific
designs of ecological infrastructures. For these reasons, the spatial concept missed a clear
definition and application in landscape planning. Several interpretations of ecological
infrastructure occurred: a landscape structural approach with emphasis on protection of linear
open-space systems, an ecotope approach neglecting the species-specific requirements and an
overemphasis of dissolving habitat isolation rather than a comprehensive approach to consider
bothhabitat patchesandcorridors (seesection 5.4).

(4)

Periodfrom thelate1980stothepresent

As is stated in section 2, landscape planning became landscape ecology based in the period from
the late 1980sto the present. Zonneveld (1991) distinguishes a third conceptual shift about 1988.
The integration of functions disappointed, and a new vision on the segregation of land uses
appeared. It seemed difficult to reconcile the post-war industrial agriculture with nature
conservation and landscapemaintenance(Dekker 1990).
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Figure 5

Preliminary sketch for the land development plan for 'Roden-Norg' in the north-eastern part of the

Netherlands from 1990 (Landinrichtingsdienst 1990). The landscape plan consists of several ecological corridors
between nature reservesfor enhancing themovement and survival ofseveral target species.

The Fourth Policy Document on Physical Planning of 1989 emphasizes spatial segregation of
incompatible land uses based on planning robust landscape structures. Such landscapes permit
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flexible land development for agricultural use, and the realization of an integration of nature
conservation, outdoor recreation, water control and forestry5. This was worked out in the spatial
concept of landscape framework (Kerkstra and Vrijlandt 1990, Sijmons 1991,Van Buuren and
Kerkstra 1993). For example, Kerkstra and Vrijlandt (1990) plan and design a landscape
framework for industrial agricultureandnatureconservation intheeasternpartoftheNetherlands.
The spatial concept of landscape framework is based on spatial segregation of intensive land use
requiring a flexible layout and the more extensive types of use requiring stability in time. The
landscape framework isanetwork containing theextensive land use types,and will envelop large
open areas for optimal agricultural production. Robust landscape structures are also advocated in
the Nature Policy Plan of 1990 and the Memorandum on Landscape of 1992. The former
presented a national ecological network (see section 2). The latter used the spatial concept of
landscape framework for ahigh quality landscape.These spatial concepts arebased on landscape
ecological research and propose to enhance the ecological integrity of the landscape. Yet, these
policy plans are merely intentions. Applications of these spatial concepts in landscape planning
arenowemerging.
Examples of basic principles in the conceptualization process of landscape planning in the
Netherlands are regulated urbanization, and the connection between the innercity and the
surrounding countryside. These have survived several conceptual shifts. Recently, the spatial
concept of greenwedges returned. The greenwedges contribute to an attractive living and
recreation climate, connect the city with the rural landscape, enhance ecological structure, and
provide recreation infrastructure (Min.VROM 1989).Thesebasicprinciples can alsobe found in
thespatial concepts parkwaysandGreen HeartofHolland.Forexample,thespatialconcept Green
Heart of Holland got more attention for regulated urbanization in the Randstad. Another basic
principle in landscape planning is the emphasis on the connection of natural reserves through
corridors.Thisprinciple wasintuitively thebasisoftheearly spatial concept ofparkway.Fromthe
1980s, the connectivity principle returned in the spatial concepts ecological infrastructure and
landscape framework. Landscape ecological research pointed the necessity of this principle. The
application of these spatial concepts in recent planning efforts for nature are characterized by the
principle of an ecological network. The Regional Plan for Noord-Brabant presented the spatial
concept green network.Thisnetwork containsnaturereserves,nature restoration areas,ecological
corridors andmultifunctional forests (Prov.Noord-Brabant 1993,seefigure6).
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Regional plan for 'Groene Hoofdstructuur' in Noord-Brabant in the south of the Netherlands from 1993

(Prov. Noord-Brabant 1993), Theplan consists of a network of nature reserves,nature restoration areas, corridors and
multifunctional forests.

Planning ecological networks is based on the presuppositions that it is impossible to protect all
natural values, rather choices should be made, and that natural values can be restored and
developed. These presuppositions provide a renewed, but modest, conviction to enhance the
dialogue between people and the land. The basic principle of ecological network may inspire the
development ofanewconceptual complex.
5.3

Spatialconceptofecologicalnetworks

During the last decades,the effectiveness of the management of nature areas increased under the
influence of (landscape) ecological research. Interventions to protect solely nature areas seemed
insufficient topreserve allnatural values.Infragmented landscapes,theviability of remnant local
populations is limited. Whereas large reserves are the spine of long-term preservation of natural
values, these reserves cannot be considered in isolation from their context. Between the
components ofthelandscape several interactionstakeplacesuchashydrological relationships and
species movement. An important concern in both landscape ecology and landscape planning and
design, is the enhancement of such processes. For example, McHarg (1969) pointed that "the
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distribution of open spacemustrespond tonatural processes.(...) Theproblemliesnot inabsolute
area but in distribution" (p. 65). Especially movement and survival of species is gaining
importance in landscape ecological research, since it is recognized that habitat fragmentation
affects themovementandsurvivalofspecies.Extensiveresearchhasbeendonetovariousspecies,
their population dynamics in fragmented landscapes and the role of corridors (e.g., Den Boer
1981, Merriam 1984,Forman and Godron 1986,Van Dorp and Opdam 1987,Burel and Baudry
1990,Soule 1991,Saunders and Hobbs 1991,Verboom etal. 1993,Opdam etal. 1993).Several
(applied) landscape ecological research efforts indicate possibilities to address fragmentation of
habitat by a network approach in landscape planning (e.g.,Noss and Harris 1986, Saunders and
Hobbs 1991,Smith andHellmund 1993).
The network approach in landscape ecology distinguishes nodes, associated with hospitable
habitat patches, and links, associated with corridors between these habitat patches. Such habitat
networks may be essential for the survival of populations of species,which arepoorly adapted to
human-dominated landscapes.Networks provide opportunities for anefficient migratory route,as
well as to alter theflow of nutrients,water andenergy across the landscape (Forman and Godron
1986).Thiscan be viewed asabasicprinciple for landscape planning for nature, at any scale and
any context. In recent land development projects in the Netherlands, the spatial concept of
ecological networks is gaining importance. For this reason, there is a need for a deeper
understanding to use the spatial concept of ecological networks in landscape planning. Current
landscape ecological research provides substantive theories for framing ecological network
planning.
In the case of habitat networks, which form a part of the spatial concept ecological network, the
theory of metapopulation dynamics is useful as substantive planning theory. In a fragmented
landscape the habitat of many native species is dissected into small, isolated patches with sharp
boundaries, separated by unsuitable area for the species concerned. Each habitat patch may
contain a population of these species, but local extinctions appear and led to (temporally) empty
patches.As long asdispersal is frequent, local extinctions willbe prevented or the empty habitat
patches will be recolonized. This system of spatially and functionally structured populations in
heterogeneous landscapes is called a metapopulation. Metapopulations are defined as "any set of
spatially defined localpopulations,which aredemographicallyaffectedby thespatial arrangement
of habitat patches and the resistance of the non-habitat of the landscape matrix" (Opdam et al.
1993,p. 165).Extensive research hasbeen donetothedynamics of metapopulations (e.g.,Levins
1970,Merriam 1984,1990,Lefkovitch andFahrig 1985,Opdam 1987, 1991,HeneinandMerriam
1990, Hanski and Gilpin 1991, Opdam et al. 1993,Verboom et al. 1993).Besides the theory of
metapopulation dynamics, another spatial population theory is developed: the source-sink theory
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(Wiens and Rotenberry 1981,Pulliam 1988).Both theories can be regarded as a follow up at the
population levelof the islandbiogeography theory ofMacArthur and Wilson (1967).Two aspects
determine the function of metapopulations: carrying capacity (size and quality) and connectivity
of the habitat patches. These aspects are subject of biological and landscape ecological research.
For example, several studies examine the influence of carrying capacity and connectivity at the
dynamics of populations in heterogeneous landscapes (e.g.,Lefkovitch and Fahrig 1985, Fahrig
andMerriam 1985,Gilpin 1987,VanDorpandOpdam 1987,Opdam 1991,Verboometal. 1993).
In this context, connectivity refers to the qualities of the landscape that facilitate interaction
among local populations of habitat patches, sothat thesepopulations act as local populations into
a metapopulation and individuals can move among the habitat patches (Merriam 1984, 1990,
BaudryandMerriam 1988).
Planning habitat networks implies the selection of target species since the perception of the
landscape pattern, and hence the response to thefragmentation process of a population, will vary
widely among species.The utility of particular landscape elements as habitat or corridor depends
on the behaviour of the targeted species (Soule 1991, Opdam et al. 1993). Habitat-network
structures will differ between species (see also the previous section). In this context, the spatial
concept of ecological networks isaway in which society canprotect andpreserve specific natural
values.Therefore, awell-considered selection oftargetspeciesiscrucial.
Ecological networks should not only provide suitable habitat and facilitate species movement
between habitat patches, also protection of water resources, providing forestry opportunities and
other ecological functions may be of the spatial concept of ecological networks .It also provides
opportunities for integration of social functions, which are more or less compatible with the
ecological functions, such as outdoor recreation, and protection of cultural and historic resources.
The spatial concept of ecological networks implies multiple land use and is based on segregation
of incompatible land use.Ecological networks may agreewith thespatial concept of greenwaysin
landscape planning and design in North America (Hall et al. 1989, Little 1990, Smith and
Hellmund 1993).
The spatial concept of ecological networks may lead to a differentiation in natural values in the
human-dominated landscape. Within the robust network, several sensitive species, meandering
brooks and other natural valuescan occur, which are valued by society for preservation. However
within the agriculturally used land, habitat for several species is also considered as valuable for
protection, for example, ditches, verges and hedgerows. These elements provide habitat and
corridors for several plantandanimal species (e.g., FormanandBaudry 1984,Fahrigand Merriam
1985,VanDorpand Opdam 1987,Baudry andBurel 1990,Verboom etal.1993).
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5.4

Landscapeecologybasedspatialguidelinesforplanningecologicalnetworks

Planning ecological networks requires spatial guidelines, based on the existing knowledge of
landscapeecologicalprocesses andpatterns.Spatialnetworklayoutcanbedefined atseveral scale
levels, interms of size,nature and configuration of landscape elements for the species concerned.
Such guidelines for habitat-network planning shouldminimizelocalextinction rates andmaximize
opportunities for (re)colonization. As a result of research of biogeography, conservation biology
and landscape ecology, several authors have discussed planning guidelines (e.g.,Diamond 1975,
Helliwell 1976, Lovejoy and Oren 1981,Margules et al. 1982, Noss and Harris 1986, Opdam
1987, Soule 1991,Smith and Hellmund 1993). It is proposed that the theory of metapopulation
dynamics and its models are useful for impact assessment of (de)fragmentation effects on
populations, and guidelines for landscape planning of habitat networks (Verboom et al. 1993,
Opdametal. 1993).
Toenhancethe survival chanceofmetapopulationsofthreatened species,severalinterventions on
alocalscalemaybetaken: (1)improvethequality ofhabitatand (2)enlargepatch sizetostabilize
and enlarge the local population size and to diminish the risk of extinction; (3) increase the
number of habitat patches to improve the possibility for exchange and (re)colonization, and to
lowerthechange of stochastic extinction ofthemetapopulation; and (4)decreasebarriersbetween
habitat patches and/or establishment of corridors to enable the possibility of dispersal. The
advantages and the feasibility of habitat improvement, the extension of patches, and the
establishment of corridors should be considered and balanced simultaneously in landscape
planning. Only advocating the establishment of corridors — using the spatial concept of
ecological infrastructure — for the benefit of a species' survival is an oversimplification,
neglectingtheroleofhabitat quality andpatch sizeinthesurvivalofmetapopulations.
However, the theory of metapopulation dynamics should be considered as a relatively new and
hardly tested hypothesis (Simberloff et al. 1992).Resulting data and models of metapopulations
may be hardly applicable in regions with different abiotic and biotic conditions. Moreover,
metapopulation dynamics is limited toa specific groupof species, i.e.,species with a growth rate
depending on density and a low mobility, which are sensitive to habitat fragmentation. It is only
focused onpopulation processes,ratherthan takingintoaccount severalinterspecies relationships,
such as predation and concurrence. With respect to these limitations, metapopulation theory may
provide rules of thumb to help planners to layout the spatial network structure and decide among
alternative spatial configurations (Van Langevelde 1993).These rules of thumb should reflect the
present state of knowledge. Therefore, they should be constantly evaluated. Knowledge about
species behaviour is increasing, but still insufficient to plan for all species. For example, the
minimum critical size of populations to preserve is hardly known. More landscape ecological
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research is necessary. Establishing and monitoring existed and planned ecological networks may
increase knowledge. Such adaptive management can provide a strong partnership between
planners andecologists (Holling 1978,Walters 1986).
(1)

Planningguidelinesfor habitatpatches

Vulnerability of patches to function as habitat must be examined for each species. Several
parameters define thefunction as habitatpatch: size,number, shape,position inthe landscape and
quality of the patches. Guidelines should concern these parameters. The quality of the patches
may be influenced by several factors, such as the agricultural use of the matrix and recreational
activities.The sizeof habitatpatchesisoneofthemostimportant spatialparameters in preserving
viable populations of plant and animal species. Low local extinction rates can be achieved if
patches are large and contain good quality habitat. In other words, local population growth rate
should be optimized and local carrying capacity should be high (Verboom et al. 1993). The
occupation of a habitat patch by a particular species depends on both the size of the population
with fluctuations asa result of localprocesses,and the interaction with other local populations in
thehabitat network.Inthiscontext,important iswhatnumber of interactinghabitat patches witha
certain size and quality, is necessary for a viable population (Opdam 1987, Gilpin 1987). The
choice between several large or many small patches (i.e.,the SLOSS-discussion — Single Large
or Several Small nature reserves;Gilpin and Diamond 1980,Higgs and Usher 1980)can only be
madeafter consideration of thespecies' particularcharacteristics, theroleof inter-patch dispersal,
and therelative merits of spreading riskand localdensity dependent effects. There areno general
rules here (Verboom et al. 1993). In general, large fragments can support a larger number of
individuals for aparticular species.Largefragments minimizeedge influence of the matrix.Large
naturereservesintheagricultural andurban matrix maybeimportant asboth sourceandrefuge of
species. Especially patches that due to their size and habitat quality serve as stable source for
dispersing propagules, may play an important stabilizing role in metapopulations and should be
preserved (Verboom et al. 1993). In general, as many as possible suitable (occupied and
unoccupied) habitatpatchesfor thespeciesconcerned shouldbeprotected.Forsmaller fragments,
buffer zones mayprotect theedges of thepatch and minimize oreliminate negative impacts from
thesurrounding landscapematrix.

(2)

Planningguidelinesfor corridors

Colonization rates are high when the distance between habitat patches can be bridged over. This
can be stimulated by dispersal corridors, stepping stones, or devices that counteract effects of
barriers (e.g., badger tunnels; Verboom et al. 1993). However, questions about the role of
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corridorshavealsobeenposed (e.g.,Simberloff andCox 1987,Simberloff etal. 1992).Although,
there has been some research on optimal corridor design (e.g., Forman and Baudry 1984,Fahrig
andMerriam 1985,Forman andGodron 1986,Henein andMerriam 1990,BaudryandBurel 1990,
Saunders and Hobbs 1991), little is known about how individuals actually move through the
landscape. Do they use linear elements as corridors or simply follow a straight or random route,
and how do they react to boundaries. In general, connecting elements may be introduced to
enhance dispersal between habitat patches. On the other hand, barriers have to be minimized for
speciesmovement.Theconnectingelementscanfunction ascorridorandsecondaryhabitatfor the
speciesconcerned, andasbarriersorfilters tothemovement ofotherspeciesaswell.

6

Discussionandconclusion

A synthesis of thedevelopments in landscape planning and landscape ecology in the Netherlands
can be summarized by five topics: (1) the emerging concern that human practices progressively
degrade the landscape and that people should plan for nature; (2)theconsolidation of the ideaof
landscape planning for nature in numerous large-scale planning efforts and the emerging
incorporation of ecological principles into spatial concepts; (3) the explicit linkage between
landscape ecology and landscape planning in policy, research and planning practice; (4) the
changing perception of nature and the land as expressed in the evolution of landscape planning
and spatial concepts,embracingthenotion of multiple landuse;and (5)adiversity inthescopeof
spatialconcepts inlandscape planningfor nature atseveral scalelevels.Itisshownthat landscape
planningfor naturebecame landscape ecologybased.Thelandscapeecologicalplanningapproach
reflects the existence of an environmental ethic or set of moral principles that governed people's
relationships totheland.AsSteiner(1991) advocates,landscapeecologicalplanningisfocused on
theappropriatefit between peopleandtheland.
Several motives are obvious for incorporating landscape ecology as substantive theories in
landscape planning. Landscape ecology provides landscape planners and designers with a
conceptual framework within which they can include knowledge about relevant patterns and
processes. Since both landscape ecologists and landscape planners and designers focus on the
ecology of a landscape, a close relationship can be distinguished between these disciplines. Four
key connecting issues can be noted: the landscape and its processes as subject of study, the
interdisciplinary and holistic approach, the consideration of scale and scale-related parameters,
and the recognition of human influences in the landscape. The combination of these related
interests makes the emergent discipline of landscape ecology a promising basis for landscape
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planningand design.Adopting landscape ecology and itsrepresentation ofthe landscape asaway
of knowing has many profound consequences for landscape planning. It forces planners to ask
questions.Landscape ecology may also structure the planning process.In turn, applied landscape
ecology orientstheresearch tobothprobleminquiryandproblemsolving.
Landscape ecology provides principles as substantive theories for landscape planning. Landscape
ecology is not unique in this role. Recognition of human influences in the landscape and the
intention to direct both natural and social processes, implies a need for understanding both the
natural and human sides of the dialogue. It is assumed that knowledge related to landscape
patterns and processes, and human influences on these, is provided in landscape ecology by
integrating natural sciences, such as geology, soil science, hydrology and vegetation science.
Knowledgeabout socialprocesses and theresultinglandusepatterns should beprovided by social
sciences,such aseconomics,sociology,geography and anthropology.
Spatial concepts are the interface between substantive planning theories and plans to intervene in
the landscape. Substantive planning theories should provide some basic principles in the process
of conceptualization. In the Netherlands, several spatial concepts are used in landscape planning
for nature, such as parkway, greenwedge, greenway and ecological infrastructure. Ecological
networks forms a basic principle in the evolution of these spatial concepts. The shifts of spatial
concepts in landscape planning are caused by both a changing perception of nature and nascent
landscape ecological insights. However, these causes cannot be viewed separately, since the
increasing environmental concern has stimulated scientific research and vice versa. Two motives
were used in the emerging planning approach with changing priorities: the protection of
'untouched' natural areas,which isadvocated asan ecological argument, and the enhancement of
theaesthetics ofnaturallandscapes ortheprotection ofnaturefor outdoor-recreational use.
Spatial concepts may contain several presuppositions with respect to the representation and
imaginations of the landscape. Spatial concepts reflects the planners' perception of the land and
the signification assigned to the landscape. As shown in the conceptualization process, different
conceptions of nature exist,related todifferent spatial strategies of landscape planningfor nature.
Therefore, a systematic evaluation of current spatial concepts is proposed (Dekker and Knaapen
1986).Theevaluation shoulddiscussthecriteriathatareusedtoconfirm thevalidityofthespatial
concept, for example, its cognitive basis or scientific legitimacy of the spatial concept, and its
applications in planning. Such evaluation of conceptual complexes is a crucial step in a
progressive conceptualization process, which result in useful spatial concepts for landscape
planning(Zonneveld 1991).
Spatial concepts are the domain of planning and design. Planning and design are focused on
creating images and plans. Research, policy and decision making contribute to the
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conceptualization process. Research may provide substantive planning theories to support the
spatial concept. Policy and decision making refers toan acceptance and elaboration of the spatial
concept. Landscape planning needs societal support since intervention in the landscape is limited,
for example, as a result of land ownership and private properties, claims from several land uses
and scarcity of land, and limited financial resources.Landscapeplanning occurs via deliberations
and involvement of interest groups to reach consensus about future developments. Spatial
concepts may have an important communicative function in landscape planning and design.
Therefore, metaphors as 'thinkable' images in spatial concepts are used, for example, the spatial
concepts of the Green Heart of Holland, greenways and greenwedges (Zonneveld 1991,Boogert
1992,Steiner 1991).
Recent landscape ecological research supports the spatial concept of ecological network. This
research emphasizes thatnaturereservesshouldbecontain sufficient, highquality areasof habitat,
connected by corridors. The spatial concept of ecological network may motivate landscape
planners and designers to plan landscape structures that enhance natural processes, especially the
movement of particular species. Such habitat-network planning should be based on the theory of
metapopulation dynamics.Itisshownthattheuseof landscapeecologicalknowledgeinlandscape
planning and design is limited. Several questions in applying the spatial concept of ecological
networks should beaddressed: what species or species grouparefocused on, what isits minimum
viable population size, what is the necessity for establishment of corridors or enlargement of
patches, what landscape elements are crucial to enhance population survival, what is the
configuration, quality, shape and area of these landscape elements, and what interventions should
benecessary?
Inherent to landscape planning for multiple use is the dualism between segregation and
integration. The dilemmas between agriculture and nature conservation are reflected in the
shifting emphasis on segregation or integration of land uses (Dekker and Van der Windt 1992).
Such dilemmas are not only related to agriculture, but also to forestry and outdoor recreation. At
the basis of these dilemmas is the dialogue between people and nature. In the Netherlands, the
position towards agriculture seemed mainly competitive, but sometimes more co-operative. This
competitive position combined apessimistic view on agriculture with apreference for segregation
of land use. In turn, the co-operative position had an optimistic view on agriculture with a
preference for integration. Recently, planners are considered to contribute substantially to
conservation by nature restoration and development. Segregation of incompatible land uses and
integration of compatible land uses form the underlying perception of nature from the network
perspective. However, discussion about natural values of the agricultural landscape recently
returned intheNetherlands.
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The need for landscape planning in the Netherlands has increased with rising competition for
scarce land and its resources, and the need to preserve natural values. Taken into account the
complexity and different spatial and time scale of the interacting processes, landscape planning is
anessential tool.Inthe intensely managed landscape,there isa need for a planning approach that
can assist planners, designers and decision makers in analyzing and plan the landscape. This
approach requires a systematic integration of planning social and natural processes and their
spatialrelationships.Inthischaptersuchapproachisdiscussed:landscapeecologicalplanning.
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In this context, Naveh and Lieberman (1984) called landscape ecology a transdisciplinary science, because it is
notjust a combination of the methods and knowledge of various sciences, but an integration on a higher level
that in turn influence otherdisciplines inbasicphilosophy and application.
Zonneveld (1991) and Boogert (1992) distinguish several typesof spatial concepts.
Crucial in considering the notion of segregation versus integration isthescale at which integration or segregation
of land uses takeplace. Segregated land use on a low scale level may appear as an integrative pattern on a higher
scale level.
This confidence is also expressed by technological optimism in land development projects to transform the
landscape for human use(seeGroeneveld 1985).
However, integration of agriculture and nature conservation is also advocated in the 'ecological' agriculture or
'integrated' agriculture. This type of agriculture reflects a wide perception of nature: natural values adapted to
land use are included, for example, meadow birds. Also natural values which are beneficial to the running of
farms are included, for example,wind breaks and hedgerows (Dekkerand Van derWindt 1992).
Note that the definition of an ecological network differs from the definition as used in the other chapters of
this thesis.
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1

Introduction

One of the primary concerns in spatial analysis is theposition of locations in a region relative to
oneanother, because locations adopt theirroles in theregion as afunction of theirconnectivity to
the system as a whole (e.g.,Taaffe and Gauthier 1973,Lowe and Moryadas 1975,Tinkler 1977,
Haggett etal. 1977, Hillier and Hanson 1984,Cantwell and Forman 1993).Differences occur in
the connectivity of locations, and hence in their function, owing to differently spaced and sized
systems.
We define connectivity as a property of locations to maintain spatial or functional relationships
with other locations in terms of flows of entities (materials, energy, information, people,animals,
etc.). This definition embraces other terms such as accessibility of locations, so long as they
emphasize spatial characteristics that direct relationships between locations. The locations in a
region constitute landscape networks as a result of these relationships. Graph theory provides
parameters to quantify thedegree ofconnectivity in suchnetworks.These parameters have a long
history and have been widely applied in geographical research, especially for analyzing
communication andtransportation networks(Allen etat. 1993,Garrison andMarble 1965,Ingram
1971, Taaffe and Gauthier 1973,Shimbel 1953,Mackiewicz and Ratajczak 1996).The values of
these parameters are dependent upon the size of networks (wedefine the size of anetwork as the
number of locations in it).Theseparameters are thusunsuitable for comparingtheconnectivity in
networks that havedifferent numbersoflocations(Allen etal. 1993,Teklenburg etal.1993).
Our objective is to extend the existing parameters, so that the degree of connectivity of elements
in a variety of networks can be compared. We do not apply these parameters to explain certain
observed patterns in landscapes. The background to this paper is our study of fragmentation
effects in animal populations, where we dealt with locations in different (subsets of) networks
whose relative position in the network may determine colonization processes. As we wish to
explain therelationshipsbetween therelativeposition of theelements andcolonization processes,
the relative positions should be measured sothat they can be compared. In our opinion, however,
the issue of comparing the connectivity in landscape networks can alsobe relevant to other fields
inspatial analysis.
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Weaddresstwoquestions:
1)

Doesthesizeofnetworksaffect thedegreeofconnectivitymeasuredbytheparameters?

2)

Doesvariation intheparametersconcur withthevariation inthespatial configuration of the
network?

2

Comparing thedegreeofconnectivity oflocations

Connectivity parameters can be used to assess the function of a location. For example, for
economic purposes,theparameterscanbeusedtodetermine whetheralocation isanelement with
highdegreeof inward andoutward traffic inthetransportation networkorisacentrefor economic
activities (Allen etal. 1993,Dupuy and Stransky 1996).These parameters can also be applied in
studies with other objectives. Forexample,locations may act as apoint of attraction in anetwork
of tourist movements (Van der Knaap 1997), or as source for dispersal of species in the region
(Hanski and Gilpin 1997). To test and compare these relationships across several locations in
different regions as well as in onelocation in time,the degree of connectivity of elements should
bemeasured andcompared withthedegreeofconnectivity measured inothernetworks (figure 1).

Figure 1

Measuring the degree of connectivity of elements in two networks (a) and (b) should enable us to compare

theelements of these networks with each other. Theelements of thenonconnected subsets (al) and (a2) or (bl) and (b2)
of thedecomposed networks (a)and (b)should also becompared.It isobvious thatnetwork (b)and itssubsets are more
complex than network (a) and itssubsets, and thatmost elements innetwork (b)and itssubsets have a higher degree of
connectivity.
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A special case in such comparisons is when the elements belong to different subsets in one
network (figure 1).Networks decomposed intodifferent subsets of elements can beconsidered as
disconnected ornon-connected (Wilson and Watkins 1990).Itmay berelevant to test the degree
of connectivity of elements in different subsets, e.g., when the accessibility of a location by
different types of transportation systems needs to be determined (e.g.,either bybus,by train,or a
combination of both; Tinkler 1977), or in the analysis of the position of large cities in the
European highway network related to their position as elements in the national network (Dupuy
and Stransky 1996). Subsets of elements also occur in analyses where relationships between
certain sets of elements are restricted, e.g., in the study of effects of habitat fragmentation in
population ecology (Taylor et al. 1993, Hanski and Gilpin 1997) where population survival in
subsetsofhabitat patchesdependsuponthenumber andspacingoftheelements inthe subset.The
function of an element in a subset may depend upon relationships with all other elements in the
subset.
Relevantquestions inspatialanalysisconcernwhetherdifferences inthedegreeofconnectivityof
locations indifferent (subsetsof) networksarerelatedtotheirfunction. To address such questions
where comparison among elements in different (subsets of) networks comes up, we extend the
existing parameters. For those who are less familiar with graph theory, we first introduce the
matrix-based approach tomeasureconnectivity ofelementsinnetworks.

3

Matrix-based approachfor connectivity analysis

3.1

Definition ofdistance

Matrix-based parameters measure thedegree of connectivity ofnetwork elements as afunction of
the number of (direct and indirect) neighbouring elements and the distance between these
elements. Connectivity may be defined in various ways. The main distinction between matrixbased parameters depends on the use of space to define distance. Topological and geometric
approachesexist.Inthetopological approach,thepresence orabsence of anedgebetween vertices
is considered. In this context, the cardinality % of a path between two vertices in a graph is the
number of edgesbetween these vertices.Inthegeometric approach, positive numeric weights, w,y,
are assigned to each edge in the graph, e.g., the costs of movement, Euclidean distance, time
required tomovebetween elements,amountof flow, etc.Theweights offer additional information
about the relationships between elements. In the context of this paper, we use high values ofw,y
between twoverticestoindicatealowdegreeofconnectivity,andviceversa.
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Two matrix-based parameters can be distinguished for both the topological and the geometric
approaches: those for direct connections and those for shortest paths. These parameters can be
appliedtonondirected anddirectedgraphsthatareeitherconnected ornonconnected.
3.2

Connectivityinnondirectedgraphs

First, weconsider anondirected graph G(V,E) with vertex set V(G),V(G) ={vh v2, ..., v„),with n
vertices, and edge set E(G), E(G) = [e,, e2,..., em], without self-loops and multiple edges. The
topological connectivity matrix C, C = (c,y),of G(V,E) isdefined as:c,,= 1,if a direct connection
between the verticesv,and v,exists in G(V,E); c,,=0, otherwise.The geometric equivalent of C is
the weighted-distance matrix P,P =(p,y),defined as:p,;=w,j,ifadirectconnection between v, and
Vj exists in G(V,E);p;j = 0, otherwise. The weighted length p,; of direct edges of v; provides a
measure for thegeometricproximity ofallneighbouring y,-. Matrix D,D=(dij), isthe shortest-path
distribution between vertices: 4j >sthe cardinality t,j of the shortest path between v, and v,. The
diameter 5of the graph isdefined as 5= maximum {dn,dt2, ..., d„„). Matrix S, S = (s,y), provides
the shortest-weighted paths between pairs of vertices: Sy is the cumulative edge length w,,of the
shortest path between v,and v;.To obtain S, a heuristic algorithm is applied (Taaffe and Gauthier
1973, Tinkler 1977). As a result, the paths generated are not necessarily the shortest paths, but
approximations. We define the geometric diameter a of the graph as a =maximum {s,,, sl2, ...,
"««/•
The four matrix types can measure three characteristics of networks and their elements: the
relative position of elements, their relative importance, and the network dispersion. Each matrix
type provides a quantitative measure for the relative position of elements in terms of highly
connected elements versus badly connected elements in the network. This is obtained by the
vector that sums the elements of each row or column in the matrix. For nondirected graphs, the
vectorccan beobtained bymultiplyingmatrix Cwiththevector/:
c = Cl
where/,= 1,/= 1,2,...,n.Theelementsc,ofcprovideameasurefor therelativeposition of v,.For
D,P, andS,thecorresponding vectorsd,p, ands can beobtained by an analogous process tothat
shown in equation (1).For theelements of vectorp we advocate a modification. One may expect
thatlowvaluesofp, refer tov,withahighdegreeofconnectivity.However, if morethan oneedge
is connected to v„ p, can be misleading. For example, we assumed that a vertex connected with
four edges and w,y = 2 has a degree of connectivity four times higher than that of a vertex
connected with one edge and wl;= 2 [figure 2 (1)].The same reasoning was applied for a vertex
connected with threeedges andw,y= 1,which hasadegreeofconnectivity threetimes higher than
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that of a vertex connected with one edge and H>,J= 3 [figure 2 (2)].Therefore, eachp, should be
modified. As connectivity declines with increasing distance w,y,we used the reciprocal of w,yto
obtain aconsistent measure.This isanalogous tothecommonly used population potential models
(Pooler 1987).Matrix P' is then defined as:p\j = 1/ w^, if a direct connection between v,and v,
exists in G(V,£); p'y = 0, otherwise. Vectorp' can be calculated in the same way as shown in
equation (1).Figure2showsthecomparison betweenc„p-„ andp',for different graphs.
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Paired comparison of network patterns illustrating the modification of parameter p,. The degree of

connectivity of thelarge vertices i(•) isconsidered. Thec„ p„andmodifiedp') valuesare given. High values ofq andp',
correspond to highly connected vertices. The arrows indicate the extent to which, in a given pair, the left vertex has a
higher degree of connectivity (measured byp'j) than the right vertex.Itshould be noted that comparisons between more
complexpatterns are difficult tointerpret insimpleterms.

Theelementsd{ ind sumthe shortest pathsdybetween v,and allother vertices.Fora given vertex
v„each dyof length r (1 < r<8)occurs with a particular frequency/,,. (James etal. 1970).This
frequency distribution isafinite, discrete set.Anotherformulation ofdx isthus

r=l

Weusedthisalternativeformulation toderiveourintendedparameters.
The elements s, in s sum the shortest-weighted paths .% between v, and all other vertices. This
parameter has been suggested as a suitable measure for analyzing variation in the spatial
configuration of networks (Taaffe and Gauthier 1973). Because the frequency distributionfiM of
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shortest-weighted pathsi,yof length u (0< u<o) for agiven vertex v,to all v,is a finite discrete
set,Sicanberepresentedby
S,7=S / . >

M

i=l,2,...,n

(3)

u>0

Becausej,yiscontinuous,/;,,isoften 1.
High values of c, and p\ correspond to a high degree of connectivity. For d, and $,, an inverse
relationship exists: v,with the lowestd, or s,has the highest degree of connectivity. A hierarchy
embodying the relative importance of elements can be obtained by ranking the connectivity
values. The network dispersion c of matrix C measures the connectivity or the compactness of
thewholenetwork(Shimbel 1953).Itcanbecalculated bymultiplyingthetransposeofcwith/:
c=cTl

(4)

The network dispersion p', d ,and s can be obtained byusing their corresponding vectors/;',d
ands inthesamewayshowninequation(4).
3.3

Connectivityindirectedgraphs

Wecan also consider adirected graph ordigraph D(V,A)with vertex set V(D), V(D)= [v,, v2, ...,
v„},withn vertices,and arcsetA(D),A(D) = [aIra2,..., am), without self-loops and multiplearcs.
Arcs are directed edges.For adigraph D(V,A),the same matrix-based parameters can be applied.
However, in contrast to nondirected graphs, the matrices of digraphs are not necessarily
symmetric about the principal diagonal.The rows of these matrices represent the origin locations
fortheconnectingrelationships,andthecolumnsthedestination locations.
For matrix C° as derived from digraph D(V,A),two vectors aredistinguished. The vectorc'"" can
beobtained bymultiplyingmatrixCD withthevector/:
c0U,=CDl

(5)

Thevectorc'"isgivenby
C0" =lT CD
in whichlTis the transpose of the vector /. The elements c,""' provide a measure for the relative
position of v,concerning outward relationships; the elements c/"provide measures for the inward
relationships. For DD, P"0and SDas derived from digraph D(V,A),the corresponding vectors can
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be obtained as demonstrated in equations (5) and (6). Here, unless otherwise specified, we will
focus onnondirected graphs,without self-loops andmultipleedges.
3.4

Connectivityinnonconnectedgraphs

Weadvocated thatifgdifferent graphs areconsidered weshouldbeabletocomparethedegreeof
connectivity of the elements among different graphs G/V,E) and G^V.E), where j and k are
elements ofg.When anetwork isdecomposed intononconnected subsystems,thegraph G(V,E) of
this network consists of several disjointed subgraphs. In graph theory, nonconnected graphs are
distinguished as graphs with specific properties. In our study of fragmentation effects on animal
populations, wedealt with nonconnected networks (Van Langevelde etal.chapter 7).We argued
that comparison among different graphs is equivalent to the comparison among different
subgraphs inanonconnected graph (seefigure 1).
A graph G(V,E) is connected if there is at least one direct or indirect path between any pair of
vertices;otherwise, itisnonconnected. Graph G(V,E)of anonconnected networkistheunion ofg
subgraphs. We define a subgraph G^V.E) as the hh component of G(V,E).The vertex subset
V(Gk) with nkverticesandedgesubsetE(G/J of Gk(V,E)ofanonconnected network aredefined as
V(Gk )czV(G).^(V(Gl

),V(G2

E(Gk )^E(G):={E(G,

),E(G2)

),...,V(Gg)}
E(Gg )}

and
Gk(V,E)c G(V,E): =/G,(V,E),G2(V,E)

Gg(V,E)j

Innonconnected graphs,
V(Gj )nV(Gk )={0} and E(G,)OE(Gt

)={0}

for;*k.

The vectorckof subgraph kcanbeobtained bymultiplying Cbythevectorlk:
ck=Clk

k = \,2

g

(7)

wherellk= 1 for v,e V(Gk),andlik= 0for v,£ V(Gk).Then for v,e V(Gk), cik * 0,unlessnk =1.
Thenetwork dispersion ckofeach subgraphkisobtained from
ck =c\lk

k =\,2,...,g

(8)
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Thevectorsp'k,dk, andsk andthenetworkdispersion p\ , dk, and sk canbecalculated as shown
inequations (7)and(8).

©

©

Graph 1
Vj

1
2
3
4
5
6

Graph 2
d;
8
7
7
6
8
8

order
5
2.5
2.5
1
5
5

<5, =44

Figure 3

Sj

120
110
110
100
200
200
j , = 840

order
4
2.5
2.5
1
5.5
5.5

V;

7
8

d,
1
1

order
1.5
1.5

d2 =2

Sj

30
30

s2 =60

Two graphs (k = 1, 2) with values of the connectivity parameters dt and j , per vertex v,, the hierarchy

numbers (order) of the vertices per graph related to dtand to sit and the network dispersion dk and sk of the two
graphs. Low values ofd-,and s-, correspond tohighly connected vertices.For both djand Sj, thebest connected vertex has
the lowest hierarchy number.

In the next section, we derive parameters that are suitable for comparing the degree of
connectivity of elements in g different graphs where each graph Gk(V,E) consists of vertex set
V(Gk)with nk vertices and edge set E(Gk). The parameters should also allow comparison of the
degree of connectivity of elements in g subgraphs of a nonconnected graph where each subgraph
Gt(V,E)consistsof vertex subset V(Gk) withnkverticesandedgesubset E(Gk).
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4

Parameters tocomparethedegreeof connectivity indifferent networks

4.1

Problemwithcomparingthedegreeofconnectivity

Figure 3illustrates theproblem of usingeitherd ors for comparing thedegree of connectivity of
elementsindifferent networks.Thedtands:valuesoftheverticesarelisted inthefigure.Foreach
graph, the lowest values of both d-, and i, represent the best connected vertices. However, the
values returned for d-, and st reveal that v4is better connected than v7. This is a counterintuitive
notion when the size and spacing of the networks are considered. Elements in large networks are
likely to have a higher degree of connectivity than elements in smaller networks.Also, when the
distances between vertices increase, the degree of connectivity of the vertices is assumed to
decrease.
Two methods correct for the size bias of different networks. Allen et al. (1993) argue that the
normalized mean spatial separation Ek among the set of vertices in graph k overcomes the size
effects; Ekofgraphkisobtainedby
1

nkink-l)

ik

nk

,=/ j=,

The value Ek converges quickly to a stable value as the size nk of the vertex set V(Gk) increases.
Teklenburg etal.(1993)propose astandardization of their integration measurebyusingcomplete
bipartite graphs. They show that its value is independent of the size of the vertex set V(Gk).This
method isusedonlyinthetopologicalapproach(Teklenburgetal.1993).
Both methods advocate a standardization of the network dispersion that relates to the degree of
connectivity of the network as a whole. They place networks on a more or less fixed range of
normalized degreesofconnectivity.Thisrangegoesfrom completely connected networks with the
highest degree of connectivity through to branching networks with the lowest degree of
connectivity. Completely connected networks always have the same normalized value for the
network dispersion, regardless of the size of the set V(Gk).However, these methods neglect our
assumption that locations in large landscape networks (with numerous elements) function
differently from locations in small networks (with a small number of elements), and fail to meet
our objective to measure theconnectivity of theindividual elements.When applied to individual
vertices,themeasureproposed byAllen etal.(1993) iscalculated as
1

nk

—;!>,,
> h>
nk\ nk

(9)
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In figure 4, E, is shown for the vertices v, indicated by large dots. It appears that E, cannot
differentiate between verticesindifferently sizedgraphs.
When vertices in subgraphs of nonconnected networks are considered, another problem arises if
the degree of connectivity of elements in different subgraphs is compared. The parameters d,and
s,measure shortest pathsfrom v,toall others.Inorder tocalculateDand S,dyand sfj areassigned
values of infinity if there is no path between v,and Vj (Taaffe and Gauthier 1973). This will not
occur in connected graphs. For nonconnected graphs, the values of infinity in the matrices will
dominate the connectivity values ind ands.For these reasons we advocate a modification of the
connectivity vectorsd ands for theinfluence ofthesizenkofthevertex setV(Gk).

Figure 4

Calculation of the valuesfor the normalized mean spatial separation Ejfor vertex v,based on equation (9).

In thesixgraphs, w:j= I. Thedegree ofconnectivity of thelarge verticesi(•) isconsidered. Low valuesofE, correspond
to highly connected vertices. In the upper three graphs, E;decreases. However, one should expect that the degree of
connectivity of the vertex indicated in thefirst graph istwice thedegree of the vertex in thesecond graph, and so on. In
the lower three graphs, the degrees of connectivity of the indicated vertices do not differ in contrast to what can be
expected when theshortestpaths ofall verticesare considered.

4.2

Topologicalapproach

For d,to be a suitable measure for comparing the degree of connectivity of vertices in a single
graph, aprerequisite for modification is that the relative importance of vertices within each graph
is constant. The d, values should be modified for the influence of nk because we assumed that
vertices in alarge graph khavehigher degreeof connectivity than vertices in a smaller graph /(nk
> ni). However, the opposite can also be true. Vertices with low c, values within a large graph
(such as abranching network) willhavealowerdegree ofconnectivity compared with vertices in
a small, completely connected graph. We therefore introduce critical points. For what conditions
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do vertices within a small graph k have higher degree of connectivity than vertices within a large
graph /?
The effect of size on the connectivity parameters is ambiguous. How can the problem of
comparing d,values of vertices in differently sized graphs be resolved? As is shown by equation
(2),diisbased onthesummation of/ i r multipliedby r.Ifmoreverticesareaddedtothevertex set
V(Gk),then either themaximumvalueof rwill increase,thefrequency/ i r for high values of rwill
increase, or both will increase. Therefore, the value of d, increases when the size nk of the set
V(Gk)is increased. For conformance with the calculation of p\, we used the reciprocal of r to
obtain a modification of the influence of r, and therefore of the size nk of V(Gk), in dt.The
modifiedd', valuecanbecalculatedby
d

'i =Yfir-

'=1.2 »

(»0)

Highvaluesofd',representhighlyconnected vertices.Thenetworkdispersion d\ of aconnected
nondirected graph k canbeobtained as shown inequation (4)usingd'k. Fromequation (10)it can
beeasilyunderstood thatanadditional pathdy= 1(ordirectedge) increasesd'tby 1,an additional
path dij =2 adds at least 0.5 tod\,etc.Therefore, vertices connected to largegraphs have higher
degree of connectivity. This is generally true, except if for vertex v,in graph k, and vertex v,in
graph /, with nk >nh it can be stated thatd\ <d). The condition for this critical point can be
defined as/ir<fj,rfor low values of r.As thenetwork dispersion d'k isthe sum of thedegree of
connectivity d\of all vertices v,in k, critical points can also be defined for the measures of the
networkdispersion.
Table 1 presentstheresultsof themodified parameterd', for thegraphsinfigure 3.Comparison of
table 1 and figure 3 shows that the relative importance of vertices measured by the hierarchy
numbersareconstant.
4.3

Geometricapproach

Incorrespondence withthetopological approach,the j , valuesaresuitablemeasures for thedegree
of connectivity of vertices in one graph. The same reasoning as for d\ can be applied for the
modification ofs-,. Themodified s) valuecanthenbecalculatedby
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Highvaluesofs'jrepresenthighlyconnected vertices.Thenetworkdispersion s\ canbeobtained
as shown inequation (4)byusings*.Table 1 presents theresults of themodified parameters'jfor
thegraphsinfigure 3.

Table1

The modified connectivity parameters d', and s'jper vertex v„ the hierarchy numbers (order) of the vertices

per graph related tod'j and tos'j, and the network dispersions d'k and s'k of the twographs aspresented in figure 3.
High values of d'j and s'j correspond to highly connected vertices v,. For both d'j and s'it the best connected vertex has
thelowest hierarchy number.
Graph 2

Graph 1
Vj

1
2
3
4
5
6

d\
3.5
4
4
4.5
3.5
3.5
<?', =23

order
5
2.5
2.5
1
5
5

Sj

0.3
0.308
0.308
0.317
0.133
0.133
s\ =1.50

order
4
2.5
2.5
1
5.5
5.5

Vj

d'i

7
8

1
1

d\ = 2

order
1.5
1.5

s'j
0.033
0.033

order
1.5
1.5

j ' 2 = 0.067

In the geometric approach, wecan also define acritical point between two graphs.The condition
for this critical point is:when vertex v,in graph k, and vertex v,in graph /, with nk >nt, fulfil the
topological condition d'j < d'j, it can be stated that s) < s) when_/i„<fMfor low values of u.The
opposite holds when vertex v,in graph k, and vertex v; in graph /, with nk >nh do not fulfil the
topological condition; thens',<s) when/,,,<flMfor lowvaluesof uor/„>fjMfor high valuesof u.
The geometric conditions for acritical pointdescribe two effects. Ass',measures thenumber and
theweighted distance of shortest paths,theeffect of theone{e.g., increasingdistance) ins',canbe
nullified bytheeffect oftheother(moredirectconnections),and viceversa.

5

Simulations

5.1

Effect ofsize

We considered the effect of size nk of the vertex set V(Gk) on the parameters d'j and s\. We used
three topologically constant graph types which represent different landscape networks: the path
graph as a linear landscape network, the completely connected graph as a compact landscape
network, and the triangular graph as an extended landscape network (figure 5).For each type,we
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generated a series of g graphs with a systematic increase of the size nkof the vertex set V(G/J for
each graph k.Forthepath graph and thecompletely connected graph, nkincreases by 1 per graph
k,startingwithnt = 1. Thetriangulargraphsincrease withk(figure 5).Allw,yareconsideredtobe
equal.
We calculatedd\forjust onevertex of each graph. In figure 5the vertices are indicated by large
dots.Figure5 alsoprovides theequations tocalculated'ifor thesetypes.Figure 6presents thed',
values of the first vertex of each graphk.The diagrams for s't (notpresented) showed exactly the
same pattern. Figure 7 shows the d'k values for some graphs of the series. The s\ (not
presented) valuesshowedthesamepattern asthe d\ values.

Path graph

"_iZ>,

V

k>2

Completely connected graph
nk=k
d\=(nk~\)

k=3

Triangular graph
k

"k =X''
:=1

k

U a-1)
Figure 5

Three graph types with a topologically constant structure: the path graph, the completely connected

graph, and the triangular graph. The large vertices (•) are used to illustrate the effect of size on the connectivity
parameters. The equations for the size nk of the vertex set V(Gk) of graph k andfor the connectivity parameter d'jfor
the indicated vertex arepresented. For all three types, wedefined d'j =0 in graph k =1.

5.2

Effect ofspatial configuration

We also analyzed the effect of spatial configuration of the network on the parameters. For each
graph type,westarted with alimited number of differently sized graphs.The spatial configuration
of each was independently changed by stretching wy. Thisprovided a series of differently spaced
graphs with constant sizes of the vertex set V(Gk)and edge set E(Gk). Hence, ckand d't are
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constant. Because /?', measures direct edges and J', both direct and indirect edges, we looked for
thedifferences between thetwoparameters.

path graph

1000

2000

completely connected graph

3000

4000

5000

triangular graph

Figure 6

The relationships between thesize nk of the vertexset V(Gk) of each graph k and the connectivity parameter

a"i of the first vertex (see figure 5). For thepath graph and the completely connected graph, the number of graphs g =
5000. For thetriangular graph, g = 1000.

At the beginning, each graph had w,j= 10 for all edges. The graphs changed because of one
randomly selected edge which was stretched by y = 3 to w„= 30: graph 1 had one randomly
stretched edge, graph 2 had one extra randomly stretched edge, etc. This was continued until all
edgeswere stretched. Figure 8presents theresultsof theseries of stretched graphs.Critical points
areindicated.
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path graph

5

completely connected graph
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0

0
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triangular graph
16000!
12000
d'k 8000
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0

Figure 7

50

100

150

200

250

300

350

The network dispersion d'k per graph kfor the three graph types. The graphs systematically increase in

size nk of the vertexset V(Gk)(g =44for thepath graph, g = 25for thecompletely connected graph, and g =25for the
triangular graph).

6

Discussion and conclusion

The graph-theoretic parameters used frequently toquantify thedegree of connectivity of network
elements cannot be applied to compare the connectivity of these elements when they belong to
different networks. This may not be problematic when the objective of the study is to analyze
relationships between pattern and function within one (connected) network. However, a
modification of the parameters appears to be necessary to compare the degree of connectivity of
elements in different networks across regions as well as over time, or to analyze decomposed
networks with nonconnected subsystems. We extended the existing parameters to overcome this
problem. When applying these parameters, one should be aware that the results are dependent
upon the number of locations that are accessed by the network or, in other words, by the
boundaries of the delimited region. When the degree of connectivity needs to be measured
independently of the delimitation of the region, the standardized parameters as derived by either
Allenetal.(1993)orTeklenburgetal.(1993)shouldbeused.
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path graph
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Figure 8
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The relationships between thenetwork dispersion p'k (left)and s'k of a limitednumber of graphs k of the

three types, and the number of stretched edges (one randomly selected edge is stretched from w^ = 10 to w,j= 30).
Graph 0 has zero stretched edges, graph 1 has one randomly selected edge, graph 2 has one extra randomly selected
edge, etc. Criticalpoints are indicated withdots. Criticalpoints occur when the connectivity value of verticesingraph k
islower thanfor vertices ingraph l(s'k

<s\),andnk>nt.

The applications for these parameters can be encountered in comparing the relative position of
any location to others over time or among regions, such as shopping centres, recreation
facilities, hospitals, cities and natural reserves. The relationship between variables that
represent thefunction of these locations (e.g.,number of visitors,telephone calls,passengersby
bus, railway, or airline) can be tested against their degree of connectivity. Do differences
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between regions exist? Have the relationships been changed over time? Other applications in
spatial analysis and planning are: as a measure of connectivity or accessibility in other models
when such a quantity is required, e.g., models of population potential (Pooler 1987), spatial
interaction models, or spatially realistic models for animal populations (Hanski and Gilpin
1997); to indicate deficiencies of existing systems, to design new configurations, and to
evaluate these new arrangements, e.g.,toaddress questions such as where facilities or resources
may be located in a region so that they are accessible; to illustrate the effect on connectivity of
changes in the observed system, e.g., the impact of a new town, facility, or train station on
relationships with other locations.
Weused four types of matrix-based parameters toquantify thedegree ofconnectivity of elements
and thedispersion in networks.Theparameters take into account only a few aspects of networks:
measuresfor thenumberand weight ofdirectand indirectrelationships between elements.Wedid
not use other parameters such as the global indices from Kansky (1963), or density or shape
indices (Haggett and Chorley 1969,Selkirk 1982) because they focus on the network as a whole
rather than on individual locations. We also do not consider the size or weights of the locations
(see Pooler 1987, 1995). However, the connectivity parameters can be combined with these
characteristics of locations,suchaspopulation sizeand attractiveness.
Each parameter type hascertain properties.Thefirst simulation provides insight into theeffect of
network size on the relevant parameters. Figure 6 shows that size nk of the vertex set VfGJ of
graph k affects the degree of connectivity of the vertices concerned: when nk increases, the value
d',and, therefore, the degree of connectivity of the vertices increases. This agrees with our
assumptions. As the graphs per type have the same topological structure, this effect can be
explained solely by the increase inthesizenk.Wecompared thebehaviour ofd\with theoriginal
parameterd,. As can bederived from equation (2),thedegree of connectivityd{ of thefirstvertex
ofboth thepath graph andthetriangulargraphdecreasesexponentially withanincreaseinthe size
nk of the vertex set V(Gk).As low values for d, correspond to a high degree of connectivity, this
pattern cannot becorrect. Itimpliesthat verticesconnected to vertex sets V(Gk) with larger sizenk
have a lower degree of connectivity (see figure 3). In the completely connected graph, a linear
increase ofd', appears owingtoitsstructure.This increaseisequivalent asobtained byd„ because
for this graph type it can be stated that d,=d\ =c,.For the other vertices in the graphs, we can
expectthesameeffects ofsizebecausethegraphsaretopologically constant.
Network dispersion provides information aboutthe degree of connectivity of individual elements.
For example, for matrix D, the ratio d\ I nk is approximately d'„especially for large graphs.
Therefore wecalculated d\ per graph kfor thethreetypes (figure 7).As can be expected, graph
sizenkaffects d\ .Itappearsthattheincreasein d\ becomeslinearwhenthesizeof largegraphs
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increases. In accordance with the original parameter <4 dk decreases exponentially with an
increase inthegraph sizenk;two graphs which are almost equal in sizemay differ enormously in
termsofthedegree ofconnectivity measured by dk.
Figure8showstherelationshipsbetween theparameters p\ and s\ andthenumber of stretched
edges. It is apparent that the diagrams of p\ and s'k for the completely connected graph are
equal. In the beginning of the other series, only a few s', values are affected by stretched edges,
especially in extended graphs where alternative shortest-weighted paths are available. When the
number of stretched edges increases, two combined effects lead to the nonlinear variation of s'k
inthepath graphs and thetriangulargraphs.First,thenumber of stretched edges increases ineach
shortest-weighted path .%. Second, thenumber of largerSy ineach s) increases.The availability of
shorter paths then decreases. In comparison with p', it appears that s'/ is sensitive to the
multiplicity of edges with changing length. The connectivity parameters s', and s'k provide
refined measures whenthespatialconfiguration istakenintoaccount.
These results are confirmed by other types of graph we investigated: complete bipartite graphs
withequal-sized subsetsandrectangulargraphs.Bipartitegraphsbelongtothetypethat represents
compact landscape networks.The results were comparable with the completely connected graph.
The rectangular graph type can be considered to be an extended landscape network. The results
werecomparable withthoseofthetriangulargraph.
We can conclude that the size of the graphs affects the values of the parameters d) and s\.
However incontrast tod, andsh thedegreeofconnectivity ofelements measured byd) ands) ina
variety of differently sized networks can becompared. Inaccordance with our assumptions about
effects of sizeonthedegreeofconnectivity,thecomparisons ofthedegreeofconnectivity provide
useful results. We can also conclude that the variation in both p'k and s\ and, therefore, in/?',
and s\ concurs with the variation in the spatial configuration of the network. The s) parameter of
equation (11) and the resulting s\ parameter can differentiate between differently sized and
spaced networks. These parameters can be applied to compare the degree of connectivity of
elements in digraphs and innonconnected subsystems of decomposed networks.In this paper, we
assumed a spatial definition of distance that resulted in emphasis on the relevance of the spatial
configuration of networks in the analysis.Theseparameters can also beused for other definitions
of space.Theinterpretation oftheresultsoftheseapplications arebeyondthescopeof ourpaper.
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1

Introduction

In human-dominated landscapes, the habitat of many species is subject to fragmentation. The
degree of habitat connectivity isassumed tobean important landscape feature thatdetermines the
population dynamics (e.g., Lefkovitch and Fahrig 1985, Fahrig and Merriam 1985, Gilpin and
Hanski 1991,Verboometal. 1991,Wu etal. 1993,Hanski 1994,With andCrist 1995, Gustafson
and Gardner 1996,Schumaker 1996,Hanski and Gilpin 1997,With etal. 1997).In this context,
connectivity is the property of habitat patches in the landscape to maintain flows of individuals
with other habitat patches (cf. Merriam 1990, Taylor et al. 1993). Due to the low degree of
connectivity, dispersal between habitat patches may be constrained. As predicted by the
metapopulation theory, one of the effects of reduced habitat connectivity is a decrease of the
colonization probability ofpatches(Verboometal. 1991,Hanski 1994,HanskiandGilpin 1997).
The objective of this paper is to investigate effects of habitat connectivity measured at different
spatial scales on colonization in European nuthatch Sitta europaea populations in fragmented
habitat. The nuthatch is a sedentary songbird of mature deciduous forests. In the agricultural
landscapes of Northwest Europe, nuthatch habitat isoften fragmented in small patches with large
interjacent distances. For nuthatches, I conducted the degree of connectivity of a patch as a
function of the number, size and location of the other patches occupied by nuthatches. There is
empirical evidence thatnuthatch populations areaffected byhabitat fragmentation (Van Dorp and
Opdam 1987,Verboom etal. 1991,Enoksson etal. 1995,Matthysen andCurrie 1996,Bellamy et
al. 1997, 1998,Van Langevelde and Schotman chapter 6).Verboom etal.(1991) already showed
that the presence of nuthatch populations in fragmented habitat differed from the predictions
based on random distribution. They also showed that colonization of unoccupied patches is
determined by thedegree of habitat connectivity, although they do not include differences in the
spatial scale.
Theassessment of theeffects ofhabitat fragmentation shouldbeconducted atthespatial scalethat
agrees with the scale of movement of the species concerned (Wiens, 1995). However, there is
often uncertainty about themovement distances of the speciesconcerned, e.g.,for nuthatches see
Matthysen etal.(1995).Forthreeregionswithfragmented habitat,Itestedthenullhypothesis that
thedegree of connectivity of patches doesnotexplain colonization of unoccupied habitatpatches.
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If an effect of habitat connectivity on colonization is found, one should try to identify the spatial
scaleatwhichcolonization canbebestexplained bythedegreeofconnectivity ofthe fragments.
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The three study regions Zuidwest Drenthe (A), Noordoost Twente (B) and Midden Brabant (C) with

fragmented habitat for the nuthatch Sitta europaea. The location of the regions is indicated on the map with
deciduous forests in the Netherlands. In Midden Brabant, 178 habitat patches were distinguished, in Zuidwest
Drenthe 66 and in Noordoost Twente 123.
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2

Materials and Method

Study regionsandtimeseries
The three study regions, Midden Brabant, Zuidwest Drenthe andNoordoost Twente, have
forested patchesinamatrix of farmland, predominantly grassland and maize (figure 1).In these
regions,the areaofsuitable habitat is less than 5%ofthe total study area.To map the nuthatch
habitat inthe regions, weused thedataofthe Dutch national forest statistics (CBS 1984).This
inventory provided detailed information about the location of the forests (the minimummapping unit is 0.2 ha). Comparisons between the actual situation andtheforest statistics
showed that theamount and distribution ofthe forests were hardly changed from 1984 until
present.
Each woodlot with deciduous forest isconsidered asahabitat patch. When the woodlots are less
than 200mapart, they werejoined toone patch. The size A, ofpatch iwas defined asthe area
covered by deciduous forest in the patch. Patches containing less than 1 ha habitat were
considered toosmallandexcludedfromtheanalysis(cf. Verboometal. 1991).Figure2showsthe
nearest-neighbour distancesandthesizeofthepatches.
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Time series of territory occupancy by nuthatches in the breeding season were available for the
three regions: from 1990-1992 for Midden Brabant by F.Post etal. (unpubl.), from 1973-1995
in Zuidwest Drenthe by A. van Dijk (unpubl.), from 1988-1994 for Noordoost Twente by A.
Schotman (Verboom etal. 1991, Verboom and Schotman 1994).Iused these data to determine
per year the presence or absence of nuthatches in a patch (patch occupancy) and the number of
occupied territories per patch. The latter was considered as a measure for the local population
size. For the surroundings of the regions in a range of 3 km, I estimated what patches can be
expected to be frequently occupied, based upon data about the presence of nuthatches and the
sizeof thehabitat patches.
Based on the time series, I derived colonization patterns. A colonization was recorded when a
patch wasunoccupied inthebreeding seasonofyeartandoccupied inthebreedingseason of year
t + 1. In Midden Brabant, 72 colonizations were recorded for the observed period, 49 in
Zuidwest Drenthe and 53inNoordoost Twente.
Definitionofhabitatnetworks
To measure the degree of connectivity of the habitat patches, I used the mathematical graph
theory (see Wilson and Watkins 1990for an introduction). Therefore, the habitat patches in the
regions were considered as elements of a habitat network connected by spatial or functional
relationships between the patches. This network can be depicted as a graph in which the
elements are the vertices and the relationships between the elements are the edges. I assumed
thathabitat patches arefunctionally connected whendistances between thepatches are lessthan a
specified threshold distance.Then,anedgebetween apairof verticescanbedrawn.Foraspecies,
this threshold distance is the distance beyond which the probability of successfully bridging this
distance by dispersing individuals rapidly decreases (see also Fahrig and Paloheimo 1988,With
and Crist 1995,Keitt etal. 1997,Smith and Gilpin 1997).However, such a threshold distance is
difficult to determine for species. Therefore, not one distance should be concerned. I analyzed a
rangeofdistances todeterminewhatdistancebestexplainstheobservedpatterns.
Varying the threshold distances results in a different spatial scale of fragmentation (figure 3).
With low threshold distance, disjointed subsets of habitat patches can then be distinguished.
Between thepatches indifferent subsets,norelationships exist asdefined above.In graph theory,
the disjointed subsets of patches are called subgraphs. The size of the subsets is the number of
vertices in it.The graph to which these disjointed subgraphs belong is called nonconnected (Van
Langevelde etal.chapter3).
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Figure 3

Some graphs of the nuthatch habitat network inMidden Brabant for the threshold distances 1, 2, 3 and 4

km. The vertices in the graphs represent the centres of the habitat patches. An edge between two vertices indicates
that the distance between the vertices is less than or equal to the specified threshold distance.

Measuring thedegreeofhabitatconnectivity
In this paper, Iconsider a graph with a vertex set of n vertices and an edge set of medges. The
length of the edges Wy between vertex v, and vj is measured in kilometres. Graphs can be
analytically represented as matrices, in which the relationships between the vertices are recorded
in the rows and the columns. Graph theory provides parameters to quantify the degree of
connectivity oftheelementsinanetwork.
Van Langevelde etal.(chapter 3)derived matrix-based parameters for the degree of connectivity
of the individual patches. These parameters deal with the distance to other patches and the size
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and spatial configuration of the subset to which the habitat patches are connected. I used the
parameterderived from thematrix S', S' =(s'y),thatprovidestheshortest-weighted pathsbetween
pairs of vertices:s'y isthe reciprocal of thecumulative edgelength of the shortest path betweenv,
and Vj, s',j= I /"Lwy.
Tomeasure thedegree ofconnectivity ofthe vertices,thevectors' canbeobtained by multiplying
matrix S' with thevector/
s' =S'l

(1)

in which /, = 1, j = 1, 2,..., n. The vector s' sums the elements of each row in the matrix. The
elements s', of the vectors' givethedegreeof connectivity of patch ('. High values of s) represent
highlyconnectedpatches.
To account for potential dispersal sources, matrix B, B = (by), was defined as by =pj,,x s'y
wherepJ: isthe local population sizeof vertex vj in year/.When patchj isunoccupied in year t,
Pj,, =0. This patch has thus no contribution to the degree of connectivity b: of patch <'.The
degree of connectivity b, of the elements in vector b can be calculated in the same way as
shown in equation (1).
A measure for the dispersion or overall degree of connectivity of the network can be derived
from matrix S'. The dispersion s' is the sum of the degree of connectivity of all individual
elements in the network. The dispersion s' can be calculated by multiplying the transpose of s'
withI(VanLangeveldeetal.chapter3)
s'=s'T I

(2)

The threshold distance to calculate s'y was varied from 0.4 to 10km with steps of 0.2 km from
0.4 to 4 km and with steps of 0.5 from 4 to 10km. The distances between pairs of patcheswy
were measured from the centre of each patch. However, this may overestimate the inter-patch
distances, especially between large patches. For each threshold distance, the degree of
connectivity of the patches based on matrix S' and B was calculated. Also, the dispersion s' of
thenetworks based on matrix S' wascalculated for each threshold distance.
Statisticalanalyses
With logistic regression, the presence or absence of a colonization of a in year t+\ was
explained by itsdegree of connectivity £,calculated with thepopulation sizes pjf, in yeart. This
was conducted for the pooled data of the three regions. ForZuidwest Drenthe, the data of patch
occupancy from 1982until 1995wereused since intheperiod before 1982only few patches were
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occupied. Since differences between the regions exist in population level and size of the region
(which affect the connectivity parameter s'i), the regions were added as binary factors in the
regression analyses.ThesizeA,ofthepatcheswasalsoaddedasexplanatory variable.
In the regression model, I first added the region factors. Then, the size of the patches At and the
interactions betweenA,- andthe region factors wereincluded. Finally, thevariables for thedegree
of connectivity b,calculated for thedifferent threshold distances were added one by one,plus the
interactions between b, and the region factors. The final models contain only variables with
significant coefficients (basedonatwo-sidedt-test).
To select the model that best explains the colonization patterns, I used the Akaike's Information
Criterion (AIC)(Akaike 1973,WhiteandBennetts 1996).TheAICiscomputed as
AIC =-2log(L) + 2p
in which L is the maximum likelihood for the model and p is the number of parameters in the
model.The model with the lowest valuesfor AIC will be selected (the most parsimonious model)
and explains the colonization pattern best.The threshold distance for which the variableb,in the
selected model was calculated, gives an indication of the distances covered by dispersing
nuthatches which ledtosuccessful colonizations.

Results
For each threshold distance, the dispersion s' was calculated based on the degrees of
connectivity s'( of the individual patches that were calculated for these distances. In figure 4,
the dispersion s' is presented per study region. In the study regions, the amount and spatial
configuration of the habitat is assumed to be constant, whereas the dispersal distance of the
observed species is varied. The absolute value of s' depends upon the number of patches and
thedistances between them (Van Langevelde etal.chapter 3).If thedispersal distance of forest
species is more than about 3.5 km, the dispersion s' is relatively constant. This may be partly
explained by the lack of data about habitat and the occupation of nuthatches more than 3 km
outside the study regions.On the other side,the contribution of habitat at large distances to the
degree of connectivity of the patches within the study region is small (Van Langevelde et al.
chapter 3).When a species of deciduous forest has a dispersal distance above this threshold of
3.5 km,theforests inMidden Brabantcan beconsidered tobe sufficiently connected directly or
indirectly with each other. Below this threshold, the overall degree of connectivity decreases
rapidly. Species with dispersal distances below this threshold may experience effects of
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constrained dispersal. In Zuidwest Drenthe, this critical threshold isapproximately 4kmandin
Noordoost Twenteapproximately 2.5 km.The latterregion isless fragmented from thepoint of
view of habitat connectivity. (This region has on average the smallest patches, seefigure 2.)
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The dispersion s' or overail degree of connectivity of the three study regions calculated for different
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Figure 5shows the values for AlC ofthe regression models with the different variables forthe
degree of connectivity £>,. The degree of connectivity could be significantly added to the models
when it wascalculated for threshold distances of 1.4kmor more. Thesignificance of the
degreesofconnectivity b,in the models for therangeofthreshold distances between 0.4 and10
km is(two sided t-test: *** P<0.001, ** P<0.01,*P<0.05, nsnotsignificant): nsforbt
calculated forthreshold distances less that 1.4km; *forb,calculated forthreshold distances
between 1.4and 1.6 km;**for b, calculated for threshold distance of 1.8km;***for £>,
calculated for threshold distances>1.8 km.
The models with the degrees ofconnectivity b,calculated forthe threshold distances 2.4to3
km have lowvalues forAlC. They best explain thecolonization pattern. Themodel with£>,
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calculated for 2.5kmhas the lowestAIC value.In table 1,the regression model isgiven.In this
model, colonization could be ascribed as a function of the natural logarithm of b» the region
factors, the size of the patches A,and the interaction ofA,with the region factor for Noordoost
Twente (NT). The interactions of A, and the other region factors and the interactions of £?,and
theregion factors were not significant.
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The valuesfor the Akaike's Information Criterion (AIC) of the regression models for colonization where

the degrees of connectivity b,calculated for the different threshold distances were added one by one. The minimum
model to which bjwas added contained the size of thepatches, the regionfactors for Noordoost Twente and Midden
Brabant and the interaction between thepatch size and the regionfactor for Noordoost Twente (table I).

Table 1

The selected regression model for colonization of unoccupied patches in the three study regions Midden

Brabant (MB), Zuidwest Drenthe (ZD) and Noordoost Twente (NT). The variable bjis the degree of connectivity and
Aj is the size of patch i. The estimates for the parameters, their standard deviation (between brackets) and
significance are given (two sided t-test: ***P <0.001, **P <0.01, *P <0.05, ns not significant).
Parameter

Estimate

log(fc,)
NT
MB
A,
A;XNT

0.844(0.187)
-1.853(0.391)
0.604 (0.275)
-0.0817(0.0510)
0.582(0.139)

***
***
*
ns

***
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4

Discussion

Effects ofthedegree ofhabitatconnectivity oncolonization
In this paper, I investigate the relationships between the degree of connectivity at different
spatial scales andcolonization of habitat patches by nuthatch populations. Several studies show
that there are thresholds in the landscape for population persistence (e.g., Andren 1994, 1996,
With and Crist 1995, Gustafson and Gardner 1996, Keitt et al. 1997, Metzger and Decamps
1997, With et al. 1997, Fahrig 1998).Mostly by theoretical studies, it is shown that there are
critical thresholds of connectivity beyond which movement through the landscape suddenly
becomes unlikely. When the degree of connectivity of the patches is calculated at different
spatial scales, it can be expected that such critical thresholds will reveal for a certain species.
As is shown in figure 4,critical thresholds for a species may appear when this overall degree of
connectivity shows an abrupt shift for small changes in the dispersal distance. When dispersal
distances of nuthatches is less than these thresholds, effects of constrained dispersal on
colonization can be expected.
The results of the regression analyses indicate that the degree of connectivity of the patch,
measured as b„can significantly explain colonization when it is determined with a threshold
distance of about 1.4 km or more (figure 5). Regarding the values for AIC, the degrees of
connectivity calculated for threshold distances between 2.4 and 3 km best explains the
colonization patterns.Irejected the null hypothesis because the degree of connectivity explains
thecolonization ofunoccupied patchesby nuthatches.
The results agree with the study of Verboom et al. (1991). They found that the colonization
probability of unoccupied patches depends on the number of occupied patches in a range of 2
km(with different weights for theeffect of patches at adistance < 1 kmand 1-2 km).There are
other studies in which the degree of connectivity is related to nuthatch data (Van Dorp and
Opdam 1987, Schotman and Meeuwsen 1994, Enoksson et al. 1995, Van Langevelde and
Schotman chapter 6). They also use the amount of habitat in a radius of several kilometres
around thepatch of observation.
Uncertainty exists about the dispersal behaviour of nuthatches in fragmented habitat. Dispersal
distances of juveniles are measured in contiguous habitat (Enoksson 1987, Matthysen and
Schmidt 1987) and in fragmented habitat (Matthysen et al. 1995). In contiguous habitat, the
dispersal distances of juvenile nuthatches cover a few kilometres: the median distance was 1
km and distances longer than 4 km were rarely observed. In fragmented habitat, nuthatches
seemtofly longer distances:70%of thenestlings disperse at least 3kmfrom thenatal territory.
A lower tendency to disperse in fragmented habitat could also not be demonstrated (Matthysen
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et al. 1995). However, indirect evidence for limited dispersal in fragmented habitat is found:
territories were takenup at a slower rate (Matthysen and Currie 1996) and more often by single
birds (Matthysen and Currie 1996), habitat selection is limited (Van Langevelde and Schotman
chapter 6) and, at population level, extinction of local populations is explained by patch size
and colonization bythedegree of connectivity (Verboom etal. 1991).One way to deal with the
uncertainty about dispersal behaviour is to assume that an indication of the covered distances
can bederived from colonization patterns obtained with long-term observations.
As can be expected, the degree of connectivity b,calculated for threshold distances larger than
3 km also significantly explains colonization. The potential influx of individuals from nearby
patches remains high, also when the patch can be reached from remote patches. The relative
position measured by the parameter s't on which b{ is based, tend to be constant when the
threshold distance increases (Van Langevelde etal.chapter 3).However, itshould benoted that
the influence of occupied habitat at largedistances outside theregions could notbe included.
The results also show that the colonization probability of large patches in Noordoost Twente is
higher than of smaller ones (table 1).This indicates that nuthatches have a preference for large
patches.The reason for thepreference for largepatches can be a higher level of resources than in
smaller patches (available food, mates, nest holes), protection against weather by a stable
microclimate, competition for holes and predation, or conspecific attraction. In Noordoost
Twente, Schotman (in prep.) found a higher breeding success in larger patches (breeding success
wasnegatively related tothe relative edge length of the patch).Inthe two other regions,no effect
of patch size on colonization was found. This can be explained by the relatively low degree of
connectivity of the patches in these regions (figure 2 and4):nuthatches arenot able to locate and
select territories in large patches better than in small patches. As can be expected, dependency
existsbetween patch sizeandtheirconnectivity (Fahrig 1992,VanLangeveldechapter5).

Measuring the degree of connectivity
For such studies, information should be available about dispersal rate and distances, and about
the behaviour of dispersing individuals in relation to landscape elements.In theoretical studies,
dispersal success is often measured as the number of immigrants arriving in a patch each year
(e.g.,Fahrig and Merriam 1985,Doaketal. 1992,Adlerand Neurnberger 1994,Schippers etal.
1996, Schumaker 1996). The dispersal success rate provides a direct and independent measure
for habitat connectivity. In empirical studies at landscape scale, such information is often
lacking. In these studies, spatial determinants for the degree of connectivity are often related
with population responses (e.g.,Verboom etal. 1991,Hanski 1994,Vos and Stumpel 1995).
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Frequently used parameters for the degree of connectivity of patches concern (potential)
influences ofdispersal sourcesbymeasuring:
•

the number or size of sources, or the area of habitat within a certain distance (Verboom et
al. 1991,VosandStumpel 1995,VanLangeveldeandSchotmanchapter6);

•

the distance to the nearest occupied patch and its size or local population size (Gustafson
andGardner 1996);

•

thedistancestoalloccupiedpatchesandtheirsizesorlocalpopulation (Hanski 1994).

However, these parameters do not explicitly consider the size and spatial configuration of the
subset to which the habitat patches are connected. The relevance to include these spatial
determinants in the study to population dynamics is shown by Fahrig and Merriam (1985). The
connectivity parameter s'i measures these determinants. As is argued, this parameter provides the
opportunity to measure the degree of connectivity at several spatial scales when the size of the
subsetsofconnected patchesvaries.
Inthedefinition of graphs,patches wererepresented as vertices,which may beeither connected
or not to other patches. Instead of distances (Euclidean distance or weighted by the
permeability of the inter-patch distance due to corridors or barriers), the probability that
organisms move between patches may be applied. To obtain such probabilities, relationships
between distance and, for example, the number of individuals that can bridge this distance,
should be known or assumed. Then, a matrix with edge probabilities can be used. Further
research should investigate how the degree of connectivity of individual patches can be
obtained based onthis matrix.
As is argued, the approach with multiple spatial scales of fragmentation allows incorporating
uncertainty in estimating the dispersal behaviour of particular species (Keitt et al. 1997). At
community and ecosystem level, indications of the effect of patchiness can also be derived. One
species may perceive a given landscape as highly fragmented (dispersal distance is less than the
critical threshold in s') while it appears relatively connected to others that interact with the
landscape at another spatial scale.Moreover, itallows the investigation of the relative importance
of patches in the overall degree of connectivity by systematically removing and adding patches
(Keittetal. 1997).
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1

Introduction

The relationships between the patchiness of habitat and populations of species received a lot of
attention in ecological research, especially in studies on effects of habitat fragmentation (e.g.,
Kareiva 1990, Fahrig and Merriam 1994, Hanski and Gilpin 1997). For a species, habitat
patchiness may affect dispersal abilities and influences processes at the scale of individuals and
populations. When distances between patches are large relative to the distances individuals can
bridge, negative effects on the selection of habitat can be expected. The main questions of this
paper were:doeshabitat selectiondiffer betweenlandscapes withdifferently spacedhabitat, andif
so, what are the effects atpopulation level?To address the main questions, three null hypotheses
based on predictions for optimal habitat selection were tested. Therefore, I used a spatially
explicit, stochastic andterritory-based modeltosimulatetheoccupancy ofbreeding sitesinpatchy
landscapes. In the simulations, the amount and spatial configuration of habitat in the model
landscapes and themobility ofthemodel specieswerevaried.
The occupancy of low quality breeding sites can occur in two different situations (Brown 1984,
Pulliam and Danielson 1991,Pulliam 1996). First, individuals are forced to accept low quality
breeding sites when population level is high and all high quality sites are occupied. Second,
several lowquality sites areoccupied duetotheinsufficient degreeof connectivity of high quality
sites. Then, searching individuals should either be content with unoccupied habitat nearby which
may be of low quality, or take a higher mortality risk during dispersal to distant unoccupied sites
ofhigh quality.Sincehabitat selection isaffected, amongothers,by thepopulation level, itshould
be first determined that the population level is low when dispersal is constrained. The first null
hypothesis wasthattherearenoeffectsofpatchinessofhabitatonthepopulationlevel.
With patch selection measured astheoccupation frequency ofthepatches,Itestedthesecondnull
hypothesis that thereare no effectsofpatchinesson theselectionofhabitatpatches. The quality
of the patches should largely determine the selection. Ascan be expected, the amount and spatial
configuration of habitat also affect patch selection, especially when there is less habitat and the
inter-patch distances are large related to the mobility of the species (Verboom etal. 1991,Adler
andNeurnberger 1994,Andren 1994,Venier andFahrig 1996,Fahrig 1998).
The third null hypothesis was that there are no effects ofpatchiness on habitat selection. The
habitat selection was measured as the proportion of occupied high quality breeding sites.To test
this hypothesis,Icompared simulated habitat selection withoptimal selection. Habitat selection is
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considered optimal if individuals can spread freely according to the variation in quality of their
habitat. The expectation was that the proportion of occupied sites of high quality habitat is low
when the inter-patch distances are large related to the mobility of the species (Danielson 1992,
Morris 1995, Pulliam 1996). Then, the simulated habitat selection deviates from the optimal
selection.

2

Methods

Model structure
The simulation model uses the functionality of PCRaster (Van Deursen and Wesseling 1995,
Wesseling et al. 1996). PCRaster is developed for spatially explicit dynamic modelling. The
model landscapes for the simulations are rasters of 125 x 125 gridcells. These cells can be
either breeding ornon-breeding habitat.The sizeof thecells agrees with the territory sizeof the
model species. The amount of breeding habitat (B in % of the total amount of cells) varies
between the model landscapes. The breeding habitat contains high quality breeding habitat (O
in number of sites) and low quality breeding habitat (M in number of sites). Each cell with
breeding habitat provides apotential breeding site.Thebreeding habitat has alow resistance for
movement of the model species. I also distinguished two types of non-breeding habitat with
high and low resistance for movement.
The model simulates the occupancy of breeding sites by pairs. In a model landscape, the number
and size of the breeding sites is constant, not depending upon population density or food
availability. A site is occupied when a breeding pair is present, unpaired individuals are not
considered. Each simulation starts with an initial population N0 at year t = 0. The initially
occupied territories are randomly selected. During the breeding season, each pair has a
reproduction probability P, that is a function of habitat quality. The size of the successful
offspring / depends also upon habitat quality. The average offspring is (3 = Pr J. Adult pairs
defend theirsites,whilejuveniles searchforunoccupied sites.Duetodifferences intheinter-patch
distances and resistance for movement, the breeding sites are not equally accessible. The
colonization probability of an unoccupied site depends upon the dispersal capacity of the species
and the resistance of the landscape for movement. Individuals that do not find an unoccupied site
are not explicitly followed further. They may die. The model landscapes were considered as
closed systems,no immigration occurred.Thereisnocorrection for boundary effects attheborder
of a model landscape. This means that sites at the border of the model landscapes have lower
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occupation probability than sites in the middle. However, the size of the model landscapes is
relatively large,sothatboundaryeffects canbeignored.
When they occupy a territory, adults andjuveniles have an independent survival probability, Pa
and Pj,which depends upon habitat quality and the character of the winter (normal or severe).
After thewinter, theremainingpopulation with sizeN,+l canreproduceduringthenextyear.Ifthe
spatialconfiguration ofhabitatdonotaffect population growth andthenumber ofbreedingsitesis
infinite, thepopulation sizeatthebeginningofthenextyearwillbe

Nl+1=PaN,+PJpN,=Ml
in which therateofincreaseXfor thepopulation isdenoted as(Pulliam 1988)
X=P„+PjP

(1)

When X>1,reproduction exceedsmortality.Then,thehabitat isasourcefor surrounding habitat.
Thehabitat isasinkwhenmortality exceedsreproduction andX<1 (Pulliam 1988).
Parameters in the model can be divided into determinants of the spatial pattern of the model
landscapes and of thedemographics and movement of themodel species (table 1).
Spatialpattern of themodellandscapes
Patchiness of habitat increases when the size of the habitat patches and their degree of
connectivity decrease (Harrison and Fahrig 1995). For variation in the patchiness of habitat, I
distinguished two spatial scales at which the habitat was either clumped or randomly arranged.
The spatial scales were hierarchically organized. Therefore, the model landscapes were divided
into 25 square regions, which were each in turn divided into 25 square subregions.Each of these
subregions contained 25 gridcells.In the model landscapes, Iplaced cells with either breeding or
non-breeding habitat, based on a stratified assignment procedure. The available breeding habitat
(O+ M) variedfrom highly fragmented (2%)tonotfragmented (20%).Forthelatter, noeffects of
thespacingofthehabitat werefound (Andren 1994,Fahrig 1998).
The algorithm to generate the model landscapes is explained in the appendix. The habitat
arrangement in the model landscapes isthe product of two randomprocesses (Diggle 1983).The
initial process is a homogeneous Poisson process. The second process iteratively rearranges the
initial Poissondistribution byrandomly pickingupandrelocatinghabitat towardsexistingclusters
of habitat.
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Table 1

Parameters and assumed values usedfor thesimulation study

Spatialpattern of themodel landscapes
landscape size 125X125cells
habitatarrangement attwospatial scales
proportion breeding habitat B
ratiohigh quality 01 lowqualityMbreeding habitat
proportion non-breeding habitat

varied (random versus clumped)
varied (2,5,10 or 20%)
1
varied (20%-B)

Demographics of themodel species
initial population sizeN„
probability of a severe winter
reproduction probability P,
sizeofoffspring J
survival probability of adultsP„
in normal winters
in severe winters
survival probability ofjuvenilesPj
in normal winters
in severe winters
Movement of themodel species
landscape resistance for movement
breeding habitat
non-breeding habitat with low resistance
non-breeding habitat with high resistance
dispersal rangeofjuveniles Rd
resettlement range of adults R,

10%of theavailablebreeding habitat
0.2
high qualityO
lowqualityM
0.6
0.3
3
2
0.8
0.7

0.6
0.45

0.6
0.3

0.4
0.2

1
1.25
2
model species SP1
15cells
3 cells

model species SP2
50 cells
15 cells

Patchy landscapes can be characterized by the size and the quality of the patches as well as by
how these patches are spatially arranged. The patches were determined as clusters of contiguous
breeding sites based on aking-neighbourhood relationship. The size S,of patch i,representing its
totalcarryingcapacity for themodel species,wascalculatedas
••O.+M,

(2)

whereO, isthenumber of sites with highquality breedinghabitat andM,thenumber of sites with
low quality breeding habitat in patch i.The quality <2, of patch (' was calculated as the proportion
of highquality breedingsitesas

Q,=-
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The connectivity C,of patch i was obtained as the mean degree of connectivity c,of all breeding
sitesj in patch i.The connectivity c,for breeding site; in patch iwas calculated as the reciprocal
of theweighteddistanceWJkfrom;' toallotherbreedingsitesk(VanLangeveldeetal. chapter3)

for j * k. The calculation of the weighted distance WJk was based on a friction map with the
differences in resistance for movement. Theconnectivity C,ofpatch iwasobtained by

c,=|i>,

(4)

The mean degree of connectivity C and the mean patch size S of a model landscape were also
calculated, since in such theoretical studies the habitat amount, mean patch size and mean interpatch distance cannot be varied independently. With aconstant amount of habitat, larger patches
in a landscape imply larger inter-patch distances (Fahrig 1992). The interpretation of the
simulation results shouldconsiderthisindependence.
Demographics and movement of the model species
Two types of stochasticity were applied: demographic and environmental stochasticity.
Demographic stochasticity resulted in an independent probability for each pair to reproduce (Pr)
and for mortality of adults (Pa)andjuveniles (/>,).The reproduction success differs between high
and low quality breeding habitat and is density-independent. The probability of survival during
one time step differs also between high and low quality habitat. Environmental stochasticity also
affects thesurvival probability.Duringthewinter (especially severewinters),lowquality breeding
habitat is assumed to provide insufficient food to ensure survival. Due to these differences, the
high quality breeding habitat acts as a source (X= 1.88 for years with normal winters, X= 1.24
with severe winters) andthelowquality breedinghabitatasasink(k =0.84for years with normal
winters,X=0.57 with severewinters).
After leaving their natal sites,juveniles search for unoccupied breeding sites. They will sample
less potential breeding sites when distances between sites arerelatively large.Each individual has
a fixed amount of resources to be spent in finding a territory (Danielson 1992). Therefore, the
probability PCjkthat site; iscolonized byjuveniles from sitekisassumed todecline exponentially
with thedistance Wjkfrom; tok(incells)accordingto(asinWilcoveetal.1986)
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IV,,

PCJk = 0 . 1 *

(5)

in which Rj is the movement range of dispersingjuveniles, i.e.,the distance at which PCjk =0.1.
The distances to unoccupied sites thus indirectly determine the search direction. The individuals
are also able to distinguish between high and low habitat quality, since the colonization
probability wasmultiplied by 1 for highquality habitat and 0.5 for lowquality habitat. When two
juveniles choose thesame site,theonewiththehighestcolonization probability will occupy it.To
reduce the timenecessary to simulate,thebehaviour of individuals of one sex is simulated during
thedispersal phase.Toformpairs,Iassumed that whenan individual occupies asite,theothersex
will also find this site. In highly fragmented habitat, this assumption is not realistic (e.g.,
MatthysenandCurrie 1996).
The parameter Rd allows simulations for model species with a different dispersal capacity. I
applied adistance sensitiveSP1versusalessdistance sensitiveSP2model species.Therefore, two
levels of Rd were used (table 1): 15 and 50 cells. The area covered by the distance of 15 cells
encompasses 12%ofthetotallandscape.Forthedistanceof 50cells,thisis40%.
Only juveniles disperse over relatively long distances after leaving their natal site. Once settled,
adults are less likely to leave their territory. Those that leave for an unoccupied site of higher
quality if it becomes available, move over short distances only. The probability for this
resettlement S,*from sitej to site k iscalculated conform equation (5).The resettlement radius /?,
varies between the model species depending upon their dispersal capacity asjuveniles (see table
1). This opportunistic shift to neighbour sites takes place before the winter by adult pairs of all
ages.

Simulations and statistical analysis
Thecombination oftheparameter valuesfor thespatial pattern provides aset ofmodel landscapes
with varying degree of habitat patchiness at different scale levels. Examples of the model
landscapes are presented in figure 1.Dueto the stochastic character of the model, Iconducted 10
simulations for each model landscape.Each simulation started with arandomly distributed N0 and
stopped after 100time steps.Model species 1was simulated in the model landscapes with B =2,
5, 10and 20%.Simulations with model species 2wereconducted in themodel landscapes with B
= 2and5%.
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Examples of model landscapes with varying degree of patchiness of the habitat. The amount of breeding

habitat B = 5%. The clustering of the breeding habitat is conducted at two spatial scales (see the appendix for
algorithm):figure a isgenerated with I= 1at the region leveland 1-0 at thesubregion level,figure b with I- 3 at the
region leveland I=Oat thesubregion level,figure c with 1 =3at the regionleveland 1 =3 at thesubregion level,figure
d with 1= 1at the region leveland 1 =2at thesubregion level.

To present the numerous simulation results in a convenient way and to test the hypotheses,
statistical analyses were applied. In the statistical analyses of the results, the amount of breeding
habitat B was treated as a quantitative variable, not as a factor, whereas the model species were
included inthemodel asfactors (SP1 andSP2).
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To test thefirstnullhypothesis,thepopulation level was measured asthe proportion of occupied
breedingsitesPB,pertimestept
N
PB=
'— xlOO
' O+M
Foreach simulation, themean proportion of occupied breeding sites PB wascalculated with PB,
for />50.Fortheperiodt>50,thepopulation reached astochastic steady stateandthepopulation
level is expected to be stable. Since PB concern data on proportions, I used multiple logistic
regression (Crawley 1993)to test if PB differed with the amount of available breeding habitat B,
themean degree of connectivity C and the mean size S of thepatches in the model landscapes,
anddiffered amongthetwomodel species.Also,interactionsbetween these variables weretested,
especially interactions between the mean degree of connectivity and the other explanatory
variables.Theseinteractions indicatethattheeffect oftheconcerningexplanatory variables onthe
population leveldependsuponthedegreeof connectivity.
To determine effects of the spatial arrangement and the amount of habitat on patch selection as
predicted by the secondnull hypothesis,the frequency of occupation FO,of each patch i by the
model species were related to the measured landscape characteristics. The FO,of each patch iin
theperiod t= 1 until 100wastheoutput variableofthe simulations atpopulation scale.Duetothe
binary character of this variable, multiple logistic regression was performed (Jongman et al.
1995).Theexplanatory variables were:theamount ofbreedinghabitat Bin the model landscapes,
the size 5, of patch <',its quality Q, and its degree of connectivity C,. To illustrate limited patch
selection in patchy habitat, theeffects oftheseexplanatory variables and interactions between the
degree ofconnectivity andtheothervariablesweretested.
To test the thirdnullhypothesis,Iused theproportion of occupied high quality breeding sites 50,
and of lowquality sitesSM,pertimestep t.Foreach simulation, the mean SO and themean SM
were calculated for t > 50. They were compared with the expected proportions that were
artificially drawn based on the optimal distribution of the present proportion. Since the model
landscapes contain afixednumber of breeding sites per habitat patch, the optimal distribution of
individuals can bedescribed aspreemptive (Pulliam andDanielson 1991,Pulliam 1996).Like the
ideal distribution models of Fretwell and Lucas (1970), this model is ideal in the sense that
individuals have complete knowledge of the breeding sites available tothem. With differences in
quality of the breeding sites, individuals have different probabilities of survival and reproduction
success.Each individual chooses thebest available unoccupied site. Once a site is occupied, it is
nolongeravailabletootherindividuals.However, whendispersal isconstrained duetolarge inter-
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patch distances relative to the mobility of the species, the preemptive distribution may be biased.
Then,individualsarenotalwaysabletoselecttheunoccupied siteswiththehighest quality.
To calculate the expected proportions based on the preemptive distribution, the sites with high
quality breeding habitat were occupied first. The remaining pairs occupied sites with low quality
breeding habitat. Due to the environmental and demographic stochasticity, the mean occupation
probability of a high quality site by adults is0.78 [obtained by (4 x 0.8 +0.7) / 5]. The expected
mean proportions of occupied sites with high quality breeding habitat EO and with low quality
breedinghabitat EM werethencalculatedas

£ 0 =—xlOO A £ M = 0 if
O

JV<0.78xO

£ 0 =78 A EM=^^-

JV>0.78xO

M

if

in which N is the mean population size calculated for t > 50. For the comparison between the
simulated proportions andtheproportionsbasedonthepreemptivedistribution,Iusedthespacein
which habitat selection can be found. Therefore, I also calculated the proportions based on a
random selection RO, and RM, and the mean proportions RO and RM for t >50. Random
selection implies no preference for either high quality or low quality breeding habitat. In a graph,
the space for habitat selection is bounded by three lines (figure 2a): (1) optimal selection EO =
N and EM = 0for 0 < N < (0.78 x O),(2)optimal selection EO = 0.78 and EM = (N - O)
for (Ox 0.78) < N <(O+M),and(3)randomselection when RO = RM for0< N <(O+M).
Thesimulated selection,theoptimal selection andtherandomselectioncanbeplotted inthegraph
using the proportion of occupied high quality sites and the proportion of occupied low quality
sites ascoordinates (seefigure 2bfor anexample).TheEuclidean distance between the simulated
selection, with the coordinates (SO,SM), and the optimal selection, with coordinates
(EO,EM ), can be used as a measure of dissimilarity between the two (Jongman et al. 1995).
Since this measure also depends upon thedissimilarity with the random selection, theratio of the
Euclidean distance between the simulated selection and the optimal selection and the Euclidean
distance between the simulated selection and the random selection, provides a measure for the
deviation ofthesimulated selection from theoptimal selection.ThisdeviationDwascalculated as
2

D_TJ(SO-EO)

+(SM-EMf

yjiRO-EO)

2

+(RM

(6)
2

-EM)
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®

®

proportion of occupied
highquality breeding sites

Figure 2

Space in which habitat selection can befound (a), bounded by random selection where theproportions of

occupied high and low quality sites are equal, and optimal selection where the high quality sites arefilled upfirst and
then the low quality sites. Examples of simulated and expected selection are given (b): SOi as the proportion of
occupied high quality sites and Shi 1as theproportion ofoccupied low quality sitesfor simulation I. E0\ and EMi
give theexpected optimal selectionfor simulation 1.

With logisticregression,Irelated thedeviation Dwith the amount of available breedinghabitat B,
the mean degree of connectivity C and the mean size S of thepatches in the model landscapes.
Also, interactions between these explanatory variables v> e tested, especially interactions
between themeandegreeofconnectivity andtheothervariables.
To test the three null hypotheses, I selected models with significant regression coefficients by
systematically adding and dropping the explanatory variables. The significance was determined
using the two-sided t-test. The resulting regression models are not intended to reveal the best
possible. I used the regressions primarily to assess the effects of the degree of connectivity on
habitat selection andpopulation responsesresultingfrom thesimulations.

Results
In figure 3,the natural logarithm of the mean degree of connectivity C per landscape is plotted
against the natural logarithm of the mean size S of the patches with breeding sites. As can be
observed,theserelationships differ withtheamountofbreedinghabitat B.
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Relationships between the mean degree of connectivity, log(C ), and the mean size, log(S ) , of the patches

in themodel landscapes. B istheamount of breeding habitat inthemodel landscapes.

Table2

Relationships between thepopulation level PB resulting from thesimulations with model species 1(a) and

with model species J (distance sensitive, SPI) and 2 (distance insensitive, SP2) (b) and the landscape characteristics.
Thesign of thecoefficients and theirsignificance aregiven (two-sided t-test:***P <0.001, **P <0.01, *P <0.05).
b. for model species 1 (SPI) and 2 (SP2)

a. for mode] species 1
model
PB

model

g( s >
log(C)
B

_j_ * * *

\og(S )xB

_**
_***

Io

log(C )xB

+*

PB

iogm

+***

logf C )
B

+***
+***

logf S )xB

-***

LogfC )XB
SP2
logf 5 )xSP2
logfC )xSP2
BxSP2

-***
+ ***
- ***
-***
-***

The population level was measured as the mean proportion of occupied breeding sites PB .For
model species 1, relationships were found between PB and the natural logarithm of the mean
patch size S ,thenatural logarithmofthemeandegreeofconnectivity C ,theamount of breeding
habitatBand someinteractions (table2a).Togiveinsightinthenegative orpositiveeffect ofeach
variable and its significance in the regression model, table 2a includes the sign of the regression
coefficients and the significance level. To illustrate the results of the effects of patchiness,
predictions of the model for different mean degrees ofconnectivity of small patches are shown in
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figure4. The effects of the landscape characteristics on population level were also tested for the
pooled data of model species 1(SP1)and 2 (SP2)in the model landscapes with B = 2 and 5%.
The resulting model is given in table 2b. As can be expected, the population level of model
species2ishigherthanofmodelspecies 1.
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Figure 4

Predictions and standard errors of the multiple logistic regression modelfor PB for different degrees of

connectivity, log(C ),and model species 1insmallpatches (seetable 2a)

Table3

Relationships between thefrequency of patch occupancy FO, resulting from the simulations with model

species 1 (a) and with model species 1 and 2 (b) and the landscape characteristics. In table b, the relationships are
separately analyzedfor B = 2and B = 5%. Thesign of the coefficients and their significance are given (two-sidedt-test:
***P <0.001, **P< 0.01, *P< 0.05, nsnot significant).
a. for model species1
FO,

model
\o%(S.)
logfQ
logfQ,)
B
logfcyxiogWJ

logfcyxiogra;

logfQjxB
logf&jxlogffi;
log(C,)xlogfa;xlogWJ
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b. for model species 1(SP1) and 2 (SP2)

+***
+ ***
+***
1

*

*

*

ns
+ ***

- ***
.(. ***
+ ***

FO,

model
logfS,)
log(C,J
logffl)
SP2
logfCJxlogfS,-)
logfCJxlogfCJ
\og(Q)xSP2
logffiJxlogfS.J
\ogQifxSP2
\og(Ci)x\og(QifxSP2

B=2%
+***
+***
+•"
+ ***
+*
ns
- **
+***
+ ***
+ ***

6 = 5%

+***
+***
+***
+ ***
ns
ns

.***

+ ***

+***
ns
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For model species 1,the frequency of occupation FO, of patch icould bewritten as afunction of
thenatural logarithm ofitssizeS„ thenatural logarithmofitsdegreeofconnectivity Q,thenatural
logarithm of itsquality Q„ theamount of breedinghabitat B and some interactions between these
variables (table 3a).Predictions of the model for different degrees of connectivity of the patches
areshown in figure 5.Thesameanalysiswasalsoconducted for thepooleddata of model species
1(SP1)and 2(SP2)inthemodellandscapes with5 =2and5%.Theresultsarepresented in table
3b.
The effects of the landscape characteristics on habitat selection are enumerated in table 4a. The
deviationD(equation 7)representingthedissimilarity betweenthesimulated habitat selection and
theoptimal selection based onthepreemptivedistribution, showed arelationship with the amount
ofbreedinghabitatB,themeandegreeofconnectivity C andthemean size S ofthepatchesand
some interactions between these variables. The selected model is illustrated by predictions for
different meandegreesofconnectivity ofthepatchesinfigure 6.Thisanalysiswasalsoconducted
for model species 1 (SPI) and2(SP2)inthemodellandscapes withB=2and 5%.Theresults are
presented intable4b.

C,low2%
C,high2%

Figure 5

Predictions and standard errors of the multiple logistic regression model for FO,for different values of

quality Q,and ofconnectivity C,ofsmallpatchesfor model species 1(seetable 3a)
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Table4

Relationships between thedeviation D of thesimulated habitat selection from theexpected optimal selection

for model species 1(a) andfor model species 1and 2 (b) and the landscape characteristics. The sign of the coefficients
and theirsignificance are given (two-sided t-test:***P <0.001, **P <0.01, *P <0.05).

a.formodelspecies 1
model
logfS )
iog(C )
B
logfC )x\og(S >
logS )xB
logfC )xB
logfC )x\og(S )xB

D

b.formodelspecies 1 (SP1) and2(SP2)

.***
_**
+***
_*
_***
_***
+*

D

model
logfS )
ns
logfCJ
ns
B
+**
SP2
- ***
log C )xlog(S )
ns
logfSjxB
logfC )xB
-*
\og(C )x\og(S )xB n s

Q 0.4

Figure 6

Predictions and standard errors of the multiple logistic regression model for D for different degrees of

connectivity, log(C ),ofsmallpatchesfor model species 1(seetable 4a)

4

Discussion

The understanding of the distribution of organisms in patchy landscapes depends not only upon
habitat availability andquality (asadvocated bythe modelsthat assumean idealdistribution),but
also upon dispersal capacity of these organisms (Pulliam 1996). In these landscapes, the habitat
connectivity is a fundamental component of the spatial pattern (Taylor etat. 1993,Andren 1994,
Hanski 1994, Fahrig and Merriam 1994). This paper deals with habitat selection in patchy
landscapes by means of model simulations. The main questions were if habitat selection differs
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between landscapes with differently spaced habitat, and if so, what are the expected effects at
population level. To address these questions, I tested three hypotheses. Therefore, model
landscapes were generated containing breeding habitat with differences in the degree of
connectivity and thesizeofthepatches.Thetwomodel speciesdiffered indispersal capacity.The
results of the simulations were statistically analyzed. The statistical analyses should not be
considered asa 'proof of themerits of the simulation model.Isolelyused theanalyses toshowif
the expected differences occur in the responses of the model species to the differences in the
landscape characteristics.
The simulation model was designed with a minimum number of parameters that needed
specification. Although this single-species model isnotbased onthelife history of one species,its
structure is suited to simulate the occupancy of sites by species that are sedentary the year round,
habitat specific and have density dependent dispersal. For the sake of simplicity, there were no
differences between pairsduetogenetic orenvironmental influences. Moreover, Iconcerned only
two types of breeding habitat. Other factors that influence habitat selection, such as a preference
for large patches (Huhta et al. 1998), conspecific attraction (Smith and Peacock 1990),
competition between species(Danielson 1992)andpredation werealsonotconsidered.
Effects ofpatchiness onpopulation level
Since a relationship can be expected between habitat selection and population level, the
hypothesis abouteffects of patchiness onthepopulation level wasfirsttested.Effects of themean
patch size S ,the mean degree of connectivity C of the patches and the amount of habitat B on
population level were found. The population level is lower in landscapes with less and more
dispersed habitat. The interactions log(S )xB and log(C )xB imply that the influences of patch
size S andconnectivity C onpopulation leveldecreases whentheamountof habitatBincreases,
thus, the effects of patchiness on population level may disappear. The effects of the degree of
connectivity and of the patch size on population level decreases when dispersal capacity is high.
Based on these results, the first null hypothesis is rejected. These effects have also been
demonstrated in other studies, both by theoretical (Fahrig and Paloheimo 1988, Andren 1996,
Venier andFahrig 1996)andempirical (Andren 1994)studies.

Effects ofpatchiness onpatch selection
Patch selection, measured asthefrequency ofpatchoccupation FOh isdetermined bythedegreeof
connectivity C,of the patches, their size5„their quality Q, and the amount of breeding habitat B.
Patch occupancy islow when theamount ofbreeding habitat is low and thepatches are small and
isolated.This hasalsobeen demonstratedbyotherstudies(FahrigandMerriam 1985,Verboomet
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al. 1991, Hanski 1994). The positive interaction between the degree of connectivity and patch
quality indicates that when the patch quality is low, the degree of connectivity has less effect on
patch selection than it has for high quality patches. When the degree of connectivity is low, high
quality and low quality patches haveboth a low occupation frequency. The occupation frequency
is high when both the quality and the degree of connectivity of the patches is high, whereas the
occupation frequency is lower for high quality patches with low degree of connectivity. This
effect at low degree of connectivity can be interpreted as limited patch selection. Compared to
model species 2 with largedispersal capacity, patch occupancy is lower for model species 1.For
model species 2, higher quality means higher patch occupancy. The conclusion is that patch
selection isaffected byhabitatpatchiness.Therefore, Irejected thesecondnullhypothesis.

Effects ofpatchiness onhabitatselection
The rejection of the first and second hypothesis implies that effects of habitat patchiness for the
model species with constrained dispersal capacity exists at population level. The results are
consistent with patch models of metapopulation dynamics (Fahrig and Merriam 1985,Fahrig and
Paloheimo 1988,Verboom etal. 1991,Andren 1994,Hanski 1994),in which increasing isolation
is assumed to decrease colonization rate and decreasing patch size increases extinction rate, and
hencemakeoccupancy lesslikely.Then,alsoeffects onhabitat selectioncanbeexpected.
Limited habitat selection means that low quality sites are more frequently occupied than can be
expected when dispersal is not constrained and selection is optimal. The deviation D of the
simulated habitat selection from optimal selection predicted based on the preemptive selection
model was related to the landscape characteristics. High values of Dcan be interpreted as a large
deviation of the simulated selection from the expected optimal selection.The deviation D shows
negative relationships with the mean degree of connectivity C and the mean patch size S .The
simulated selection becomes equal to the optimal selection when the mean degree of connectivity
and the mean size of the patch in landscapes increases. The negative interaction terms
logfC jxlogf S )and logfC )xBimplythattheeffect of S andBonDislargerwhen C ishigher,
inother words,the selection becomesequaltotheoptimal selection whentheamount of habitat B
and/or the mean patch size S increases for high degree of connectivity. In the comparison
between model species 1 and 2,the samerelationships can beobserved.The selection realized by
model species 1has a larger deviation from the expected optimal selection than the one realized
bymodelspecies2.Therefore, Ialsorejected thethirdnullhypothesis.
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Conclusion
When habitat patchiness increases, habitat selection increasingly deviates from the expected
optimal selection as predicted by the preemptive selection model. This effect becomes smaller
whenmorehabitatisavailable,patchiness willthendecrease(figure 2,Harrison andFahrig 1995),
or the species dispersal capacity evolves so that it can deal with the patchiness. Thus when the
habitat of a species is fragmented, limited habitat selection can be expected when dispersal
capacity isnot adapted. This results in a lower density in optimal habitat than can beexpected in
contiguous habitat (Morris 1995, 1996). Patches with high quality breeding habitat will remain
unoccupied. This effect is explained by the metapopulation theory (Verboom etal. 1991,Hanski
and Gilpin 1997).However, whereasthetheory of metapopulation dynamics legitimize thenotion
that suitable habitat is often unoccupied, the theory of source-sink dynamics explain that
organisms often occur in unsuitable habitat (Pulliam 1988,Pulliam and Danielson 1991,Pulliam
1996).When individuals are forced to stay in sites of lowquality, due to high costs of movement
and/or lowdispersal capacity, metapopulationsin patchy landscapes with sink habitat are sourcesink populations (Harrison 1991, Pulliam 1996). However, variation in patch quality and its
influence on patch selection is rarely considered at the metapopulation scale (Lima and Zollner
1996). Metapopulation models that describe discrete populations in patchy landscapes connected
by dispersal should consider source-sink dynamics: occupancy of low quality patches by
populations inpatch models (Gyllenbergand Hanski 1997)and effects population density inhigh
and low quality habitat in individual-based models. This can be argued because when habitat
selection is not optimal, negative effects on reproduction success and survival can be expected.
Besides othereffects of habitat fragmentation, such asincreased sensitivity for environmental and
demographic stochasticity (Harrison 1991), this may lead to an increase in extinction probability
ofpopulations when agreaterproportion oftheindividuals occursinlowqualityhabitat.
This study was not designed to address questions about critical thresholds in species' response to
landscape structure (With and Crist 1995,Andren 1996,Fahrig 1998).It would be interesting to
investigate under what conditions the effects of patchiness on habitat selection at individual level
haveaminoreffect onpopulationdynamics.
The modellingapproach presented inthispapercanprovideknowledge aboutphenomena thatcan
be observed in real landscapes with real species. This study resulted in predictions about habitat
selection in patchy landscapes. The following hypotheses are worth to investigate: ideal
distribution models, in this case the ideal preemptive distribution model for territorial species,
cannot beapplied when thedegreeofconnectivity affects habitatselection.Then,habitat selection
may be limited, and therefore, themean reproductive successand survival will be lower than can
befound inpopulations of the samedensity incontiguous habitat. Differences in population level
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between landscapes with fragmented habitat and contiguous habitat can also be expected. These
predictions were tested with empirical data about the European nuthatch Sitta europaeain four
regions in the Netherlands: one region with contiguous nuthatch habitat and three regions with
fragmented habitat (VanLangeveldeandSchotmanchapter6).
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Appendix Algorithm togeneratethemodellandscapes (cf. Doaketal.1992)
The algorithm to generate the model landscapes contains two stages. First, the available habitat
(breeding and non-breeding) was randomly distributed over the regions. Second, an iterative
procedure of rearranging the initial randomdistribution wasused to obtain aclumped distribution
at the region level. Habitat cells were randomly selected one by one, and assigned to a region
based on a probability distribution. This probability distribution was based on the distribution of
the habitat amount in each region. Regions that received a relatively high amount of habitat cells
inthe initial randomdistribution havehigh probability to receivemorehabitat cells inthe second
stage.Each time a habitat cell is picked up and relocated, the distribution of habitat amount over
the regionschanges, andtherefore, theprobability toreceive morehabitat cells.In the twostages,
thehighqualitybreedinghabitat Owasfirstrandomly distributed and iteratively rearranged. Then
the low quality breeding habitat M was treated, followed by the non-breeding habitat with low
resistanceformovement.Theiterativeprocedurewasconducted /times,for /=0, 1,2 and 3.For/
=0,theinitial randomdistribution wastaken.Forhigh values of /,the procedure resultsinamore
clumped pattern.
Atthesubregion level,thesameprocedure wasused.Foreach /,the assigned amount ofhabitat in
a region wasused as starting point for the distribution of habitat cells over the subregions in this
region. Exchange of habitat cellsbetween the regions was not permitted. The iterative procedure
was also conducted / times, for / = 0, 1,2 and 3. Within a subregion, the assigned habitat cells
wererandomly distributed.
The variables for habitat arrangement at the two spatial scales allowed 16 combinations. For
each combination, 5replicate model landscapes were generated.
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Regional and temporal differences in habitat selection in fragmented
and contiguousnuthatch populations

1

Introduction

In human-dominated landscapes, effects of habitat fragmentation on populations have been
demonstrated (e.g.,Van Dorp and Opdam 1987,Verboom etal. 1991,Andren 1994,Wahlberg et
al. 1996).These effects are often explained with the theory of metapopulation dynamics (Levins
1970, Hanski and Gilpin 1997). In metapopulations, dispersal is the key process for population
survival. Constrained dispersal leads, among others, to increased extinction of local populations
and reduced colonization of empty patches, and to limited habitat selection on individual level.It
canexplain thatin landscapes withfragmented habitat vacantpatcheswithapparently highquality
habitat were found, while nuthatches elsewhere occupied low quality patches (Verboom et al.
1991, Bellamy etal. 1997, 1998,Wiggins and M0ller 1997).However, the simplest explanation
for theabsence in smallpatchesistherandomsamplehypothesis (Connor andMcCoy 1979,Haila
1983). The random sample hypothesis argues that small patches can be considered as random
samples from large areas.It ascribes the effects of habitat fragmentation as solely due to habitat
loss.Although therandom samplehypothesis couldberejected on thepopulation level (Verboom
etal. 1991,Andren 1996),wetriedtoreject thishypothesis ontheindividuallevelbyfocusing on
habitat selection. When dispersal is not constrained, the distribution of individuals is ideal and
habitat selection isoptimal.
Habitat selection was measured as the quality of the occupied territories. We studied habitat
selection in European nuthatch Sitta europaea populations. Our main question was if habitat
selection in nuthatch populations in fragmented habitat is optimal or not. The nuthatch is a
songbird of mature deciduous forests that lives in territories throughout the year. In the
agricultural landscapes of Northwest Europe, effects of habitat fragmentation on nuthatch
populations have been found (Opdam et al. 1985,Van Dorp and Opdam 1987, Verboom et al.
1991, Enoksson etal. 1995,Verboom and Schotman 1994,Matthysen and Currie 1996,Bellamy
etal. 1997, 1998).Nevertheless, alowertendency todisperse orareduction in dispersal distance
infragmented habitatcouldnotbedemonstrated (Matthysen etal.1995).
We compared habitat selection in nuthatch territories in four regions of the Netherlands: Midden
Brabant, Zuidwest Drenthe, Noordoost Twente and Veluwezoom. The degree of fragmentation
and the population level in the regions differ. The first three regions contain fragmented habitat.
The lattercanbeconsidered asareference region withcontiguous habitat.
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2

Hypotheses

Severalmodelsdescribehabitat selection inbirds(e.g., Fretwell andLucas 1970,Cody 1985).For
territorial species,thepreemptive selection model (Pulliamand Danielson 1991,Pulliam 1996)is
an alternative for the ideal free distribution (Fretwell and Lucas 1970). Moreover, the ideal free
and ideal despotic distributions assume one type of habitat (Fretwell and Lucas 1970). We used
thepreemptiveselectionmodelforpredictionsaboutoptimalhabitat selection innuthatches.Since
nuthatches have strong territorial and opportunistic behaviour, nuthatches first occupy and defend
the best quality territories regarding survival and breeding success, and then the suboptimal ones
whenpopulation level increases (Matthysen 1990,Burkhardt etal. 1998).Onceasite isoccupied,
itispreempted and thusnotavailablefor otherindividuals.Totestifhabitat selection isoptimal in
the reference region, we first correlated the occupation frequency of territories with breeding
success.
When nuthatches are ideally distributed, the frequency that territories are occupied may reflect
differences in habitat quality. In habitat selection studies, evidence at appropriate spatial scale
must beprovided that individuals recognize and respond to certain cues of habitat quality (Wiens
1989, Burkhardt et al. 1998,Pribil and Pieman 1997).For nuthatches, vegetation characteristics
such as the presence of deciduous trees and their age, may act as cues of habitat quality. We
identified cues of habitat quality by the correlation of the occupation frequency and breeding
successwith somehabitatcharacteristics.
Our first null hypothesis was that the influenceof thedegreeof regional connectivityonhabitat
selection is the same in contiguous andfragmented habitat. When the occupation patterns in
fragmented habitat does not solely reflect habitat quality but can also be explained by habitat
connectivity on regional scale,wereject thefirstnull hypothesis.
Since the population level among others, determines habitat selection, we tested the second null
hypothesis that therearenodifferencesintheeffectsofpopulationlevelon habitatselectiondue
to the degree of connectivity.In contiguous habitat, it can be expected that the mean quality of
occupied territories is higher than the mean quality of all territories, especially at low population
level. However, this will not be true in fragmented habitat. We will reject the second null
hypothesis when the mean quality of the occupied territories related to the mean quality of all
territories cannot solely beexplained bypopulation level,butalsobythedegreeof connectivity.
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The three study regions, Zuidwest Drenthe (A), Noordoost Twente (B), and Midden Brabant (C), with

fragmented habitatfor thenuthatch. The location of these regions and the region with contiguous habitat, Veluwezoom
(D), isindicated on themap withdeciduousforests inthe Netherlands.

Yet, it is unlikely that the population level in fragmented habitat is high. Rejecting the first and
second hypothesis indicates that habitat selection is not optimal in fragmented habitat due to
constrained dispersal. We can then expect effects on the population level (Fahrig and Paloheimo
1988, Andren 1994, Venier and Fahrig 1996). Our third null hypothesis was that there are no
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differences in population density between regions withfragmented habitat and regions with
contiguoushabitat. We reject the third null hypothesis when the population density is different
(i.e.,lower) duetothedegreeof connectivity.

3

Methods

Studyregions withtimeseries
Some features of the study regions areenumerated in table 1.Midden Brabant, Zuidwest Drenthe
and Noordoost Twente have forested patches in a matrix of farmland, predominantly grassland
andmaize(figure 1).Intheseregions,theareaof suitablehabitat islessthan 5%ofthetotal study
area (table 1).The majority ofthe suitablehabitat islocated within 100mfrom aforest edge.The
Veluwezoom region is part of a large contiguous forest in the central part of the Netherlands
containing both coniferous and deciduous forests. Within this region, we studied two areas:
Hoekelumand Hagenau.

Table1

Somefeatures of thestudy regions
Midden Brabant

Zuidwest Drenthe

Noordoost Twente

Veluwezoom
HA
HO

total area (km2)
% forest of total
%optimal habitat of total
% marginal habitat of total
%habitat within 100m
of aforest edge
number of patches
number of permanent
territories
number ofselected territories
% selected territories within
100mfrom forest edge

648
17
2
1

193
21
2
1

145
10
4
1

1.2
83
33
3

0.75
100
18
13

76
178

78
66

94
123

52

0

-

-

27!
88

151
75

193
92

58
58

30
30

83

85

96

52

0

yearsof survey

1990-1992,
1996

1966-1996

1986-1994,
1996

19811996

19901996

This region contains contiguous habitatin which Hoekelum (HO) and Hagenau (HA) are located.

Time series of territory occupancy by nuthatches in the breeding season were available for the
four regions.The data of theVeluwezoom (Hoekelum: S.Ens etal.unpubl., Hagenau: R. Vogel
unpubl.), Zuidwest Drenthe (A. van Dijk unpubl.) and Midden Brabant (F. Post et al. unpubl.)
werecollected by local bird watchers working with high territory mapping standards (Hustings et
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al. 1985). In Hoekelum, breeding success was also recorded. Based on these time series, we
delineated 725 permanent breeding territories (cf. Matthysen 1988). The territorial boundaries
were drawn on the basis of the location of the nuthatches during the census periods. For each
territory,wemeasured severalhabitat andconnectivity characteristics.
Habitat quality of theterritories
Since nuthatches prefer mature oaks Quercus robur, Q.petraea, Q. rubra and beeches Fagus
sylvatica(Lohrl 1957), we measured the mean trunk diameter (DIA)of these trees. The majority
of the territories contained oaks. We also used the presence of beech (BEECH) in the analysis
(Nilsson 1976, Enoksson 1990, Burkhardt et al. 1998). The mean trunk diameter (in cm) was
measured at breast height of a minimum of 15trees, which diameters were at least 20 cm, along
two different transects in the centre of each territory. The mean trunk diameter is assumed to
represent food availability, the amount of nest holes and protection from predators and extreme
weather (Lbhrl 1957, Matthysen 1990). Since food supply during winter affects survival and
breeding success (Nilsson 1987),itspresence (WINT) wasnoted when houses orfarmsteads were
adjacent totheterritory.
Connectivity of the territories
Wemeasured connectivity oftheterritories atthree spatial scales:local,regional and interregional
level.Therefore, wemadehabitat mapsfor each region with gridcells of 500x 500m.Atthe local
scale, the connectivity of a territory (LQ was obtained by the amount of habitat (in ha) in the
gridcell in which theterritory was located.Weused the local degree of connectivity as ameasure
for the size of the habitat patch, in which the territories are located, because there is a practical
problem indelineatingpatchsizeforextensiveandcontiguous habitat.
The amount of habitat (in ha) in a range of 0.5-3 km was used as a measure for connectivity at
regional scale (RC). This range appears to be a good estimate for within-region dispersal (Van
DorpandOpdam 1987,Verboometal. 1991,Schotman inprep.).Theamountof habitat (inha)in
a range of 10to 15kmrepresented the connectivity at interregional level (IQ. We expected that
the regional and interregional connectivity would differentiate between the reference region and
the regions with fragmented habitat. We also measured the amount of habitat in the range from 3
to 10km,but this variablecould notbeused duetothehighcorrelation withtheamount of habitat
intherange 10-15km(r=0.59).
For the habitat maps, we used data of the Dutch national forest statistics (CBS 1984). These
statistics provided detailed information about the location of the forests (the minimum-mapping
unit is 0.2 ha), the dominant tree species and some vegetation characteristics, among which the
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mean trunk diameter of the dominant tree species. The four regions were mapped between 1981
and 1983. Comparisons between the actual situation and the forest statistics showed that the
amount and distribution of the forests were hardly changed. However, for a proper description of
the vegetation, these statistics are relatively old. We measured the mean trunk diameter of
deciduous trees to obtain acorrection factor toestimate the current trunk size.Therefore, weused
data of the mean trunk diameter measured in the territories and at other randomly selected
locations in the four regions in 1995-1996.Thesedata were related with the mean trunk diameter
DIAfmeasured at the same locations as in the forest statistics. We estimated the actual trunk
diameter of oaksand beechesDIAasalinearrelationship:DIA= 9.676 +0.8696 x DIAf (t-test: P
<0.001,n=244).
Selectionandcensus ofterritories
We selected a priori 343 territories in the four regions based on habitat quality and connectivity.
These territories were considered suitable for nuthatches due to the presence of a territorial
nuthatch pair in at least one breeding season in the preceding years. In each region, we selected
about 48 territories evenly distributed over 8 classes that were determined for the mean trunk
diameterof oaks andbeeches (DIA),thedegreeof local (LC)and regional (RC) connectivity: each
of the three variables were split into low and high values (see table 2).The mean trunk diameter
DIA was used to select low and high quality territories. The values of these three variables for
each class do not differ much between the regions. The selection provided us a balanced sample
for studying territory occupancy and breeding success. This was needed, because we noticed
relative high numbers of territories with high quality and low connectivity in the regions with
fragmented habitat, especially inNoordoost Twente (De Heer 1995,Schotman inprep.,see figure
1).We censused the selected territories in 1996.The censuses were conducted between 1 March
and theend of April.Presence or absence of nuthatches was recorded after aminimum of4 visits
in this period, breeding success after 2 additional visits by the end of May and in June. We
distinguished unpaired and paired nuthatches that occupied the territories. Breeding success was
recorded if parents were feeding nestlings or fledged youngs. The census of breeding success in
1996was limited tothethreeregions withfragmented habitat.
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Table 2

Number of selected territories per region and the mean (and standard deviation) of some habitat and

connectivity variables measured in these territories (MB Midden Brabant, ZD Zuidwest Drenthe, NT Noordoost Twente
and VZ Veluwezoom). The selection wasmade based on thedegree of regional connectivity of the territories (RC in ha),
thesize of thepatches in whichthe territories werelocated (LCinha)and thehabitat quality of the territories (the mean
trunkdiameter of oaksand beeches DIA incm).
RC high

RC low
LC low

LChigh

MB
ZD
NT

DIA low
12
8
12

DIA high
12
12
11

DIA low
12
6
12

DIA high
8
11
13

LC
RC
DIA

2(1.2)
337(171)
31.8(4.7)

2.4(1.4)
339 (172)
47.9 (5.3)

4.3 (4.4)
803(392)
31.2(3.8)

3.0 (2.0)
759 (354)
46.0(5.3)

MB
ZD
NT

12
12
8

12
12
11

9
8
13

11
6
12

LC
RC
DIA

7.3 (3.3)
634 (357)
31.9(3.8)

8.5 (4.0)
567(221)
44.5 (3.8)

9.0 (5.5)
909 (410)
34.0 (6.2)

7.4 (4.6)
1036(315)
46.3 (5.4)

VZ

42

46

LC
RC
DIA

8.0(2.1)
2753(918)
32.0(3.0)

7.2 (2.7)
1618(490)
47.5 (6.4)

Statistical analyses
As predicted by the preemptive selection model for optimal selection, we first tested in the
reference region if breeding success is related to the frequency of territory occupancy. Therefore,
weconducted linearregression withthefrequency of successful breeding asresponse variableand
the frequency of territory occupancy asexplanatory variable for the data of Hoekelum, an area in
the reference region Veluwezoom. The territory occupation frequency (TOF) was calculated as
the ratio of the number of times a territory was found occupied and the number of times it was
surveyed. We obtained the frequency of successful breeding (BSF)as the ratio of the number of
timesasuccessful breedingattemptwasfound andthenumberoftimesitwasoccupied.
Second, we analysed the relationships between the territory occupancy per year (TO) and the
breeding success per year (BS) and the measured habitat characteristics in the reference region.
This analysis provided variables to measure habitat quality. The response variables were TOand
BSin amultiple logistic regression model (Jongman etal. 1995).Population level (PL),measured
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as the number of nuthatches per year, was included in the model since it also determines the
probability ofterritory occupancy.
Wetestedthefirstnullhypothesisbytheanalysisoftheeffects ofhabitat qualityand connectivity
on the occupancy of the selected territories (T096) and the breeding success of the paired
nuthatches (BS96). Because the regions differ in, among others, the population level and the
degreeofinterregional connectivity,wefirsttreated eachregion asabinaryfactor inthemodel for
territory occupancy. These binary factors allowed us todifferentiate in the relationships between
territory occupancy and habitat quality and connectivity. We tested the interactions between the
regionVeluwezoom andhabitat quality and between regional connectivity and thefactors for the
regions with fragmented habitat.To testif thedegree of connectivity atinterregional scale affects
theselection ofterritories,wereplaced theregion factors bytheconnectivity atinterregional scale
(IQ.
To test the secondnull hypothesis,we analyzed time series of territory occupancy for the period
1987-1996 of territory occupancy in the three regions with fragmented habitat. For the selected
territories with low and high degree of regional connectivity, we calculated the mean trunk
diameter of the occupied territories {D1A„CC) and the mean trunk diameter of all territories (DIAm)
perregion andperyear. Based onthese values,wecalculated thestandardized difference between
thehabitat qualityofoccupied territories andthehabitatquality ofallterritoriesADIAas
ADIA=DIA

~DIADIA„,

Wealsocalculated peryearandperregion theproportion of territories that wasoccupied (PO)as
a measureforthepopulation level:for territories with lowdegree of regional connectivity and for
the ones with high degree (n =72).The degree of regional connectivity was applied as a binary
factor. We conducted linear regression with ADIA as response variable and the proportion of
territoriesPO and thefactors for thedegree of regional connectivity as explanatory variables.All
possibledependenciesinthedataofterritory occupancy wereneglected.
We tested the third null hypothesis by the analysis of the effect of connectivity on population
density.For the population density (PDin pairs per ha), we used the overall population size per
year and perregion.Based ontheestimated relationship between themean trunk diameterof oaks
and beeches in the forest statistics and the actual mean trunk diameter, we could reconstruct the
available amount of habitat per year. This was done for the years 1981-1996, i.e., the period
between the forest statistics and ourcensus.With these data, wecould obtain the mean degreeof
local (MLQ, regional (MRQ and interregional (MIC)connectivity per year for each region. We
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also made a rough distinction in habitat quality: low quality habitat contains oaks and beeches
with the mean trunk diameter greater than 25 cm and less than 32 cm. The ratio between the
amount of high quality habitat and low quality habitat (Q) provided us an indication of the
changes in the overall suitability of the forests. Although nuthatches occupy more or less
permanent territories, we did not treat PD as data on proportions with a fixed maximum for
nuthatch density. Linear regression was used to relate PD and the mean degree of local (MLC),
regional (MRQ and interregional (MIC)connectivity and the suitability of the forests (Q). Again,
allpossibledependencies inthedataofterritory occupancy wereneglected.
Weselected models withsignificant regression coefficients bysystematically addinganddropping
habitat variables. The presented regression models are not necessarily the best possible for
territory occupancy or breeding success.Weused themodels primarily to assess habitat selection
in nuthatch populations by focusing at effects of the territory characteristics on territory
occupancy andbreedingsuccess.

Results
Preemptive selection model in the reference region
In the reference region, we found that the frequency of breeding success (BSF) is positively
correlated with territory occupancy frequency (TOF) (table 3). Territories that are frequently
occupied have generally a higher breeding success then less frequently occupied territories. We
also found that the probability of territory occupancy per year (TO)can be ascribed as a function
of the variables: the mean trunk diameter of oaks and beeches in the territories (DIA), the degree
of local connectivity (LC)andthepopulation level(PL)(table3).Breeding success wasa function
of the variable DIA(table 3).Addition of the variable for connectivity atlocal scale (LC)wasnot
significant. Basedon theseanalyses,weusedthemeantrunkdiameter asthemaincharacteristic to
describe thequality ofbreeding habitat.
Effects of connectivity on habitat selection
A summary of some habitat andconnectivity variablesmeasured intheselected territories isgiven
intable 2.In 1996, 171territories out of 343werefound occupied. Inthe subset of 255 territories
in the three regions with fragmented habitat, we found 91 pairs, 18 unpaired individuals and
breeding success in 60 pairs. For each class of connectivity at regional scale (RC) and habitat
quality (DIA),the fraction of occupied territories ispresented intable4.Also,thepopulation level
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per region measured as the fraction of occupied territories of the total set of selected territories is
given. In table 4, the fraction of successful pairs in the three regions with fragmented habitat is
alsopresented for theterritories withhighandlowhabitat quality.

Table3

Relationships between the frequency of breeding success (BSF) and the territory occupation frequency

(TOF), and between territory occupancy per year (TO), breeding successper year (BS) and the habitat and connectivity
variables inHoekelum, an area inthe referenceregion Veluwezoom(two-sided t-test:***P <0.001, **P <0.01, * P<
0.05, ns not significant). The variables are:DIA isthemean trunkdiameter of oaksand beeches of a territory,LC isthe
degree of local connectivity, WINTisthepresence offood supply during winterand BEECH isthepresence ofbeech ina
territory.
Model

Model

BSF

TOF

***

TO

DIA
LC
PL
WINT
BEECH

***
***
***

Table4

BS

DIA
WINT
BEECH
LC

ns
ns
ns

ns
ns

Fraction occupied territories and breeding success per pair distinguished over the two habitat quality

classes (measured as the mean trunk diameter of oaks and beeches, DIA low and DIA high) in the selected territories
(see table 2). Thefraction occupied territories is also distinguished over the two connectivity classes (the degree of
regional connectivity, RC low and RC high) and combined (overall) per region. Presented are the regions with
fragmented habitat (MB Midden Brabant, ZD Zuidwest Drenthe, NT Noordoost Twenteand FRAGfor the three regions
combined) and the reference region (VZ Veluwezoom). The population level, calculated as thefraction of occupied
territories, isalso given.
DIA high

DIA low
fraction occupied territories
region

RClow

RC high

overall

MB
ZD
NT
FRAG

0.25
0.15
0.25
0.22

0.19
0.00
0.84
0.42

0.22
0.09
0.58
0.31

VZ

0.54

breed, sue.

0.57
0.50
0.43
0.47

POP-

fraction occupied territories
RClow

RChigh

overall

0.42
0.42
0.64
0.49

0.53
0.18
0.80
0.54

0.47
0.32
0.72
0.51

breed, sue.

level

0.69
0.92
0.72
0.75

0.34
0.21
0.65
0.47

0.84

In the selected territories, the occupancy (OC96) can bedenoted as a function of: the mean trunk
diameter (DIA),the presence of winter food (WINT),the degree of connectivity at both local and
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regional scale (LCand RC),the region factors and some interaction terms (table 5a).Addition of
thepresence ofbeeches (BEECH) significantly increasedthedevianceofthemodel.However, the
effects of the other variables decreased. Therefore, we excluded BEECHfrom the model. Based
on this regression model, we made predictions for differences in the variables DIA and RC to
illustrate the results (figure 2). The interactions between the region Veluwezoom (VZ) and the
mean trunk diameter (DIA) may indicate that the occupation frequency of low and high quality
territories differs between the reference region and the regions with fragmented habitat. This can
be interpreted asadifference between habitat selection incontiguous and fragmented habitat. The
interactions between regional connectivity (RC) and the factor for Noordoost Twente (NT) with
fragmented habitat may account for differences in the occupation frequency of highly connected
territories due to the population level: most of these territories may be occupied when population
level ishigh,and not ifpopulation level islow.

Table 5

Relationships between the occupation (OC96, inmodel a and b),and breeding success (BS96 inmodel cj of

theselected territoriesand thehabitat and connectivity characteristics (one-sided t-test:***P <0.001, **P <0.01, *P
< 0.05, ns not significant). The variables are: DIA is the mean trunkdiameter of oaks and beeches of a territory, LC is
the degree of local connectivity, RC is the degree of regional connectivity, W1NTis thepresence offood supply during
winterand BEECH isthepresence ofbeech ina territory,NT isa binaryfactor for the regionNoordoost Twenteand VZ
for the region Veluwezoom. In model b, the territory occupancy is explained by a composite variable (CON) of the
degree of regional and interregional connectivity (IC) (see textfor explanation). The parameter estimates of the final
models are given.
Parameter

a.OC96

c.BS96

Model

estimate

Constant
\og(LC)
\og(DIA)
VZ
\og(DIA)xVZ
WINT
RC
NT
RC.NT

-14.78
1.052
3.031
-13.21
3.74
3.031
9.98
0.030
29.3

Constant
\og(DIA)
WINT
BEECH
LC
RC
IC

-8.70
2.57

-

Parameter
Model
b. OC96

***
***
*
**
***

Constant
\og(LC)
\og(DIA)
WINT
CON
\og(DIA)xCON

estimate
-9.60
1.116
1.64
0.638
-5.77
1.933

***

ns

*
*
*

ns

**

***

ns
ns
ns
ns
ns
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After replacing theregion factors by theconnectivity atinterregional scale(IC), wefound that the
occupancy of the selected territories (OC96)was a function of the following variables: the mean
trunk diameter (DIA), the presence of winter food (WINT) and the connectivity at local (LC),
regional (RC) and interregional scale (IQ (not presented). To test the interaction between the
degree of regional and interregional connectivity and habitat quality, we constructed a composite
variable (CON),calculated based on theestimated regression coefficients for RC and LC asCON
= (5.37 x RC)+ (0.873 x IC).We also found an interaction between the composite variableCON
and the mean trunk diameter (DIA) (table 5b). This can be interpreted as a difference between
habitat selection in contiguous and fragmented habitat. Again, addition of BEECH significantly
increased thedeviance ofthemodel,butdecreased theeffects oftheothervariables.

40
DIA (cm)

Figure 2

Hagenau

MBflChigh

Hoekelum

MB RClow

— A - NTflChigh
—4— NT RClow

ZDflChigh
ZD RClow

Predictions with standard errors from the multiple logistic regression model for territory occupancy

OC96 (see table 5a) for differences in habitat quality, measured as the mean trunk diameter of oaks and beeches
(DIA), and the degree of regional connectivity (RC high and low). The predictions for the Veluwezoom are
distinguished for Hagenau and Hoekelum (MB Midden Brabant, ZD Zuidwest Drenthe, NT Noordoost Twente).

For the regions with fragmented habitat, we found that breeding success (BS96) was positively
related with the mean trunk diameter (DIA)(table 5c).The variables for degree of connectivity at
local, regional and interregional scale could not be significantly added to the model for breeding
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Effects ofpopulation levelon habitat selection
For the time series of territory occupation in the three regions with fragmented habitat, we found
that the mean quality of occupied territories (ADIA)in both highly and badly connected habitat is
a function of the proportion of occupied territories (PO)and the degree of regional connectivity
(RC)(table 6).The interaction between POand RC implies that the effect of population level on
the mean quality of occupied territories differs with the degree of connectivity. This is illustrated
infigure 3.

Table 6

Relationships between the mean quality of the occupied territories (ADIA) and the population level

(proportion of occupied territories, PO) and the degree of regional connectivity (RC). The sign and significance of the
regression coefficients aregiven (two-sided t-test:***P <0.001, **P <0.01, *P <0.05, nsnot significant)
Model
ADIA

log(TO)
RC
\og(PO)xRC

D

•

Figure 3

flChigh

HClow

Predictions for the mean quality of the occupied territories (ADIA)for differences in theproportion level

[proportion of occupied territories, log(PO)] and the degree of regional connectivity (RC high and low) (see table
6).

Differences inpopulation density between the regions
The estimated amount of habitat (as proportional increase) and the mean degree of local (MLC),
regional (MRC) and interregional (MIC) connectivity per year for the period 1981-96 are
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presented in figure 4. The mean degree of local connectivity (MLQ calculated over all gridcells
with habitat may decrease when gridcells with new habitat 'appeared'. As shown in figure 5, the
population density in fragmented habitat is much than in contiguous habitat. In the three regions
with fragmented habitat, a considerable proportion of habitat was unoccupied. We found that the
differences inpopulation density (PD)could beexplained bytheoverall quality ofthe habitat (Q),
themeandegreeof regional (MRQ and interregional (MIC) connectivity (table 7).The interaction
between QandMRCmaybeinterpreted asahigherpopulation density inhighly connected habitat
than in badly connected habitat when the habitat quality is higher. The mean degree of local
(MLQ could notbesignificantly added tothemodel.
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Figure 4 Estimated development in theamount of habitat (theproportional increase with theyear 1981 as 100%, see
table 1for the amount of habitat in 1996), the mean degree of local (MLC), regional (MRC) and interregional (MIC)
connectivity per yearfor the period from 1981 to 1996 per study region. The two areas Hagenau and Hoekelum are
distinguished inthe region Veluwezoom.
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Population density (PD inpairs per ha) in the study regions. Thepopulation density for the Veluwezoom

isdistinguished for Hagenau and Hoekelum

Table 7

Relationships between thepopulation density PD of thefour regions in the period 1981-96 and the mean

habitat and connectivity characteristics of these regions (two-sided t-testwith df= 44: ***P <0.001, **P <0.01, *P
< 0.05, ns not significant). Thevariables are: Q istheoverall quality of thehabitat, MRC isthemean degree of regional
connectivity and MIC the mean degree of interregional connectivity. The parameter estimates of the final model are
given.

PD

5

Model

Parameter
estimate

Constant
Q
MRC
QxMRC
MIC

0.0235
-0.0346
-0.000796
0.002087
0.00481

ns
ns

**
**

Discussion

Wecompared habitat selection innuthatch fragmented andcontiguous populations todetermineif
habitat selection in fragmented habitat is optimal or not. In the regions with fragmented habitat,
effects of connectivity on patch occupancy and colonization are found (Verboom etal. 1991,De
Heer 1995, Wiecherink 1996,Van Langevelde chapter 4). This may indicate that the setof local
populations in these regions act as metapopulations. Then, effects on habitat selection can be
expected.
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Among others, several factors may influence habitat selection in fragmented habitat: (1) limited
dispersal capacity, (2) preference for large habitat patches and (3) costs of searching. Regardless
these factors, it may be possible that individuals have different strategies (e.g.,in oystercatchers,
Ens 1992).
ad.(1)Limited dispersal capacity: Thethree regions with fragmented habitat have low amount of
habitat, which is located in relatively small patches (tables 1and 2). Due to isolation effects on
patch occupancy and colonization, it was assumed that nuthatches have a limited dispersal
capacity related to the distances between the forest fragments (Opdametal. 1985,Van Dorp and
Opdam 1987, Verboom et al. 1991, Bellamy et al. 1997, 1998, Schotman in prep.). However,
Matthysen et al. (1995) found that fragmentation causes an increase in natal dispersal distance
compared tojuveniles dispersing in contiguous habitat. This may indicate that dispersal capacity
isnotlimitedrelated tothedistancesbetween theforest fragments inthethreeregions.
ad. 2) Preference for large habitat patches: Strong effects of patch area on presence and
persistence of local populations of nuthatches are found (Opdam et al. 1985, Van Dorp and
Opdam 1987, Verboom et al. 1991). This may indicate that nuthatches prefer large habitat
patches. The reasons for such preference can be a higher level of resources than in small patches
(available food, mates, nest holes), protection against weather by a stable microclimate, and less
competition for holes and predation. Another reason for the preference for large habitat patches
can be that nuthatches prefer to settle close to each other (as advocated by Stamps 1988, Smith
and Peacock 1990). Individuals may use the presence of resident conspecifics as a positive cue
when selecting territories. However, the latter is not demonstrated in nuthatches. Preference for
occupying large patches was included in our analyses by patch size, measured as the degree of
local connectivity (LC).We considered LC was a proper measure for patch size since we found a
strong correlation between the size of the patch in which each territory was located and LC (r =
0.69,n =255).
ad. (3)Costs of searching: Incontiguous habitat, the benefits of selecting a good territory may be
higher than the costs of searching. Increased distance between habitat patches is likely to elevate
the cost/benefit ratio of habitat selection, which may result in lower dispersal success and/or a
reduced tendency to dispersal (Danielson 1992,Matthysen and Currie 1996).Nuthatches are then
not able to monitor territories, which forces nuthatches to be less choosy in accepting a vacant
territory. High costs of searching mayexplain that once settled, nuthatches are less likely to leave
their territory infragmented habitat than in contiguous habitat (Matthysen etal. 1995).Matthysen
and Currie (1996) suggest that the most plausible explanation for the higher costs is a higher
mortality riskduring movements.If so,dispersalcanbeexpected tobeconstrained topatches with
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low degree of connectivity at regional and interregional level. This may explain limited habitat
selection infragmented habitat.
In other analyses of nuthatch data from a fragmented population (Schotman in prep.), habitat
selection seemed to be not optimal. However, it could not be demonstrated whether nuthatches
really did not selectthe best territories onthebasis of vegetation characteristics, orthat successful
selection was hidden by a random factor (i.e.competition for holes). Moreover, habitat selection
in fragmented habitat could not be compared with selection in contiguous habitat. Our study
overcomes theseproblems.
Preemptive selection model in the reference region
Although we did not consider the settling order of the territories, our findings demonstrated that
nuthatches could select territories where breeding success is higher than in the alternative ones.
When population level increase, the best unoccupied territories becomes also occupied. This
agrees with the findings ofNilsson (1987) andMatthysen (1990).Theeffect of thedegree of local
connectivity (LC)on territory occupancy incontiguous habitat indicates the relevance of acertain
amount of habitat inthesurroundings oftheterritory,not thatdispersal isconstrained onthis scale
level (seealsoMatthysen andSchmidt 1987).
Our findings indicate that the selection of territories is optimal in contiguous habitat. Other
authors also found non-random selection of territories in nuthatches.The quality of the territories
is found also to determine the laying date and clutch size (Schmidt et al. 1992), the order of
settling by juveniles in summer, the order of settling by immigrant females in spring and the
direction of post-settling movement between territories by adults (Matthysen 1990,Haupt 1992).
The optimal selection is consistent with the predictions from the preemptive selection model.
However, there are limitations of explaining habitat selection in nuthatches by this model.
Although nuthatches occupy permanent territories, the size of the territories gets smaller when
population level increases (Nilsson 1976, Enoksson 1990). In contrast to the assumption of the
preemptive model that the occupancy of territories does not affect breeding success and survival
in other territories, the decrease in territory size may have consequences for the breeding success
since it is found to be dependent upon the amount of habitat in a territory (Lohrl 1957). In our
analysis, wecould not apply territory sizesince wewerenot able tomeasure itin the samewayin
each region.
Based on the found relationships between territory occupancy and breeding success, weused the
mean trunk diameter of oaks and beeches asthe maincharacteristic for habitat quality atthe scale
of territories. Also in other studies, the mean trunk diameter of oaks and beeches was used to
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measure habitat quality for nuthatches (Burkhardt et al. 1998,Matthysen and Adriaensen 1998).
We acknowledge that this measure can only partly represent habitat quality. We could not
measure factors such as food availability or predation. Also, weather factors such as severe
winters and wet, cool summers may have negative impacts on territory occupancy and breeding
success ofnuthatches (Matthysen 1990).
Effects of connectivity on habitat selection
The patterns of territory occupancy indicate that habitat selection is not optimal in fragmented
habitat compared tocontiguous habitat.The occupation frequency of lowquality territories witha
low degree of connectivity is relative high compared to the occupation frequency of territories of
the same quality in contiguous habitat. The effect of the degree of regional connectivity in the
regression models for territory occupancy is highly significant (table 5a). This can only be
interpreted asan effect of constrained dispersal. Wecan conclude that the influence of the degree
of regional connectivity on habitat selection differs between contiguous and fragmented habitat.
Thus, we rejected the first null hypothesis. A distinction appeared between the regions Midden
Brabant and Zuidwest Drenthe and the region Noordoost Twente. In the latter region, highly
connected territories have ahigh occupation probability.This may beduetothehigher population
level that can be (partly) explained by the high degree of interregional connectivity (see
Differencesinpopulationdensitybetween theregionsfor further discussion).
The effects of the degree of local connectivity (LC) on territory occupancy may indicate that
nuthatches prefer large habitat patches.However, wecould not find apreference for large patches
regardless their degree of regional connectivity: the inclusion of the interaction between the
degree of local and regional connectivity (LCxRC) wasonly suggestive (t-value: -1.69). Although,
the occupation probability in large patches may be higher than in smaller ones, higher breeding
success could also not be demonstrated: the degree of local connectivity (LC)is not significant in
the model for breeding success BS96(table 5c).InNoordoost Twente, Schotman (in prep.) found
that breeding success is negatively related to the relative edge length of the patch in which the
territory is located, as result of higher competition for nest holes. Since larger patches have
generally smaller relativeedgelength than smallerpatches,this may indicatethat breeding success
is higher in large patches. A possible explanation why in our study the size of the patch is not
related to breeding success may be that the majority of the selected territories is located within
100mof aforest edge (table 1).
There isotherempirical evidence for limited habitat selection of nuthatches in fragmented habitat.
Matthysen and Currie (1996) found that vacant territories were taken up at a slower rate, more
often by singlebirds,andseveral territories were never settled infragmented habitat. Incontrast to
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contiguous habitat, where settlement was swift and accompanied by rapid pair formation, and
almost no vacancies remained. In the large forests, there was a significant correlation between
settling rankand territoryquality, butnot sointhefragments (Matthysen andCurrie 1996).
An alternative explanation for constrained dispersal isthat the quality of territories in fragmented
habitat isless than incontiguous habitat (Huhtaetal. 1998).However, besideedgeeffects such as
increased competition and nest predation, there is no reason to assume a lower habitat quality
(Matthysen and Currie 1996, Nour et al. 1997, Matthysen and Adriaensen 1998). Competition
measured as the presence of other species, however, could not explain the absence of nuthatches
in small patches (Wiggins and M0ller 1997).Schotman (in prep.) found increased hole take over
probability in small patches that may lead to a lower occupancy of these patches. As argued
above, the probability of holetake over may be equal for the selected territories.The explanation
of a lower habitat quality of small patches cannot be applied as alternative for constrained
dispersal since wefound norelationship between breedingsuccess and thedegree of connectivity:
breeding success increases with increasinghabitat quality (DIA)andnot withconnectivity atlocal
(LC), regional (RC)or interregional (IC)level (table 3,4 and 5).This agrees with Matthysen and
Currie (1996) and Matthysen and Adriaensen (1998): they found no lower breeding success of
nuthatches inthefragments than inthecontiguous forests. Forthebluetitand greattit (Nouretal.
1998)and pied flycatcher (Huhtaetal. 1998),effects onbreeding success insmall fragments were
also not found.
Another alternative explanation is that territories in the fragmented habitat are less variable in
quality. Then, the benefits of monitoring are smaller. If so, the occurrence of unoccupied good
territories does not necessarily mean that habitat selection is not optimal, because there may be
maximum orequal chance tosurviveandreproduce for allthebirds.Matthysen and Currie (1996)
and Matthysen and Adriaensen (1998) could notdemonstrate effects of fragmentation on breeding
success of nuthatches. A possible explanation for this might be that in their study, the average
habitat quality of the territories in the fragments is high enough for successful breeding. This can
be supported by the mean trunk diameters reported in Matthysen and Adriaensen (1998). The
mean trunk diameter variesfrom 37to60cminthefragments (mean:46cm)and 53and58cmin
the large forests (mean: 55cm).In our study, weconsidered a larger range of trunk diameter that
nuthatches are likely to assess: from 21 to 65 cm in the fragments and from 26 to 60 cm in the
Veluwezoom (see table 2for mean values).We showed that the variation in habitat quality could
berelated tothe frequency of territory occupancy and breeding success (table 3and 5).Therefore,
itisnot likely that thisexplanation canbeapplied for theterritories infragmented habitat.
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Effects ofpopulation levelonhabitatselection
For nuthatches in contiguous forest, Nilsson (1987) and Schmidt et al. (1992) found densityrelated variation in the quality of occupied territories since breeding success was negatively
correlated with population level which wasexplained by adecrease in the mean territory quality.
We also found this, but also differences in the mean quality of occupied territories depending
upon the degree of regional connectivity.Thedifferent relationships between population level and
themean quality of occupied territories (ADIA) with high and lowdegreeof connectivity (table6)
also indicate that habitat selection in fragmented habitat is not optimal. The average quality of
occupied territories with lowdegreeofconnectivity is lowerthan inhighly connected territories at
low population level. As population level increases, the average habitat quality of occupied
territories withhigh andlowdegreeofconnectivity becomesequal.So,therearedifferences inthe
effects of population level on habitat quality in territories related to the degree of connectivity.
Thus,werejected thesecondnullhypothesis.

Differences inpopulation density between theregions
The results showed that the amount of habitat in the regions with fragmented habitat over the last
10to 15years has increased (figure 4).Also the mean degree of local, regional and interregional
connectivity have a slight positive trend. Figure 4 provides only indications of these
developments. It appears that despite a relatively fast population growth in the last decade, the
population densities in Midden Brabant, Zuidwest Drenthe and Noordoost Twente are still lower
than can be expected from the available amount of habitat (figure 5). An alternative explanation
for the effects of fragmentation, among which reduced breeding success due to limited habitat
selection and increased environmental and demographic stochasticity, is that differences in
population density can be explained by population history, e.g., as result of changes in the
suitability ofthe habitat (Opdametal. 1993).When this istrue,the lowpopulation density can be
expected toincrease tothesamelevel asfound incontiguous habitat.
Ascould beexpected, thepopulation density could on the one hand beexplained bythequalityof
the habitat (table 7).The increase of the suitability of the habitat resulted in a higher population
density. On the other hand, the population density could be related to the degree of regional and
interregional connectivity. It appeared that the effect of quality depends on the degree of
connectivity: the increase in population density is lower in fragmented habitat than in contiguous
habitat duetothe lowdegreeofregional and interregional connectivity.Therefore, werejected the
third hypothesis.
The population in Midden Brabant has grown exponentially in the second half of the 80's (Post
and Ongenae 1990, Poelmans et al. 1997). For this region, more data about population
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development were not available. Regarding the population density PD, it is possible that the
number of nuthatches will increase in the future and that effects of fragmentation will diminish.
On the other side, literature, local bird watchers and our data acknowledge that in the period
before the increase in population growth, sufficient suitable habitat was available. Moreover,
several local populations were present inthe surroundings of the region from the 50's (Braaksma
etal. 1958,MollerPilotpers.com.).
For the region Zuidwest Drenthe, data about the population size per year were available from
population start.This population hasalsoexponentially grown inthe second half of the 80's (Van
Dijk unpubl. data, Van den Brink et al. 1996). It appears that this fast increase stabilizes at the
moment. The population density of Zuidwest Drenthe is far below the one found in the regions
withcontiguous habitat.
The population density in Noordoost Twente is higher than in the two other regions with
fragmented habitat probably due tothe highdegree of interregional connectivity. In the beginning
ofthe 1980s,thepopulation startedtoincrease.Fewdataareavailable for thisperiod.
It appears that nuthatches were able to colonize the regions with fragmented habitat due to the
increase in the amount and quality of habitat and in the degree of interregional connectivity.
However, we found that habitat selection in the regions with fragmented habitat is limited
compared with contiguous habitat. This is even the case in Noordoost Twente, where the
population level is relatively high. The degree of local, regional and interregional connectivity
may stillbetoo low to overcome such fragmentation effects. Based on our results, we expect that
fragmentation effects will continue to cause a lower population density in the regions with
fragmented habitat compared totheregions withcontiguous habitat.

Ishabitatselection optimal ornotinfragmented habitat?
In this paper, we directly compared habitat selection in fragmented and contiguous habitat and
could relate this to habitat characteristics, i.e.,the mean trunk diameter of oaks and beeches. We
can conclude that habitat selection is not optimal in fragmented habitat compared to selection in
contiguous habitat, especially when the population level is low. We showed that the limited
habitat selection leads to reduced breeding success in fragmented habitat. Our findings provide
evidence that the effects of fragmentation will especially bemanifest when the population level is
low.Compared to contiguous habitat, there is nonegative feedback between population level and
thequality of occupied territories,andtherefore, themeanbreedingsuccess.Thismayincreasethe
extinction probability of local populations in fragmented habitat. Therefore, we can support the
assumption that populations at a low level are sensitive for habitat fragmentation. Effects at
landscape level are then evident since it may result in a lower growth rate and population level.
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So, effects at the individual level may reinforce metapopulation dynamics of nuthatches in
fragmented habitat.
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1

Introduction

Developments in land use,especially in agriculture, transportation and urbanization, have led toa
continuous decline in biodiversity due to habitat alteration, loss and isolation.Many species were
not able toadapt to thesechanges and theirnumbersdeclined orthey disappeared (Saunders etal.
1991, Opdam et al. 1993, Andren 1994). The need for preserving biodiversity through the
selection and management of reserveshasgenerally beenrecognized (Nossetal. 1997).However,
the number and size of the remaining reserves have often become small and spatial claims of
competing landusearehigh.Spatialplanningcanplayaroleinthepreservation ofbiodiversity by
selecting reserve networks and through optimization of land use allocation. The effectiveness of
selecting reserve networks in human-dominated landscapes depends on the extent to which the
spatial claims and suitability of the land for competing land use are included (Van Buuren and
Kerkstra 1993,CookandVanLier 1994,Nanteletal.1998).
Thereserve site selection problem (RSSP)hasdrawn increasing interest inconservation planning.
Anumber of approaches hasbeen applied totheproblemof selecting sitesthat shouldbeincluded
in a reservenetwork (e.g.,Margules etal. 1988,Bedward etal. 1992,Arthur etal. 1997,Csuti et
al. 1997).These approaches focus on theselection of reservesbased onthepresent distribution of
species. However, the presence of a species in an existing site may depend upon stochastic
processes. Especially in small and isolated sites, extinction may exceed colonization. When
metapopulation dynamics are operating, only afraction of the sites that contain suitablehabitat is
often occupied (Opdam et al. 1993, Hanski 1994). Moreover, it appears that the present
distribution of a species may deviate from the expected one due to fragmentation effects (Van
Langevelde and Schotman chapter 6). It has been argued that empty sites that contain suitable
habitat (where the species is not currently present) should also be explicitly considered in the
RSSP (Opdam et al. 1993, Hanski etal. 1996).Enlargement of existing sites or addition of new
sites may enhance biodiversity by diminishing fragmentation effects. Then, spatial claims of
competing land use should also be considered. However, the current approaches for the RSSP do
not deal with spatial claims of other land uses. We defined the RSSP as a problem of selecting
sitesthatbothenhances biodiversity andminimizesthedisadvantages for thecompetinglanduses.
Ourobjective istopresent an approach thataddresses theseomissions intheRSSP.This approach
is worked out in a spatial optimization model for conservation planning in human-dominated
landscapes: MENTOR (Modelfor Ecological Networks as Toolfor Optimization of land use
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Reallocation). First, we discuss the outline of MENTOR. We illustrate the model using a case
with competition for space between nature and agriculture as it occurs in the Netherlands. Some
results of the model are discussed for the De Leijen region in the southern Netherlands. The
approach can be applied in situations where the RSSP deals with competing land uses, either in
rural areas orinurban areas.

2

Outlineof MENTOR

2.1 Objective
In many situations, it appears that the actual reserves do not guarantee stable populations over
timeof some species sincethey areoften toosmalland isolated (Kalkhoven etal. 1995,Hanskiet
al. 1996).When populations ofcertain species are small,exchange of individuals ishampered and
local extinction frequently occurs. Although there is a general acceptance that actual reserves
should be large or at least close together to address effects of environmental stress and habitat
fragmentation (Frankel and Soule 1981, Forman 1995), it is often not possible to plan large
reserves in human-dominated landscapes.Theintensity of theuse,theavailability andpriceof the
land appears to be limiting factors. In these landscapes, networks of reserves may benefit
biodiversity by facilitating exchange of individuals by "stepping stones"or corridors between the
reserves(Opdametal. 1993,Forman 1995,Hanski etal. 1996).Theconcept ofnetworks received
a lot of attention in conservation planning (Smith and Hellmund 1993,Cook and Van Lier 1994,
Arts et al. 1995). Possible interventions can either enhance the quality of habitat, enlarge the
reserves or increase the connectivity between the reserves. Enlargement of existing reserves and
addition ofnew sitestoenhancetheconnectivity between thereserves implies achangeofuseand
vegetation cover of areas that are currently in use by other land use. Thus, there will be
competition between these other land uses and the need for preserving biodiversity. This
competition becomes stronger when the suitability of the land for the competing uses is high and
can often be understood in basic economic terms of supply and demand (Van Lier 1994).
Optimization of land use allocation aims to maximize the societal profits through the selection of
the optimal configuration of a reserve network with minimum disadvantages for the other land
uses. The maximum area to be assigned to a reserve network is often restricted, e.g., due to
economic,legal orpolitical constraints.
The research and literature on the RSSP has been concentrated on procedures to select sites that
represent all speciesoreach habitattypeinthesmallestnumber of sites(e.g,Margules etal. 1988,
Bedward etal. 1992,Arthur etal. 1997).The selected set of sites can beconsidered as anominal
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core reserve network that should be preserved (Nicholls and Margules 1993). The objective of
MENTOR is toassign locations for stepping stones between existing sites.The assignment of the
stepping stones is based on ecological guidelines derived from knowledge about population
dynamics ofthespeciesconcerned.Themodel accommodates thesuitability of the landfor habitat
and for other land uses. We focused on the problem of selecting reserve sites with agriculture as
competing land use. The problem of selecting reserve sites concerning more types of land use is
principally the same.However, thismayrequiremorecomputational effort.
2.2

Spatialaspectsofpopulationdynamics

Many RSSP approaches are conducted as a multi-species approach (Margules et al, 1988,
Bedward etal. 1992,Arthur etal.1997,Csutietal. 1997).Ourmodel isbased on a single-species
approach, since species differ greatly in the space they need to complete their life cycles (see also
Murphy and Noon 1992, Nevo and Garcia 1996, Hof and Raphael 1997). We used an umbrella
species (sensuSimberloff 1998) that has such spatial requirements that many other species are
assumed to benefit from the reserve network. The presented application of MENTOR isbased on
the European nuthatch Sitta europaea.The nuthatch is a songbird of mature deciduous forests.
Deciduous woodlots form the majority of small reserves in the agricultural landscapes on the
Pleistocene sandy soils in the Netherlands. The assemblages of forest bird species and the
dynamics ofthe local populations of many bird species inforest fragments are affected bythe size
of the fragments and the distance to other forest fragments (Opdam et al. 1985, Van Dorp and
Opdam 1987,McCollin 1993,Enoksson etal. 1995,Bellamy etal. 1996).Research indicates that
populations of nuthatches areaffected by fragmentation (Van Dorp and Opdam 1987,Verboomet
al. 1991, Enoksson etal. 1995,Matthysen and Currie 1996,Bellamy etal. 1997, 1998).From the
group of birds related to mature deciduous forests, the nuthatch shows strong effects of area and
connectivity on presence. If the landscape provides conditions for sustainable nuthatch
populations,wecanthen alsoexpectthatmostotherforest birdsarepresent.
Toderive spatial guidelines for thehabitatnetwork of thenuthatch, weexamined if two generally
accepted principles for reserve design, about area and connectivity, could be applied for the
habitat ofthenuthatch attheobserved spatial scaleinthestudyregion De Leijen:
1)

Large habitat patches that support large populations of the species will support this species

for longerperiods oftimethan smallpatchesthat support fewer individuals.
Previous research has shown that the nuthatch occupation probability is higher and local
extinction rate lower in large patches than in smaller patches (Van Dorp and Opdam 1987,
Verboom etal. 1991,Bellamy etal. 1997, 1998).InDeLeijen andsurroundings,wealsofound an
effect of habitat area on territory occupancy by nuthatches (Van Langevelde and Schotman
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chapter 6). The relationship between the size of a habitat patch and population survival is also
supported byVerboometal.(1993).They simulated population survival indifferent arrangements
of habitat. The results showed that the average proportion of occupied habitat by nuthatches
increases when agiven amount of habitatisdistributed in largerpatches.Also,theaveragetimeto
extinction of thepopulation islarger inlarge habitat patchesthan insmall patches.Moreover, they
found that large areas with large populations have a stabilizing role for the populations found in
thesurrounding fragments.
2)

Habitat patches that are sufficiently connected to allow dispersal support populations for

longerperiodsthanhabitatpatchesthatarelessconnected.
The distance between the patches mainly determines the connectivity of habitat patches for
nuthatches.Wecouldnotfind anyevidence thatnuthatches usephysicalcorridors between habitat
patches. In regions with fragmented habitat, the connectivity of patches affects nuthatch
occupation and colonization (Van Dorp and Opdam 1987, Verboom et al. 1991, Bellamy et al.
1997, 1998).This can be explained by problematic dispersal of nuthatches in fragmented habitat
(Matthysen and Currie 1996,Van Langevelde chapter 4, Van Langevelde and Schotman chapter
6,Schotman inprep.).
Verboom et al. (1993) found that small nuthatch populations buffered the fluctuations in large
populations and served as stepping stones between these large populations. In such situations, the
frequency of colonization may be sufficient to minimize regional extinction. The effects of large
populations onthecolonization of thefragments (see above) and theeffects of the populations in
thefragments on the largepopulations diminish withdistancesbetween thepatches.
2.3

Guidelinesandstrategy ofthe model

We used the following guidelines for the habitat network of the nuthatch, which were derived
from the literature as reviewed above (table 1).In the Netherlands, breeding pairs of nuthatches
are found in fragments of 1ha with high quality habitat. However, the occupation probability of
thesefragments islow(Van Dorpand Opdam 1987,Opdam etal. 1994).Weassumed that habitat
patches of at least 1 ha could act as stepping stones, since this is considered as the minimum
territory size ofnuthatches.Nevertheless,a sizeof 3haispreferred, sincefor whichtheestimated
occupation probability exceeds 0.6 (Van Dorp and Opdam 1987). The distance between patches
may not exceed certain thresholds because of the necessary exchange of individuals. Empirical
studies showed that the amount of habitat within a range of 3 km from the observed patch can
significantly explain the patch occupancy and colonization by nuthatches (Verboom et al. 1991,
Schotman in prep., Van Langevelde chapter 4, Van Langevelde and Schotman chapter 6). We
applied 3 km as threshold distance for patches larger than 3 ha. For smaller patches that act as
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stepping stone (1-3 ha), the inter-patch distance should be at most 1km since the occupation of
these patches ishighlydependent ondispersalfrom surroundinghabitat.
We considered two classes of habitat quality, high and low quality habitat. This distinction is
made based on vegetation characteristics, especially the trunk diameter of the deciduous trees
(Van Langevelde and Schotman chapter 6).We assumed that breeding pairs in lowquality habitat
need twice the amount of area than in high quality habitat based on the nuthatch density in low
and high quality habitat, see the densities of breeding pairs as given in Nilsson (1976) and
Bellamy etal.(1998).

Table J

Threshold distances for cm acceptable probability on successful dispersal of nuthatches between the

distinguished sizeclasses of habitat patches
To:
From;

1-3 ha

>3ha

1-3 ha
> 3 ha

1 km
3 km

3 km
3 km

As shown by Verboom etal.(1993), there should be some large populations in the network that
act as asource for dispersing individuals.Weassumed that populations of at least 20 reproductive
females could be source populations, provided there is an exchange of at least a few individuals
per generation with other populations (Quinn and Hastings 1988, Kalkhoven et al. 1995). From
the literature, sourcepopulations can befound in areas of 30-50 hamature deciduous forest or40200hamixed forest (Kalkhoven etal. 1995).
As is argued, the available space in human-dominated landscapes to enlarge habitat patches and
add new habitat close toexisting habitat is often limited due tocompeting land uses.To obtain a
reserve network that supports viable populations,the model allocates apath of habitat patches and
stepping stones between pairs of selected patches.These selected patches are the "pegs"on which
the network hangs.We selected patches,called sources areas,that may support source populations
and act as adispersal source for surrounding patches.When the existing reserves are separated by
a distance that exceeds the threshold, adding new sites then connected the reserves.The location
of these new sites should beneartheexisting sites,preferably adjacent toexisting sites,butwithin
the threshold distance to existing sites. The final paths contain sets of habitat patches, among
which stepping stones are included, that are located within the threshold distances and connect
each pair of source populations.The spatial guidelines and this strategy were implemented in the
search moduleof MENTOR. InVanLangevelde etal.(chapter 8),wediscussthesearch module.
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2.4

Minimizingcompetition with otherlanduses

The problem of competition between the allocation of land for a reserve network and for other
land uses can beunderstood as an optimization problem. Sites with high suitability for habitat,
in our case deciduous forest, should be part of the reserve network. However, they can also
have a high suitability for other land uses, in our case agriculture. What should be preferred in
these sites: agriculture or wildlife habitat? To address this question, sites with high suitability
for habitat and low suitability for agriculture should be included in the reserve network,
whereas sites with low suitability for habitat and high suitability for agriculture would remain
agriculture. The final decision about the size and configuration of the reserve network depends
on the ecological guidelines and the maximum amount of farmland to be transformed to
deciduous forest.
We constructed suitability maps for deciduous forest and agriculture. These were the input for
MENTOR. Therefore, we divided the landscape into gridcells of 1ha. The size of the gridcells
refers tothe minimumarea of anuthatch territory.Foreach gridcell,thesuitability for agriculture
and habitat should beknown.Theposition ofeach gridcellg,,isrepresented by itscoordinates (ij)
in which i= {1,..., m} and/= (1,..., n). Thesetofgridcells Gisdefined asG:= {gH, ..., g„„,}.
Wedefined thefollowing coefficients:
Sh,j~the suitability ofgridcellg,,for habitat
Sa,j~the suitability ofgridcellg,,for agriculture
Tobalance the interest between habitat and agriculture, the suitability of both can be weighted by
coefficients. These weights can be interpreted as the priority given by society to agriculture and
natureconservation.Weusedtheparameters Wh and Wa asweighting coefficients
Wh ~theinterest ofnature conservation
Wa~theinterestof agriculture
Thedecision variables aredefined as:
x-,j ~ a binary variable indicating whether gridcell g;/ is assigned as reserve site (x„=
1) ornot (XJJ=0)
Now,theallocation problemcanbeformulated as
Max{Z = £ (Wh• Sh^ . xu +Wa .Satj .(1 - jt..))}
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subject to

(2)

I>„^
<i'.;>e<;,,

x,,e{0,l}
inwhich

Vi.y

(3)

T is the available area (i.e., the number of gridcells) of farmland for new
habitat
Wh, Wa>0
Wh + Wa=\
the subset Gh c G denotes the set of gridcells from which the final
configuration ofreservesites willbeselected

An integer programming problem like equation (1) to (3) with a single constraint (2) is well
known as a knapsack problem (Williams 1990, 1993,Hillier and Lieberman 1995).However, our
description ofthe problemfor thestepping-stone strategyneeds anadditional constraint:
Distances between thesteppingstonesconnectingexistingreservesites
may notexceed thethreshold distances (seetable 1)

(4)

Without theconstant Z(Wa' 5a,,),theobjective function ofequation (1)can berewritten as
Max{T = £ (Wh .Shtj - Wa .Saij). *,.,.}

(5)

For each gridcell g,,-,the term (Wh•5/i,,- Wa•5a,,) in equation (5) can be calculated in advance
and is called the subtracted value 5V;, of gridcell g,,. In MENTOR, the 5V,, is used as the
optimization criterion for minimizing the competition between allocating new habitat and
agriculture. The weighting coefficients can have a strong influence on 5V,y. However, the
influence largely depends upon theinput data, i.e.,the values for 5/J;/ andSo,-,-. Forexample,ahigh
preference for agriculture with high value for Wawill consolidate the value of agriculture in the
calculation ofSV,r Table 2 illustrates the impact of the weighting coefficients Whand Waon SVjj.
The SVjj values of 4 gridcells were calculated with constant 5/J,; and 5a,,and different sets of Wh
and Wa.For each set of Whand Wa, the ranking order of the gridcells was determined from the
highest SVjj to the lowest 5V„.Due to the weighting coefficients, SV,,and the ranking order of the
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cells change. We approached the maximization of SV^in an heuristic algorithm (see Van
Langevelde etal chapter8).

Table2

The impact of the weighting coefficients Whand Waon SVy= (Wh •Shy- Wa•Sa^)[see equation (2)]. SVy

is usedas the optimization criterionfor minimizing thecompetition between allocating new habitat and agriculture. SVy
valuesfor 4 gridcells werecalculated with constant Shy(thesuitability ofgridcell gjjfor habitat) and Say(the suitability
of gridcell gjjfor agriculture) and different sets of Whand Wa (Wh + Wa = I). Wh and Wa represent the interest for
nature conservation and agriculture respectively. For each set of Wh and Wa, the ranking order of the gridcells was
determinedfrom the highest SVjj to the lowest SVjj (between brackets). The valuesfor Sayand Shyare between 0 and 5,
where0 represents the lowestsuitability valueand5 the highest.
gridcell 1

gridcell 2

gridcell 3

gridcell 4

Wh

Sh/j = 3
Sait =0.1

% =4
S^ = 2

Shij= 5
Sa,j= 2

S^ = 5
S^ = 3

0.1
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.9

0.21
1.14
1.45
1.76
2.69

-1.4 (3)
0.4 (3)
1.0 (3.5)
1.6 (4)
3.4 (3)

-1.3 (2)
0.8 (2)
1.5 (1)
2.2 (1)
4.3 (1)

-2.2 (4)
0.2 (4)
1.0 (3.5)
1.8 (2)
4.2 (2)

(1)
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Regarding the principle of calculating the difference between the suitability values, we can
formulate some requirements for suitability mapping.First,themaps should reflect boththeactual
situation and potentials for wildlife habitat and for other land uses. Second, the suitability values
should be at one scale in order to make them comparable (in fact, we compare apples and
oranges).Given thatthesuitability of gridcells for both agriculture and habitat varies from high to
low values,the highest values may represent the best possible conditions for either agriculture or
habitat and gridcells with the lowest values arehardly suitable.However, thenature of the criteria
todeterminethesuitability for both maybeverydifferent andthey areexpressed indifferent units
and scales.One way to make these values comparable is to transform the values (figure 1).This
procedure provides one scale for both the suitability of the land for habitat and agriculture with a
fixed minimum and maximum value which represent respectively the lowest and highest
suitability.

2.5

Estimationofpopulationcharacteristicsandbirdspecies richness

To estimate the effect of the reserve design, we measured some population characteristics in the
reserve network. Therefore, we used the spatially structured, stochastic population model
METAPHOR (Verboom 1996). This model simulates year-to-year behaviour of individual
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nuthatches in patches. In the model, the mortality, recruitment and dispersal are density
dependent. These life history parameters are derived from literature (see Verboom 1996). The
spatial location (in terms of x- and y-coordinates) and the area of the habitat patches form the
input for METAPHOR. Based onthis information, METAPHOR calculates themaximumnumber
of breeding pairs that can be found in the patches based on the amount of habitat, as well as the
probability of dispersal success between pairs of patchesbased on the distances between patches.
The output of the model is the probability of extinction and colonization and the final number of
nuthatch pairs in each patch. We simulated thepopulation dynamics of nuthatches for aperiod of
100 years to determine effects of the number, size and configuration of patches on local
populations.

Agriculture

Nature

high

Figure 1

high
high

high

low

low

Transformation ofthesuitability valuesfor agriculture and nature

We compared the differences in extinction and colonization probability of habitat patches in the
present situation and theplanned situations resultingfrom MENTOR. However, thepatches in the
present and planned situations cannot be compared since the size and number of the patches
changed: patches may be added or enlarged, or several patches may be joined. Therefore, we
overlaid the maps with the patches with a raster of 1 ha gridcells. The gridcells received its
extinction and colonization probability of the underlying patches. To compare the extinction and
colonization probability of the patches in the present and planned situations, we used the set of
gridcellsthatwerecovered byhabitat intheplanned situation.
To predict the bird species richness in the sites of the reserve network, we used the regression
model aspresented inHinsley etal. (1998)
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Ns =12.5+7.55.101og(A ( )
in which Ns is the expected number of forest bird species and As is the area (ha) of deciduous
forest in patch j . This model is based on the data about forest birds by Van Dorp and Opdam
(1987). For the bird species richness, we also compared the set of gridcells of the patches in the
present situation with the same set in the planned situations. Each gridcell covered by a patch
received thenumberof speciesthatcan beexpected inthepatch.

3

Casestudy DeLeijen

To illustrate the model, we applied it for De Leijen in Noord-Brabant, one of the southern
provinces of the Netherlands (figure 2a). The region is 15 x 18 km2 (27,000 ha). The current
landscape is a mosaic of farmland with forests, roads and cities. The dominant land use is
agriculture (13,200ha).Approximately 90%of this farmland isused for dairy farming. Therefore,
we considered the suitability of the land for dairy farming. The present land use is intensive (the
population density is about 450 persons per km2) and has caused significant environmental stress
(Prov. Noord-Brabant 1992),and as a result the biodiversity has been decreased drastically (Van
de Sande 1988, Prov. Noord-Brabant 1992). The actual suitable habitat for the nuthatch covers
lessthan 3%of thetotal area.
The region and surroundings are expected to be important for the distribution of nuthatch
populations in the south of the Netherlands (Post and Ongenae 1990). Based on the habitat map
and the distribution of the nuthatch, we could identify 5 areas that are large enough to support a
source population for the nuthatch provided that they are part of the network (figure 2c).Two of
them are located in the surroundings of DeLeijen. Simulations showed that the forest areas in De
Leijen are not large enough to provide conditions for source populations without dispersal from
thesurroundings.Therefore, ahabitat network maycontribute toregional population survival.
The main objective of conservation planning in DeLeijen and surroundings is the preservation of
sustainable conditions for biodiversity in a stable and coherent reserve network (Prov. NoordBrabant 1992).This network contains corenature reserves, nature restoration areas,corridors and
multifunctional forests. Since several core nature reserves are located in De Leijen, the study
region isan important linkinthereservenetwork of Noord-Brabant (Prov.Noord-Brabant 1992).
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Figure 2

The location of the study region De Leijen on the Pleistocene sandy soils in the Netherlands (a), the

suitabilityfor the highly intensive type of dairyfarming in scenario 1 (b) and the suitabilityfor habitat of the nuthatch
(deciduousforests) with thedistinguished sourceareas(withsourcepopulations) (c). Thetwomarkers in thesouth of the
region indicate thelocationsfor connections withsourceareas inthesurroundings of theregion.
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A careful reserve site selection in De Leijen may contribute to the realization of this network.
Besides thereserve network, the regional policy aims toimprove theconditions for agriculture.In
this region, spatial planning has to deal with multiple land use with conflicting claims for future
development. To illustrate themodelMENTOR, westudied theconsequences oftwoexistingland
use scenarios (CPB 1992,DeGrootetal. 1994).Can wesaysomething about the opportunities for
multiple landuseinthisregion usingthespatial optimization model?
The scenarios contain model farm types (the "average farm") which can beexpected inthe future
under the conditions of the scenarios (table 3). Scenario 1contains a highly productive type of
dairy farming, whereas a farmtype with less intensive use is dominant in scenario 2. The two
model farm types differ in the size of each farm, the number of dairy cows and their yearly milk
production. Based on thesecharacteristics, an index for the intensity of agricultural land use was
calculated: [(number of dairy cows x milk production per cow) / farm size]. The intensity of the
farm typein scenario 1 was seton 100%.The scenarios varied alsointhe priority of society given
to nature conservation. In scenario 1, a high preference is assigned to agriculture (Wa=0.9 and
Wh = 0.1). In scenario 2, a high preference is given to nature (Wh = 0.9 and Wa =0.1). The
scenarios may differ in the spatial claims for future agricultural land use. For both scenarios, we
assumed that the maximum amount of habitat Tadded to the reserve network is 5% of the area
currently used as farmland.

Table 3

Some characteristics of thetwotypesofdairy1farming inscenario 1 and 2(seetextfor explanation)
Highly intensive
farm type

Farm size (ha)
Number ofdairy cows
Milk production/cow/year (kg)
Index for the intensity of land use (%)

Less intensive
farm type

30
70

60
80

8500

7500

100

50

We mapped the suitability of the land for dairy farming and for deciduous forest based on simple
models. These models were based on multi-criteria modelling using map algebra. Several map
layers that contained information about characteristics of the land (soil types, groundwater level,
vegetation cover, land use, roads,cities) contributed to an overall value per gridcell. We assumed
that the suitability within gridcells is uniform. The procedures we used to obtain the suitability
maps for nuthatch habitat anddairy farming areenumerated inbox 1 and2.
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Box 1
Mapping thesuitability oftheland for dairy farming
Two criteria wereusedtomap thesuitability of the land for thefarm typesin scenario 1and 2:thebiophysical and the spatial conditions. These criteria reflect the key processes for optimal production in
dairy farming in the Netherlands (Kuijsters and Nieuw-Beerta 1989, Kuijsters and Sparenburg 1990).
The bio-physical conditions based on soil type and groundwater level determine the potential yield of
the land for grass and maize. Thus, poor bio-physical conditions reduce the potential yield. We used
data about the yield reduction for each soil type and groundwater level as found in the Netherlands
(Huinink 1993). For both farm types, the potential yield is expressed in economic terms of reduced
profits per ha/year (with0%reduction inpotential yieldasreference point).
The spatial conditions for dairy farming concerned the percentage of the acreage that each farm can
realize adjacent to the farmstead. This percentage iscritical for farm management for a reduction of the
costsof transportation ofmilkequipment, manure,fertilizers, etc.Toobtain thispercentage, the number
offarms wasdetermined for both scenarios.The regionprovides spacefor 437 farms oftype 1 (scenario
1)or 219 farms of type2 (scenario 2).In our current data, 451 dairy farms werepresent. Therefore, we
removed randomly 14farms for scenario 1,and 232 farms for scenario 2.The reduction in the number
of farms together with theenlargement of theremaining farms isin accordance with the trend of the last
decades infarming intheNetherlands.Thisreduction isexpectedtobetheautonomous development.
In De Leijen, 332 so called farm units were distinguished. Farm units are areas of contiguous farmland
that are bounded by 'permanent' landscape elements, such as roads, streams, urban areas, nature
reserves. These elements will not be removed in the future. For reasons of concentrated capital
investments in and near the farmsteads, we assume that the current location of the farmsteads will not
change in the future. So, the size of each unit limits the possibility for individual farms to realize a
certain percentage of the farm acreage adjacent to the farmstead. The percentage was calculated as the
ratio of the size of the farm unit and the sum of the sizes of the farms within the unit. Dairy farms
require a certain percentage of the farm acreage adjacent to the farmsteads, and the remaining acreage
preferably close by. Below this percentage, the costs of transportation become very high. For the farm
type inscenario 1,the percentage ishigher than for thetype inscenario 2.When a higher percentage of
the farm acreage is near the farmstead, the costs per hectare decrease, and therefore the total added
value increases. However, the added value per hectare decreases. Thus, gridcells in a farm unit where
the farms can realize a high percentage of the farm acreage near the farmstead have a relatively lower
added value. Thus, the suitability of these gridcells for new habitat is higher than the suitability of
gridcells inafarm unit wherethefarms cannot realize thispercentage.Inother words,itismore difficult
for farmers togofrom 60%ofthe farm acreage nearthefarmstead to50%than from 90%to80%.
The suitability Sa,j of gridcell (i,j)for dairy farming was calculated as the sum of theprofits due to the
bio-physical and the spatial conditions.Figure 2b presents the valuesof thesuitability oftheland for the
farm type in scenario 1.The highest suitability value (5.0) was assigned to gridcells with both no yield
reduction (0%) and a small percentage of the farm acreage adjacent to the farmstead. The lowest value
(0.1) wasassigned togrids with 30%yield reduction (thehighest percentage intheregion) and 100%of
the farm acreage adjacent tothefarmstead. Value0.0 inthesuitability mapsfor agriculturewas assigned
to gridcells that contained urban areas, nature reserves, streams and roads. These gridcells cannot be
used for agriculture.

4.1

Effects on landscape pattern

As a result of the allocation of the reserve network in De Leijen, the amount of deciduous forest
would increase from 741 ha in the present situation to 1029 ha for scenario 1 and 1036 ha for
scenario 2 (table 4). In the scenarios, deciduous forests cover about 4% of the total area. The total
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number of habitat patches increases in both scenarios. Figure 3 shows the number of patches in
area classes. Due to the adding of new patches, the number of small patches increases. As a result
of the combination or enlargement of existing sites, there is a small increase in larger patches. The
changes in amount and configuration of habitat should have consequences for the populations of
the nuthatch and species richness in both scenarios.

Box 2
Mapping thesuitability of theland for deciduous forests
We used two criteria to determine the land suitability for deciduous forests: the quality of the actual
forests as nuthatch habitat and the bio-physical conditions for potential habitat.The quality of the actual
forests as habitat could be described by the dominant tree species and its average trunk diameter.
Nuthatches prefer mature oaks (Quercus robur, Q.petraea, Q. rubra) and beeches (Fagus sylvatica)
with large trunk diameter (Matthysen 1990, Van Langevelde and Schotman chapter 6). Data on the
average trunk diameter were obtained from the Dutch national forest statistics (CBS 1984) and
corrected for additional growth of the trees (Van Langevelde and Schotman chapter 6). We applied a
regression model that predicts the occupancy probability of nuthatch territories based on these habitat
quality variables (Van Langevelde and Schotman chapter 6).We used these predictions for the habitat
suitability valueof theactual forests Fqofgridcell (i,j).
The bio-physical conditions determine the potentials for habitat. We used data about the potential
growth of deciduous tree species for each soil type and groundwater level as found in the Netherlands
(Schiitz and Van Tol 1990).Based on these data, the classes 'good potential', 'moderate potential' and
'poor potential' could be distinguished for the potential growth of oaks and beeches. These classes
provided valuesfor the bio-physical conditions B,yofgridcell (IJ) for thedevelopment of habitat. 6,,and
F,jwere scaled between 0 and 5. Since we evaluated scenarios for future developments, the valuesFri
and Bjjweresummed as
Shlj=03Fij+0JBij
For non-forested areas, Fri =0. The weights 0.3 and 0.7 were chosen following the relative importance
in nowadays society regarding the actual and potential suitability. The final suitability map for nuthatch
habitat is shown in figure 2c. Gridcells that contained urban areas, streams and roads became value 0.
These gridcells wereexcluded from theRSSP.

4.2

Effects onpopulation survival and species richness

Figure 4 shows the average occupation degree of patches in the present situation and for
scenario 1 (with the highly intensive farm type). The average occupation degree per patch is
calculated as the ratio between the simulated average number and the maximum number of
breeding pairs in each patch. The average proportion of occupied habitat is 2 3 % in the present
situation. Due to the planning of new habitat, the average proportion of occupied habitat
increases to almost 40% (table 4). As is argued, there is a clear relationship between the
average proportion of occupied habitat and the survival of nuthatch populations.
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Table 4

Summary of the results of the allocation of the reserve network in De Leijen based on the two land use

scenarios related tothepresent situation (seetextfor explanation ofthese scenarios)
Present

Scenario1

Scenario 2

Effects on landscape pattern
amount of deciduous forests (ha)
number of habitat patches

741
100

1029
121

1036
121

Effects on nuthatch populations
proportion ofoccupied habitat (%)

23

38

38

0
0

194
100

204
50

Effects on dairy farming
areacurrently used for dairy farming
and assigned ashabitat (ha)
estimation ofthereduced yields for dairy farming
(%,scenario 1 was seton 100%)

I

I present

I

I scenario 1
scenario 2

2-5

Figure 3

5-10
patch area (ha)

10-50

Number ofpatches per areaclassfor thepresent situation and theplanned situations under theconditions of

thetwo land usescenarios (seetextfor explanation of these scenarios)

Decreased extinction probability (figure 5a) and increased colonization probability (figure 5b)can
explain the increase in occupation degree. These figures show the change in number of gridcells
with a certain probability value. Especially the colonization probability of the selected set of
gridcells changes due to the allocation of the reserve network. The average colonization
probability for the set of gridcells increases from 0.23 (s.e. 0.11) in the present situation to 0.64
(s.e. 0.23) in scenario 1and 0.62 (s.e. 0.24) in scenario 2. We also calculated the expected bird
species richness in the patches (figure 6). High numbers of forest birds can be found in more
patchesduetotheaddition ofnew forest.
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Figure 4

The average occupation degree ofpatchesfor thepresent situation (a) and theplanned situation (b) under

theconditions ofscenario 1with thehighly intensive typeofdairyfarming (seetextfor explanation of this scenario)

4.3

Effectsforagriculture

We assessed the effects for the agricultural use in terms of the number of farms and of the
suitability of the land on which new habitat is planned. Based on the area that can be used for
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agriculture and the average sizes of the farm types (table 3), we calculated the number of farms
that can beexpected inthefuture. Theplanning ofnewhabitat required 194hafor scenario 1 and
204 ha for scenario 2 (table 4). This is about 1.5% of the total amount of farmland. Despite of
constraint (2), it appears that this percentage is enough to connect the selected source areas.
Additional new habitat area (94 ha and 91 ha) will be realized in existing reserves, e.g., by
enhancing the habitat quality or transformation of the forest vegetation from pine trees to oaks.
Thus,thetotalnumber of future farms appears tobenearly thesame.Inscenario 1,a minimumof
6 farms can be expected to disappear (from the total of 437 farms). For scenario 2,the reduction
willbe 3farms (from thetotal of219farms).

•S 800-

111
extinction probability
3]present

Figure 5

1

colonization probability

3]scenario1

The number of gridcellsper class of extinction (a) and colonization (b)probability for thepresent situation

and the planned situations under the conditions of the two land use scenarios (see text for explanation of these
scenarios). Thesizeofa gridcell is 1hectare.

The allocation of future habitat on existing farmland leads to reduced yields. Since the suitability
of the landfor dairy farming isbased ontheexpectedyieldsforthefarmers based onboththebiophysical and spatial conditions, weestimated thereduced yields based onthesuitability values for
agriculture Sa,, of the gridcells that are part of the reserve network. The reduced yield give an
indication ofthecostsfor thefarmers inscenario 1 related to scenario2.Theareaoffarmland that
is assigned for the reserve network differs slightly between the two scenarios. However, the
reduced yields show largedifferences (table4).Theexpected reduction islower for thefarm type
in scenario 2. Allocation of new habitat leads to lower costs when the land use in the region is
dominated byfarm type2.
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Figure 6

Thenumber ofgridcells per class ofbirdspecies richnessfor thepresent situation and theplanned situations

under the conditions of the two land usescenarios (seetextfor explanation of thesescenarios). Thesizeof a gridcell isJ
hectare.

5

Discussion

The main objective of many spatial planning efforts in human-dominated landscapes is the
allocation of multiple activities in aregion. Conservation planning ispart of the multiple land use
planning.This planningcan be approached asan optimization problem, sincethe suitability of the
land and the spatial claims of other land uses should be considered. Optimization models can be
used since they are powerful in finding efficient allocations for competing land use (MartfnezFaleroetal. 1995).Inourcase,itcanoffer opportunities todesign habitat configurations basedon
different startingpoints.
Ithasbeen recognizedthatconsideration shouldbegiven topopulation dynamics (Vane-Wright et
al. 1991, Nicholls and Margules 1993) and competing land use (Bedward etal. 1992, Pressey et
al. 1996, Nantel et al. 1998) in the RSSP. Few examples of model approaches known to us
consider population dynamics in the selection of a reserve network (Murphy and Noon 1992,
Nevo and Garcia 1996,Hof and Flather 1996,Hof and Raphael 1997). They also recognize that
connectivity between patches is necessary to maintain viable populations when there are no
possibilities to plan large reserves. These models give preference to sites in the proximity of
others.However,theycannotbeused toallocate steppingstonesbetween habitatpatches.
Our objective was to present an approach that deals with ecological guidelines derived from
knowledge about population dynamics of a certain species and competing land use in the RSSP.
We discussed a model for conservation planning in human-dominated landscapes with minimum
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consequences for agriculture. To make reserve proposals defensible in light of competing land
use, we restricted the maximum amount of farmland to be transformed to wildlife habitat.
Population dynamics were introduced by the spatial guidelines for minimum sizes of reserves and
threshold distances between reserves. The approach of MENTOR is largely based on the
assumption that increasing the degree of connectivity in habitat networks enhances population
survival (see also Opdam etal. 1993,Hanski etal. 1996, Verboom 1996).We acknowledge that
ourapproach islimited tothedevelopment ofareservenetworkthatis species-oriented.
Wefocused on asingle-species approach sincethe issuesof the size,shape,spacingand qualityof
reserves can only be addressed as a single-species approach with the available knowledge.
Generalization of the spatial requirements of an umbrella species into guidelines for reserve
design depends on the spatial scale at which interventions are taken and which species group can
be considered to be represented by the umbrella species. The strategy as modelled in MENTOR
can be used for other species. The first prerequisite is that these species benefit from habitat
networks, i.e., the reserve design principles should be valid for the species concerned at the
observed spatial scale. The second is that the spatial requirements of these species can be
formulated interms ofthreshold distances andminimumarea(accordingtotable 1).
Moreover, our approach is not limited to agriculture and wildlife habitat. It can be applied in
situations where conservation planning deals with competing land use, e.g., between timber
harvesting and wildlife habitat (Li et al. 1993, Lindenmayer and Possingham 1996). Then,
questions appear such as "what part of the wildlife habitat isnecessary for population survival?",
and "what part can be used for growing timber?". When more species and land use types are
involved, the results contribute to solutions for multiple land use. Although the complexity
increases, this should be possible since MENTOR is a general model that requires a few input
parameters to be specified and a limited amount of data. Moreover, the model can be applied to
each scale level dependingonthespecies concerned.

For the case study in De Leijen region, we constructed suitability maps that represent the key
processes for both dairy farming in theNetherlands and the population ecology of the nuthatch in
fragmented habitat. Relatively simple procedures were applied to map the suitability for
agriculture and habitat.
We could describe effects on the landscape pattern, nuthatch populations, bird species richness
and dairy farming as a result of the planning of the reserve network. The scenarios computed by
MENTOR resulted in an increase in area for the reserve network. The results show a modest
change in the number of patches.We were able to assess the results of the allocation model with
METAPHOR. We conclude that the application of MENTOR leads to an effective reserve
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network inthehuman-dominated landscape of DeLeijen concerningthesuitability of the land for
dairy farming. The results show a doubling of the average proportion of occupied habitat, an
increase in colonization probability of patches, a decrease in extinction probability of local
populations, and an increase in bird species richness per patch. Whereas, it results in arelatively
small amount of land currently used by agriculture: about 1.5% of the total amount of farmland.
This percentage appears to be sufficient to connect the source areas, although it does not exceed
theconstraint of 5%oftheareacurrentlyusedfor farming.
The scenarios hardly differ in effects on landscape pattern, on the population characteristics oron
bird species richness. Stepping stones had to be allocated to connect pairs of source areas
regardless oftheintensity oftheagricultural landuse.Both scenariosprovidespacefor thereserve
network with relatively small costs for future dairy farms in terms of amount of land. However,
thecosts interms of reduced yieldsdiffer largely. Theplanning of areserve network in scenario1
leads to higher costs than in scenario 2.This agrees with assumptions that conservation planning
meets less objections when the intensity oftheexisting landuseislow.Theeffects for agriculture
werebased on data of model farms. Inpraxis,individual farms may differ in size or management.
Thismayalso lead todifferences incostsperfarm whenplansarerealized.
Theability toproperly mapthe suitability of the land hasdecisive effects on the final results.The
suitability maps were solely constructed for the illustration of the model MENTOR. For a
refinement ofthesesuitability maps,wecan addotherfactors such asacquisition and management
costs and political constraints. We found that our approach is sensitive for maps with many
gridcellsthathavethe samesuitability value.As isillustrated intable2,the weighting coefficients
Waand Wh may havealarge impacton theresults.However, this is notclearly shown by the land
use scenarios, because arelatively small amount of habitat had tobe allocated as stepping stones
to actual farmland. Regarding their impact on the results, the weighting coefficients can be
determined using techniques that are replicable and can differentiate between policy priorities
(e.g., Saaty 1980). Spatially explicit assignment of the weighting coefficients is also a further
refinement in the application of the model. Priorities for nature conservation may differ between
partsofthestudy region.
We did not account for environmental impacts of land use, e.g., on the habitat quality of the
reserve network due to the intensity of land use. An improvement of MENTOR could be to
minimize environmental impacts of land uses on the reserve network. This can be modelled, e.g.,
with theuseof weights for incompatibility between land uses (Martinez-Faleroetat. 1995),orby
the selection of locations for the sourcesof thestress (noise,emission, effects on the groundwater
level)atcertain distances from thereserve network.
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Of course, our approach is not a panacea. Though our approach is, like every model, based on
assumptions, it can be used as a baseline against which future developments in land use may be
evaluated. Spatial optimization models such asMENTOR can beasupporting tool for formulating
alternative land use plans. To assess the effects of the allocation results, evaluation tools are
needed. The combination of the allocation model MENTOR and the evaluation model
METAPHOR may contribute to prospective solutions for the RSSP and the competing land uses.
In general, such combinations provide a useful tool for planners and ecologists to explore the
relative merits of alternative land use plans and the dynamics of populations in relation to the
amount and spatial configuration. For a study region, this may be of practical significance to
explore itsopportunities for multiple landuse.
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Two strategies for conservation planning in human-dominated
landscapes

1

Introduction

Conservation planning in human-dominated landscapes can apply several types of interventions,
e.g.,to maintain orimprove thequality of thereserve sites (abioticconditions for plantsorhabitat
for animals), to enlarge the area of the sites, to increase the number of the sites, to level barriers
between the sites by means of corridors or stepping stones, orto manage buffer zones around the
reserves sites. Discussion exists about what interventions are likely to improve the efforts of
conservation planning: do changes in the spatial arrangement of habitat influence population
persistence, and therefore, biodiversity (Lamberson et al. 1994, Lindenmayer and Possingham
1996, Hof and Raphael 1997), are the benefits for species survival higher when few single large
reserves exist or several small ones (SLOSS; Diamond 1975,Higgs and Usher 1980, Gilpin and
Diamond 1980,Blake and Karr 1984),what are the roles of corridors or stepping stones between
reserves(Hobbs 1992,Simberloff etal.1992)?
Inhuman-dominated landscapes,actual reservescannotguaranteepopulation persistence of some
species since they are often too small and isolated (Kalkhoven et al. 1995,Hanski et al. 1996).
Then, populations of these species are small, exchange of individuals is hampered and local
extinction frequently occurs.Although,thereisageneral acceptancethatactual reserves shouldbe
largeoratleastclosetogether toaddresseffects ofenvironmental stress andhabitat fragmentation
(Frankel and Soule 1981,Forman 1995),it is often not possible to plan large reserves in humandominated landscapes.The intensity of the use,theavailability and price of the land appear tobe
limiting factors.
We focused on two strategies in conservation planning that have a spatial dimension: (1)
enlargement of existing reserve sites to decrease the extinction probability of local populations
and (2) connecting the existing sites with stepping stones to increase the probability of
colonization. For each strategy, we developed a spatial allocation model: ENLARGE for the
enlargement strategy and MENTOR for thestepping-stone strategy.Theobjective of thispaper is
to present the two models. In these models, we also considered the suitability of the land for
competing land uses. The guidelines to plan were based on birds of deciduous forests. We used
the requirements of one species, the European nuthatch Sittaeuropaea,that shows strong effects
of size andthedegreeofconnectivity ofhabitat patches (Van Dorp and Opdam 1987,Verboomet
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al. 1991,Enoksson etal. 1995,Hinsley etal. 1998).We considered the nuthatch as an umbrella
speciesfor otherforest birds(cf. Simberloff 1998).

2

Modelling competing land usesinconservation planning

Conservationplanning inhuman-dominatedlandscapes
Inhuman-dominated landscapes,spatialclaimsofnatureconservation andofcompetinglanduses,
such as agriculture, urbanization, infrastructure, may conflict (Van Buuren and Kerkstra 1993,
Cook and Van Lier 1994). The problem what reserve sites should be preserved, the reserve site
selection problem (RSSP), should deal with competing land uses (Nevo and Garcia 1996,Nantel
etal. 1998,VanLangevelde etal. chapter7).IntheRSSP,spatialplanningcanplayarolethrough
optimization of land use allocation. In this context, optimization of land use allocation aims to
maximize the societal profits of nature conservation through the selection of a reserve network
with minimum disadvantages for the other land uses.Among others,the societal profits of nature
conservation aretopreserve viablepopulations ofsomespeciesoracertain degreeof biodiversity.
The maximum area to be assigned to a reserve network is often restricted, e.g.,due toeconomic,
legalorpolitical constraints.
We studied the problem of selecting reserve sites for deciduous forests as patch type to provide
long-term conditions for viable populations of the nuthatch, and with agriculture as competing
land use. The problem of selecting reserve sites concerning more species or types of land use is
principally thesame.However,thismayrequiremorecomputational effort.
In Van Langevelde et al. (chapter 7), we give an enumeration of the ecological principles that
were applied in the spatial allocation models. For forest birds, we distinguish minimum area
requirements andmaximumthreshold distancesbetweenpairsofhabitatpatches(table 1).

Table 1 Threshold distancesfor an acceptable probability on successful dispersal of nuthatches between two classes
for thesizeof habitat patches
To:
From:

1-3 ha

>3ha

1-3 ha
>3ha

1km
3 km

3 km
3 km
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Minimizing thecompetition withotherlanduse
It may be obvious that the competition between nature conservation and other land uses will be
stronger when the suitability of the land for the competing uses is higher. Sites with high
suitability for habitat, in our case deciduous forest, should be part of the reserve network.
However, they can also have a high suitability for other land use, in our case agriculture. Given
that for each site the suitability for habitat of the concerning species and for agriculture can be
determined, the two strategies are approached as spatial optimization problems: can the sites with
the highest suitability for habitat beadded to theexisting set of habitat patches sothat the patches
will be enlarged (strategy 1) or that stepping stones are allocated between the existing habitat
patches (strategy 2),and that the suitability of the selected sites for the competing land uses is as
low as possible? The final decision about the size and configuration of the reserve network
depends on the maximum amount of habitat on farmland that can be added and the ecological
guidelines to enlarge existing reserves (strategy 1)and to allocate stepping stones between these
reserves (strategy2).

Weconstructed suitability mapsfor deciduous forests ashabitatfor nuthatches and for agriculture.
The suitability maps are the input for both spatial allocation models.Theprocedure to map these
suitabilities isdiscussed inVan Langevelde etal.(chapter 7).Inthis paper, wedo not explain the
suitability maps in detail. In fact, any map can be applied in our models that represents the
suitability of the land for wildlife habitat and the competing land uses.We divided the landscape
into gridcells of 1ha.The size of the gridcells refers to the minimum area of anuthatch territory.
For each gridcell, we determined the suitability for deciduous forest and dairy farming. The
position of each gridcell g,,is represented by its coordinates (ij) in which i = (1, ..., m] andj =
{1, ..., n}.The setofgridcells Gisdefined asG:= {gn, ..., g„,„}.

Wedefined thefollowing coefficients:
Shjj~thesuitability ofgridcellg,,for habitat
Scijj ~the suitability ofgridcellg,,for agriculture
To balance the interest between habitat and agriculture,the suitability of both can be weighted by
coefficients. These weights can be interpreted as the priority given by society to agriculture and
natureconservation. Weused theparameters Wh and Waasweighting coefficients
Wh ~the interestofnatureconservation
Wa ~theinterest of agriculture
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Thedecision variables aredefined as:
Xy ~a binary variable indicating whether gridcell g,,is assigned as reserve site (.*,, =
l)ornot(x,j=0)
Now,theallocationproblemcanbeformulated as
Max{Z = £ (Wh. Shu . xy +Wa .5a.. .(1 - x..))}

(1)

subject to
^xu<T

x, y e{0,l}
inwhich

(2)

Vi,y

(3)

Tistheavailable area(;'.e.,thenumberofgridcells)offarmland for
new habitat
Wh, Wa>0
Wh+Wa=\
the subset Gh a G denotes the set of gridcells from which the final
configuration ofreservesiteswillbeselected

An integer programming problem like equation (1) to (3) with a single constraint (2) is well
known as a knapsack problem (Williams 1990, 1993,Hillier and Liebermann 1995).The subset
Ghisdifferent for theallocation of stepping stones andfor theenlargement ofexisting sites.Inthe
section 3,thesubset Ghwillbeexplainedforbothmodels.
However,ourdescription oftheproblemneeds someadditional constraints.Forthe stepping-stone
strategy,theadditional constraint isformulated as:
Distances between thestepping stonesconnectingexistingreservesites
maynotexceedthethreshold distances (seetable 1)

(4a)

Theadditional constraint for theenlargement strategyis:
New habitat should beallocated adjacent totheexisting sites
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Without theconstant£ (Wa•Sa,;),theobjective function ofequation (1)canberewrittenas
Max{Z' = £ (Wh .Sh{j - Wa .Sa{j). *..}

(5)

For each gridcell gih the term (Wh•Sh,:i - Wa• Sa,,) in equation (5) can be calculated in advance
and is called the subtracted value SV^. In both MENTOR and ENLARGE, the subtracted value
SVyis used as an optimization criterion for minimizing the competition between allocating new
habitat and agriculture. Van Langevelde et al. (chapter 7) illustrate the effects of the weighting
coefficients Whand Waon SVjj. Regarding the principle of calculating the difference between the
suitability values,the suitability values should be at one scale in order to make them comparable
(seeVan Langeveldeetal. chapter7).
To illustrate the two models, we applied them in the region De Leijen in the south of the
Netherlands. Two land use scenarios were considered for this region. The scenarios varied in the
societal priority given tonatureconservation and inthetypesoffuture agriculture,i.e.,diary farms
with differences in theintensity of the landusedetermined by thefarm size,number of cows and
their milk production. Scenario 1 contains a highly productive type of dairy farming. In this
scenario, a low priority is given to nature conservation (Wh=0.1 and Wa=0.9). In scenario 2, a
dairy farmtype with less intensive use isdominant. Ahigh priority isgiven tonature conservation
(Wh - 0.9 and Wa = 0.1). These scenarios are based on scenarios developed by the Dutch
governmental office for strategic planning (CPB 1992) and elaborated by the Dutch institute for
agriculture economics (De Groot et al. 1994). They were used to illustrate differences in the
resultsof theallocation modelsbased ondifferent suitability mapsand weighting coefficients.

3

Two Models

Stepping-stone strategy (MENTOR)
The objective of MENTOR is to assign locations for stepping stones between existing reserve
sites. The allocation of stepping stones is based on the threshold distances and minimum size of
the sites (see table 1) and on the suitability of the land for competing land uses. To obtain a
reserve network that supports viable nuthatch populations, the model allocates a path between
pairs of selected patches. These selected patches are the "pegs"on which the network hangs.We
selected patches, called sources areas, that may support source populations and act as a dispersal
source for surrounding patches (cf. Kalkhoven et al. 1995). When a distance that exceeds the
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threshold distance separates existing sites with deciduous forest, they will be connected with
stepping stones. The stepping stones contain also deciduous forests. Their size is at least the
minimumsizeand theyare located within thepredefined threshold distances from other sites.The
final path between apairof sourceareas isdefined asthe setof habitatpatches(including existing
sites and stepping stones) which allows individuals ofthespeciestomovefrom one source areato
theother.
Though the problem in equation (1) with the constraints (2), (3) and (4a) can be modelled as an
integerprogramming model (Keuren 1995),itturned outtobedifficult tosolve.Inordertoreduce
the computational complexity of the stated problem of allocating stepping stones, we applied an
heuristic algorithm. Therefore, the problem of searching paths between pairs of source areas was
decomposed into two steps at different spatial scales. First, blocks of 10 x 10 gridcells were
distinguished. Foreachblockb,thesubtracted valueSV*hasbeen calculated asthemeanofthe50
gridcells in the block with the highest values for SVy. In the second step, we used the SVyof the
individual gridcells.
The algorithm of the search module in MENTOR is based on an Add & Drop-heuristic
(Dannenbring and Starr 1981).This algorithm wasused inboth steps.Step 1 results in asubset of
blocks which wasused asthesearch direction for thepathtobesearched instep2.
Given thatn sourceareascanbedistinguished inastudy region.Inthefirststep,alson blocksthat
contain a source areacanbedistinguished.When twoormore sourceareas arelocated within one
block, the question is if these source areas should be considered separately. The subset Ghc G
enclosed all gridcells thatcould beused as stepping stoneinthepaths between each pairof source
areas: gridcells with existing habitat and gridcells with potentials for new habitat. The gridcells
which are part of the source areas and which are unsuitable, e.g.,the gridcells that contain urban
areas, infrastructure, etc., were excluded from the subset Gh. The solution subset G, c Ghc G
encloses all gridcellsactually assigned tothefinal pathsbetweeneachpairof sourceareas.
Thealgorithmcanbedescribedas:

DOFOR allpairsof sourceareas
Step 1 Determine thesubsetGhcGand SVmi„ =MiniSVJg^ e Gh}

Step2
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Step3

DeterminethesubsetGdc GhasGd :={g,je Gh \ SVy<SVmi„] andeliminate(Drop)the
subsetGdfrom G,.
IFthereexistsapath inG,betweenthesourceareasTHEN
SVmm=SVmin+ASV
inwhichASVissufficiently small
GOTOStep3
ENDIF

Step4

Locate the gap in the path that exceeds the threshold distance and the set of gridcells
from Gdaroundthisgapinwhich additional gridcellsarenecessary.
Add thegridcell gH =Max{gl.. g.. e Gd}tothesolution subsetG,.
IFthereexistsapathbetweenthesourceareasTHEN
STOP
ELSE
GOTOStep4
ENDIF

ENDFOR
Itmay beobvious that thevalue ofthe parameter ASVhasacrucial impact on the objective value
Z(equation 1)andthecomputational effort. High valuesof ASVlead toalarge subset Gdin step3
of thealgorithm.Consequently, each passof step 3will substantially reducethesubset G„i.e.,the
number of gridcells in which a path is searched. To limit the computational effort, a large
reduction of the subset G,ineach passmaybedesirable.However, it may havean adverse effect
on the objective valueZ'.When gridcells with relatively highSVy areremoved itmay be difficult
inthesuccessive step4tofind apathbetween apairof sourceareaswithhigh objective valueZ'.
In our case study for the region De Leijen, the values for SVywere between -5 and 5 due to the
chosen scale for Sh,jand Sa^ (see Van Langevelde et al. chapter 7 for a description of the
suitability maps).Sincegridcells with alow valuefor SV,, havehigh suitability for agriculture and
low suitability for habitat, we started with ASV= 2.Each time step 3 was passed and the lower
boundSVminwasraisedwithASV,thevalueforASVdecreased ascalculatedbyASV=(5- SVmi„)
/5.Theminimumvaluefor ASVwasdefined as 0.1.
Further reduction of the computational time has been achieved by including the option to reduce
the size of the subset Gh- In subset Gh, MENTOR searches apath between a pair of source areas.
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Therefore, aline wasdrawn between thecentres ofthe two source areas.Thesubset Gh has been
defined asthesetofgridcells inthebuffer ofacertainwidth aroundthisline.
Enlargement strategy (ENLARGE)
The objective ofENLARGE istoassign locations forenlargement of existing reserve sites.The
enlargement ofexisting reserves istheaddition ofgridcells fornew habitat located directly atthe
boundary of existing reserve sites. It should consider the suitability of these gridcells for
competinglanduses.
An efficient wayof solving theproblem stated in equation (1)with theconstraints (2),(3) and
(4b) is to use (discrete) dynamic programming. For the enlargement strategy, the subset Gh
denotes thesubset ofgridcells g,y attheboundaries ofexisting reserve sites. Note that thesubset
Ghisnotpredefined, buthastobedetermined foreach setofsitesandforeach maximum amount
of habitat 7"that canbeadded. Thedetermination ofGh will bediscussed after theexplanationof
the dynamic programming algorithm. Dynamic programming isauseful mathematical technique
for making a sequence of interrelated decisions. It provides a systematic procedure for
determining thecombination of decisions that maximizes overall effectiveness, in ourcase,the
objective valueZ(equation 1).
Foran introduction totheterminology andstructure ofdynamic programming problems, werefer
to Hillier and Lieberman (1995).Wewill suffice togivetherelevant recursive relationship Vk(tk)
in anystage k= 1,...,Kand statetk. Thestages k represent theexisting reserve sites.Thestate
variabletkinstagekisdefined astheamountofhabitat availablefortheenlargement ofsitek(0<
tk < T,seeequation 2).Inadvance,which sites will beenlarged withacertain amount ofhabitatis
unknown.
Therecursive relationships aredefinedas
VK(tK) =0

(6)

T
\Max{SVT(GTk).x
./)}
k+Vt+l
k
T kJ
k (tk-x+|V
Vk(tk) =U*cT/
* * * "for
[
0
otherwise

inwhich

k =K-\,K-2,...,0

(7)

theterm Vx(tK) represents thevaluefunction ofthefinal stageK
the transposed vector SVT(GTk) denotes the subtracted values SV/, of all
gridcells inthesubset GTlk
xk e R"instagekandthetransposexTk arethedecision vectors consistingof
thebinary decision variables*,,
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/ isavectorwhichelementsareallequal to 1
theterm(tk-xTk'l) describes thetransformation of the statevariables between
two successive stages k and k +1;in other words, it represents the amount of
habitattk+l thatisavailablefor enlargement of sitek+ 1
The subsets GT,k of gridcells at any statetk in stage k or, in other words, the available habitat for
enlargement of site k, need some explanation. The gridcells with new habitat for enlargement
should be added at the boundaries of the existing sites (the stages k = 1, ..., K- 1).Suppose that
thesitekhasthesizeof 1 gridcell withthecoordinates (ij) and 1 gridcell canbeadded tothissite,
than the subset G u for thedecision vectorjcrt =(1,0,...,0)isdefined as
"i.it '•={x(i-i,i-u<x(i-ij)'x(i-\,i+i)'xu,i+t)<xu+ii+i)'x(i+ij)'x(M-.H)'xu.j-n>

(°)

So ,G,k is the subset of gridcells adjacent to the concerned site from which 1gridcell has to be
selected as new habitat. The subsets G2Jt,..., GT.i_k for thedecision vectorsxTk = (1, 1,0, ..., 0)to
x'k = (1, 1, •••, 1)can bedetermined inasimilar way.Thefinal setGTxk isdefined asGTxk = G;.* u
G2,k u ... u GT.i,k- Theunion ofthe setsGT,kfor allstageskprovidesthesubsetGh.
Prior to solving the recursive relationships (6) and (7),the set GT,k and the related vector SV(Gzk)
have to be determined for all stages k = \, ..., A- - 1. In other words, the gridcells that can be
added toa given site shouldbe listed in such waythat the first gridcell inthe list isboth adjacent
to the existing site and has the highest subtracted value SV;,.This gridcell is likely to be the first
one to be added as new habitat. The number of gridcells in GT:k cannot exceed the total available
amount of habitat T. After the first gridcell is selected, the number of gridcells in the subset
increases from which the second gridcell will be selected (see figure 1).The following algorithm
describes thedetermination ofthesetGTkandtherelated vectorSV(GT.t)'-

Step 1

SetGa(:=(0}
and vectorSVT(GT,k) =(0, ...,0)

Step2

DOFORall stagesk<K
Determine subset Gk<zGenclosingallgridcellsof sitek
DOFORf= 1 to7i
DeterminethesubsetGukfrom Gkanalogoustoequation (8)
Determine theMhelementSV^GTk) ofSV(GTik)by:
SV,(GTk)=

Max {5V„}

(9)

(i,/)6Cu
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G „ : = G f _ u u { g , 7 S ^ = Max {5V,)
'

(rn,n)e G, t

J

Gk:=GkKjG,,k

(11)

ENDFOR
ENDFOR

-1

0

-1

0.5

2

-1

0.5

1

SISB existing reserve site

E

gridcells addedtotheexisting reserve site

gridcellswith avaluefor SVythat can be added
totheexisting site

Figure 1

Selection of thegridcells thatcan beadded totheexisting reservesite. Thegridcell with thehighest value for

the subtracted value SVjj(see textfor explanation) is selected to be added to the reserve site. The subset of gridcells
increasesfrom which thesecond gridcell willbeselected.

Incasetwoormoreadjacent gridcellsinthesubsetGtJlhavethemaximumvaluefor SVjj (equation
10), the gridcell with the highest value for Shyis selected. If this selection contains two or more
gridcells, then the gridcell with the lowest value for Say is selected. If still more than one gridcell
isselected, thegridcell isselected which islocated attheshortest distance tothe previous selected
gridcell.
From a computational point of view, the recursive relationships (6) and (7) are rather easy to
solve. In fact, it turns out that the computational complexity is substantially less than the
determination of thesetGT,kandtherelatedvectorSV(GT,ic).
However, therelationships in (7)donot consider any possible overlap between the stages.Asthe
recursive relationships maximize the cumulative subtracted values SVjj, it is likely that gridcells
with high values for SV,,are reached from more than one reserve site,especially when these sites
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are located near to each other. When the purpose of the model ENLARGE is to add Tha of new
habitat totheexisting sites,thenthispossibleoverlaphastoberemoved.
Adjusting the recursive relationships (7) in order to cope with this possible overlap requires a
multi-dimensional state-space which in turn has a dramatic influence on the computational
complexity of the problem. For this reason, we developed an iterative procedure to exclude any
possible overlap.Thisprocedure isimplemented as
Step 1

k= 1
andn=0

Step2

DOWHILEtk> 0
Solve (6)and (7)
Count thenumbern ofuniquely allocated gridcells
h = h-n
END WHILE

The model ENLARGE has been applied for two purposes. The first was to enlarge the existing
reserve sites. The second can be regarded as an improvement step of the stepping-stone strategy.
As result of the model MENTOR not all available amount of habitat T has to be assigned as
stepping stones to the reserve network (Van Langevelde et al. chapter 7). Therefore, we used
ENLARGEtoenlargethesitesintheresultingreserve network.

Results
The twomodels were applied for two land use scenarios in the study regions DeLeijen. Forboth
scenarios, the maximum amount of habitat onfarmland Tadded tothereservenetwork wasseton
1.5% of the area currently used as farmland (198 gridcells), 2.5% (330 gridcells) and 5% (660
gridcells). Table 2 presents the number of the patches, the amount of habitat and the percentage
high quality habitat per configuration. As can be observed, the number and size of the patches
differ between the stepping-stone strategy andtheenlargement strategy.
In the suitability mapping, we differentiated between a good, moderate and poor potential of the
bio-physical conditions of soil and ground water level for the growth of oaks Quercusrobur,Q.
petraea and Q.rubraand beech Fagus sylvatica(Van Langevelde etal.chapter 7).Based on this
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distinction, we assumed that gridcells with good and modest potentials can support high quality
habitat andgridcells withpoorpotentials providelowquality habitat (table2).

Table 2

The number of habitat patches and amount of habitat (in ha) and thepercentage of optimal habitat in the

two scenarios as result ofMENTORfor thestepping-stone strategy, and of ENLARGEfor theenlargement strategy, and
ofa combination ofboth (Comb.). Theamount ofavailable habitat onfarmland Twasseton 198,330 and 660 gridcells.
Scenario 1 contains a highly productive type of dairyfarming and a high priority given to agriculture (Wa = 0.9).
Scenario 2 represents a dairyfarmtype with less intensive use and a high priority given to nature conservation (Wh =
0.9). The number of patches in the present situation is 100 and the amount of habitat is 741 ha with 77% optimal
habitat.
7"= 198
Number

Amount

%

MENTOR
ENLARGE
Comb.

121
60

1029
1905

71
64

-

-

-

MENTOR
ENLARGE
Comb.

121
64

1036
1482

73
68

-

-

-

Scenario

Model

1

2

7=330
Number

Amount

.

7=660

Amount

.

% Number
_ _

-

%
_

53
81

2163
2035

41
36

46
66

2597
2511

36
30

_

_

_

_

.

.

57
89

1639
1613

51
47

54
78

2024
1979

46
38

In figure 2, the present situation (a) and several resulting configurations of habitat are presented
for T = 330 gridcells. The results of MENTOR are the configurations (b) and (e) for the two
scenarios. The amount of new habitat on farmland does not exceed 1.5%of the total amount of
farmland (table 2). The model ENLARGE resulted in the configurations (c) and (0- The
configurations (d) and (g) are the result of the combined application of MENTOR and
ENLARGE. We allowed that existing reserve sites could be transformed to deciduous forests. In
the region DeLeijen, there isapolicy totransform planted pine forests, dominated byScots pine
Pinus sylvestris,to deciduous forests. In figure 2, a distinction is made between new habitat in
existingreserve sitesasresultofthesetransformations andnewhabitaton farmland.
The resulting habitat configurations were evaluated with the spatially explicit population model
METAPHOR (Verboom 1996).With thismodel,thepercentage of the amount of habitat that will
be occupied by nuthatches could be estimated. The percentage of occupied habitat is assumed to
be a measure for population sustainability. For the evaluation, we assumed that nuthatches need
twice the amount of habitat to establish a territory in low quality habitat than in high quality
habitat.
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Figure 2

Thepresent situation (a) and the resulting habitat configurations (b) and (e)from the model MENTOR for

the stepping-stone strategy, and (c) and (f) from the model ENLARGE for the enlargement strategy. The habitat
configurations (b)and (e) wereimproved by ENLARGE resulting in (d)and (g). The configurations (b), (c)and (d) are
based on scenario 1with a highlyproductive typeof dairyfarming and configurations (e),(f)and (g) based on scenario
2 with less intensive dairyfarming. New habitat isplanned in existing reserve sites, realized by transformation of the
cover types to deciduous forests, and onfarmland. The maximum amount of habitat on farmland T was set on 330
gridcells.
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continued

Intable3,thepercentage of occupied habitat isgiven for each habitat configuration. These values
cannot becompared dueto differences in amount and quality of habitat.Therefore, the amount of
habitat corrected for differences in quality, and the resulting percentage of occupied habitat are
drawninfigure 3.

Table3

The percentage of occupied habitat resulting from METAPHOR in the present situation and the two

scenarios as result of MENTORfor thestepping-stone strategy, and of ENLARGEfor theenlargement strategy, and of a
combination of both [Comb.).See table 1forfurther explanation.

Present
Scenario1

Scenario 2

166
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Discussion

In this paper, we presented two spatial optimization models for conservation planning in humandominated landscapes. These models were developed for two different strategies in conservation
planning: strategy 1focuses on the enlargement of existing reserve sites and strategy 2 on the
allocation ofstepping stonesbetween thesesites.
Spatial optimization can be used if the configuration of habitat is not specified (Hof and Flather
1996, Hof and Raphael 1997) or new habitat can be added. It can offer opportunities to design
habitatconfigurations based ondifferent startingpoints,e.g.,asformulated in scenarios.When the
reserve site selection problem is reduced to select those patches that have to be protected against
further development of other landuses,algorithms asadvocated byMargules etal.(1988)orScott
etal.(1993)can be applied. See Csuti etal.(1997)for areview of these selection algorithms. In
ourmodels,weminimizethecompetition between interventionstoaddnew habitat and competing
landuses.
The model MENTOR was developed with the ecological guidelines derived from the population
dynamics of the nuthatch (VanLangevelde etal.chapter 7).Themodel ENLARGE isnot directly
linked to the guidelines for one species.The only variation that is implemented in ENLARGE is
the distance from the boundary of existing reserve sites and the gridcells with new habitat. In our
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model,thegridcells withnew habitat should be allocated attheboundary ofthe existing sites (see
figure 1).Thus,both modelscanbeapplied for otherpatch typesandfor otherspecies.
Toillustrate thetwomodels,weapplied them in acasein the region DeLeijen in the south of the
Netherlands. This resulted in several different habitat configurations. The effects on landscape
structure and on population performance weredescribed.The numbers of patches in the resultsof
MENTOR and of ENLARGE for the two scenarios are almost equal (table 2). However, the
location ofthepatchesdiffer between thescenarios(figure2).
For a proper comparison of the effects on population performance, there are two confusing
factors. First, weallowed new habitat tobe realized in existing reserve sites by transformation of
the actual cover types to deciduous forest. The model MENTOR for the stepping-stone strategy
could assign existing reserve sites as stepping stones assuming that the vegetation cover of these
sites will betransformed todeciduous forest. When this happens,connection between the selected
source areas may be realized without claiming farmland. The model ENLARGE could also add
gridcellsthat should betransformed whenthesewerelocated attheboundary ofexistingsiteswith
deciduous forest. The second confusing factor is that we differentiated in high and low quality
habitat in the total amount of habitat. Although both factors are realistic options for conservation
planning, it may confuse the comparison of the resulting habitat configurations. It seems that the
percentage of occupied habitat by nuthatches is higher when the habitat patches are enlarged.
However, the total amount of habitat and the amount of high quality habitat is higher for these
configurations compared to the ones that results from the model MENTOR. Moreover, the
enlargement of the patches will also lead to a decrease in the inter-patch distances (Harrison and
Fahrig 1995, Van Langevelde chapter 5), especially when several small patches are joined into
onelargepatch.
As result of both models, the amount of habitat and the percentage of occupied habitat increases
(figure 3).When the amount of habitat isrelatively low, stepping stones are recognized to play a
role in increasing connectivity of empty patches and reducing extinction of local populations
(Fahrig and Merriam 1985,Lefkovitch and Fahrig 1985, Opdametal. 1993,Hanski and Thomas
1994). As can be expected, the spatial configuration of habitat becomes less important when the
amount of new habitat increases (Andren 1994, 1996,Venier and Fahrig 1996, Fahrig 1998,Van
Langevelde chapter 5). Then, the necessity of stepping stones to facilitate the exchange of
individuals between theexistingpatchesdecreases.
Inthispaper, wepresented twomodelsforconservation planninginhuman-dominated landscapes.
These models result in different habitat configurations. Depending on the characteristics of the
species, the landscape in which interventions are planned, and economic, legal or political
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constraints, onecan apply amodel toenlargeexisting sites ortoconnect these sites with stepping
stones.
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1

Introduction

In this thesis, Ireport on a study of effects of habitat fragmentation atpopulation and individual
level and opportunities to address these effects by planning ecological networks. The objective
of the research is to contribute to an improved knowledge about the effects of fragmentation and
defragmentation of habitat on populations, in particular effects of differences in the degree of
habitat connectivity on colonization and habitat selection.The main question of the research was:
do networks of patches contribute to population sustainability of species in fragmented habitat?
The hypothesis was that the degree of habitat connectivity is a crucial feature to constitute an
ecological network since it determines processes at population and individual level in
fragmented populations.Themainresearch question wassplitupintothreequestions:
1)

What variables can measure the degree of connectivity of the habitat patches? When
insufficient connectivity constrains dispersal in fragmented habitat, it will be reflected by
thecolonization patternsofthespecies.Aredifferences inthedegreeofconnectivity related
totheprobability thatpatchesarecolonized?

2)

When insufficient connectivity constrains dispersal in fragmented habitat, habitat selection
will deviate from optimal selection. Is habitat selection limited in landscapes with
fragmented habitat?

3)

When networks of patches can mitigateeffects of habitat fragmentation by enhancement of
the degree of connectivity, how can they be optimally allocated in agricultural landscapes
that meets both the requirements for population sustainability and takes into consideration
the suitability oftheland forcompetinglanduses?

This thesis provides scientific knowledge as foundation for the application of the spatial
concept of ecological networks. The first and second research questions contribute to the
problem detection of fragmentation effects: is dispersal a problem in fragmented habitat? For
the species for which this is true, an understanding of metapopulation dynamics is crucial for
effective conservation. The third research question contributes to solutions for species which
populations areaffected by habitat fragmentation.
The research was restricted to deciduous forest fragments in Dutch agricultural landscapes. For
this patch type, I focused on fragmentation and defragmentation effects in populations of the
European nuthatch Sittaeuropaea.The majority of this thesis deals with the nuthatch as subject
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of study. In chapter 4, effects of differences in the degree of connectivity on colonization of
empty patches by nuthatch populations are studied. In chapter 6, hypotheses about limited
habitat selection in nuthatch populations in fragmented habitat were tested with empirical data.
In chapter 7 and 8, the requirements of the nuthatch were used as guidelines for conservation
planning based on two spatial allocation models. Although the nuthatch is not a red list species
or its habitat is seriously threatened, it is auseful model species for my research. The nuthatch
is a habitat specialist and sensitive for fragmentation of its habitat. Icould illustrate the effects
of habitat connectivity on colonization of empty patches and habitat selection and of
defragmentation on population sustainability. Other species, birds, mammals, insects, may
show similareffects of fragmentation anddefragmentation of their habitat.

2

Connectivity andcolonizationinfragmented habitat

Effects of the degree of habitat connectivity on populations are the central theme in this thesis.
Extensive empirical and theoretical research shows that the degree of habitat connectivity is an
important feature for population dynamics in landscapes with fragmented habitat. Fragmented
populations often show large fluctuations in density and can only survive if dispersal is
sufficient to colonize empty patches {e.g., Gilpin and Hanski 1991, Hansson 1991, Opdam
1991, Opdam etal. 1993,Taylor etal. 1993,Adler and Neurnberger 1994,Andren 1994, 1996,
Fahrig and Merriam 1994, With and Crist 1995, Hanski and Gilpin 1997). Then, local
populations are connected as a metapopulation. The degree of connectivity is crucial in the
metapopulation theory (Levins 1970,Opdam 1990,Hanski and Gilpin 1997).
The first research question contains actually two questions that are strongly connected. To
investigate theeffects ofconnectivity oncolonization ofempty patches,one should first determine
what parameters for measuring the degree of connectivity should be used. As is enumerated in
chapter 4, several parameters for the degree of connectivity exist. To assess the effects of
fragmentation, the phenomena that will be explained, in mycase colonization patterns, should be
studied at the proper spatial scale. As in a sensitivity analysis, I varied the spatial scale of
movement by nuthatches. Therefore, varying threshold distances were used beyond which it is
assumed that the probability of successful dispersal rapidly decreases. As a result of varying the
threshold distances, disjoint subsets of patches can be distinguished that differ in size (number of
patches).
In spatial analysis, parameters that have their origin in the mathematical graph theory are often
applied to measure the degree of connectivity of locations (or accessibility in geographical
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studies). In chapter 3, I derived parameters for the degree of connectivity of patches that can
deal with the sizeand spatial configuration of thesubset towhich thepatch isconnected to.The
degree of connectivity of the patches as measured by these parameters can be related to data of
patch occupancy, colonization, pair success, etc. Moreover, the sum of the degree of
connectivity of all patches in the landscape provides a measure for the overall degree of
connectivity. Varying the threshold distance for which this overall degree of connectivity is
calculated can give an indication of the critical threshold of the habitat configuration in the
observed landscape. Species with dispersal behaviour that cannot bridge this threshold distance
maydeal with effects of constrained dispersal.
The parameters were used to study the relationships between colonization of empty patches by
nuthatches and their degree of connectivity measured at different spatial scales. Further research
may show if the graph-theoretical parameters are also useful in other spatially explicit studies on
population responses.
A reduced tendency to dispersal or a limited dispersal capacity has not been demonstrated in
nuthatches (Matthysen et al. 1995). However, several studies provide indirect evidence that
dispersal success is not optimal in fragmented habitat (Van Dorp and Opdam 1987,Verboom et
al. 1991, Enoksson etal. 1995,Matthysen and Currie 1996,Bellamy etal. 1997, 1998).In this
thesis, I also showed indirectly that dispersal is constrained in fragmented habitat since
colonization of empty patches depends on the degree of connectivity. Colonization probability
is lower in patches with low degree of connectivity. Theeffects of connectivity on colonization
underpin the metapopulation theory for nuthatch populations in fragmented habitat. This was
also shown by Verboom et al. (1991), although they do not include difference in the spatial
scale. It appeared that the degree of connectivity measured with the threshold distance of 2.4 to
3 km best explained the colonization patterns. These distances can be seen as an indication of
the dispersal distances of nuthatches.
Knowledge about effects of the degree of habitat connectivity on colonization can be used in
conservation planning. It implies that enhancing the degree of habitat connectivity in networks
of patches, i.e., by allocating stepping stones between the patches, may increase the
colonization probability of these patches. This may support the relevance of networks of
patches that enhance the population sustainability. When guidelines for conservation planning
are needed to decide how much dispersal is enough, also other spatial determinants of
population dynamics should be included, such asthe sizeof thepatches.The enlargement of the
existing patches may result in a decrease of the extinction risk decreases and of the need for
immigrants.
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3

Limitedhabitatselectioninfragmented habitat

Habitat selection infragmented habitat wasthe second process studied in this thesis, which may
be affected by the degree of connectivity. Understanding the factors affecting habitat selection
has direct implications for the conservation of species living in fragmented habitat. When
apparently suitable habitat in the fragments is unoccupied, one can question if the habitat
quality issufficient for breeding or individuals cannot find this habitat?
Differences in habitat quality andtheeffects onpopulation level areoften studied in the context
of source-sink dynamics (Pulliam 1988,Pulliam and Danielson 1991,Pulliam 1996). However,
variation in habitat quality and its influence on selection is rarely considered at landscape level
(Lima and Zollner 1996). In metapopulations, patches are often assumed to have equal quality
(but see Gyllenberg and Hanski 1997). In chapter 5, a theoretical study to habitat selection in
patchy landscapes is presented. In this study, the responses of two species that differ in
dispersal capacity are compared. I showed that patch selection depends on the degree of
connectivity of thepatches when thedispersal distance is small related tothe distances between
the patches. The selection of habitat by the model species with small dispersal distances is not
optimal compared to what can be expected as optimal selection. This theoretical study
generated the hypothesis that habitat selection is limited in fragmented habitat. I could test this
hypothesis with empirical data of nuthatches in regions with fragmented habitat and with
contiguous habitat.

For nuthatches, several studies demonstrate that the quality of fragments is sufficient for
breeding (Matthysen and Currie 1996, Matthysen and Adriaensen 1998,Schotman in prep.).In
chapter 6, we concluded that habitat selection is limited in nuthatch populations in fragmented
habitat compared to populations in contiguous habitat. When the degree of habitat connectivity
is low, the quality of the occupied territories related to the quality of the available territories is
lower than in territories with high degree of connectivity, especially when the population level
is low. We showed that on average a lower breeding success can be found in territories with
low degree of connectivity. Among other factors such as increased demographic and
environmental stochasticity, limited habitat selection in fragmented habitat may result in a
lower growth rate and population density than incontiguous habitat.
Besides a lower colonization probability, limited habitat selection is the second indirect
evidence in this thesis for constrained dispersal of nuthatches in fragmented habitat. Enhancing
the degree of connectivity in networks of patches may increase the selection of habitat and the
population density. This maypositively affect population sustainability.
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Allocating ecological networksinagricultural landscapes

In many planning efforts, it is assumed that ecological networks enhance the population
sustainability. Therefore, one often refers to the metapopulation theory. Metapopulation theory
provides answers to questions about the effects of spatial determinants on population dynamics
that are relevant for conservation planning (chapter 2 and 7). For this thesis, I also took the
metapopulation theory as starting point. Based on the results in this thesis and other research, it
can be concluded that when it is shown that the degree of connectivity affects population
dynamics, networks of patches contribute to the population sustainability of these species in
fragmented habitat, especially when thehabitat patches are small.
The third research question about how networks of patches can be allocated in agricultural
landscapes is addressed in chapter 7 and 8. Therefore, we developed two spatial allocation
models that plan new habitat considering ecological guidelines and the suitability of the land
for competing land uses. The model MENTOR can modify the spatial arrangement of patches
by adding new patches that may act as stepping stones.Chapter 7 showed that the allocation of
stepping stones provide a higher percentage of occupied habitat. The model ENLARGE
enlarges the existing sites. In chapter 8, the two models are presented. We were not able to
compare the results of the two models. An interesting question for further research is under
which conditions the allocation of stepping stones has a higher contribution to population
sustainability than theenlargement of theexisting sites.
Both the models MENTOR and ENLARGE can also be applied for other species with different
spatial requirements at different spatial scales, e.g.,to assign the locations where hedgerows or
herbaceous vegetation are needed for the population persistence of birds, mammals, insects, or
the locations of new ponds for amphibians regarding the location of their winter habitat.
For sustainable multiple land use, knowledge about ecological effects of the land use is needed,
including the future spatial claims of the land uses (Jongman 1996). Besides the ongoing
environmental stress, important constraints for realizing Dutch nature policy are the availability
and the price of the land as result of the claims of agriculture, urbanization and transportation
(RIVM et at. 1997). Optimization of land use allocation is one of the possible solutions for
conservation planning. This solution agrees with the trend of nature conservation by land owners
and users. They are more and more involved in the management of nature reserves. For both
natureconservation andagriculture,theobjective is sustainable useofthe land sothat the benefits
areconsiderable for natureconservation andthecostsaslowaspossiblefor agriculture.
Spatial optimization models as presented in this thesis can be used if the configuration of
habitat is not specified or new habitat can be added. Spatial optimization can provide
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alternative spatial layouts for ecological networks that meet the requirements of the species
concerned. The alternatives can then be compared based on simulation by spatially explicit
population models (Schippers et al. 1996, Verboom 1996, Hanski and Simberloff 1997). The
combination of spatial allocation models and spatially explicit population models undoubtedly
provide knowledge for the long-term conservation of populations. Note that the spatial
allocation models should beused asastartingpoint for spatial planning not as aresult of it.

5

Concluding remarks

The results of this study provide evidence that the degree of habitat connectivity is a crucial
feature to constitute an ecological network. When networks of patches enhance the degree of
habitat connectivity, positive effects on population sustainability can be expected. I could also
give an indication at what spatial scale the degree of habitat connectivity affects the processes
atpopulation and individual level asobserved for nuthatches.
In this thesis, Icontributed to an improved problem detection of effects of habitat fragmentation
and explore opportunities for defragmentation of habitat trough optimization of land use
allocation in human-dominated landscapes. Several topics deserve more attention in future
research to spatially explicit populations:
•

Analysis of the effects of limited habitat selection in fragmented populations on
population development.

•

Development of metapopulation models that includes differences in habitat quality.

•

Analysis of the conditions in terms of the amount or spatial configuration of habitat
where either the allocation of stepping stones or the enlargement of existing sites is
preferred as strategy for conservation planninginhuman-dominated landscapes.

•

Extension of the reserve site selection problem for groups of species in human-dominated
landscapes.

For a proper application of the knowledge about effects of fragmentation and defragmentation
of habitat, it should be considered that the general characteristics of scientific knowledge are
reduction and abstraction. Via analysis,the studied reality isreduced toone or afew aspects.In
this research, these aspects are formulated in the three research questions. Abstraction is the
simplifying of the complex reality to achieve understanding by observation, where variation in
conditions of the studied phenomena is kept as constant as possible. These phenomena can
occur everywhere when the conditions agree with the ones as selected in the research.
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However, understanding and prediction do not necessarily guarantee control, since we can only
stimulate the occurrence of phenomena asfar as weare able to satisfy thenecessary conditions.
Other limitations of applying scientific knowledge can appear when empirical results are
extrapolated beyond the observed range of variation in the variables. For example,
extrapolation can be problematic to other geographical regions that differ in history of land
development or intraits of species.
One way to bring scientific knowledge with all its uncertainties into planning is the use of
guidelines and spatial concepts. These can serve as a bridge to translate knowledge into action.
I provided knowledge that contributes to the spatial concept of ecological networks. The
application of such scientific knowledge issurrounded by theuncertainty under what conditions
guidelines and spatial concepts can be used. However, this deficient knowledge can still
contribute to planning since uncertainty is a crucial aspect with which planners should deal
with. They ask questions like 'what will be dominant developments in the future, what do we
know about the processes that should be intervened?'. The opportunities to know and direct
future developments are limited.Modelling alternative landuseplans asadvocated in this thesis
can be used to explore these opportunities. With the knowledge about the effects of
fragmentation and defragmentation, this study may be a step forward to enhance and preserve
biodiversity.
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Summary

In agricultural landscapes, the habitat of many species is subject to fragmentation. When the
habitat of aspecies is fragmented and thedistances between patches of habitat are large relative
to the movement distances of the species, it can be expected that the degree of habitat
connectivity affects processes at population and individual level. In this thesis, I report on a
study of effects of habitat fragmentation and opportunities to mitigate these effects by planning
ecological networks. The objective of the study istocontributetoanimproved knowledge about
theeffects of fragmentation anddefragmentation ofhabitat onpopulations, in particulareffects of
differences in the degree of habitat connectivity on colonization and habitat selection. The main
question of the research was: do networks of patches contribute to population sustainability of
speciesinfragmented habitat?
The development of planning for nature in theNetherlands is sketched in the second chapter. It
is illustrated with the spatial concepts for the rural areas that landscape planning became
landscape ecological based. After this chapter, I addressed three questions that were derived
from themain question.
The first question was: what variables can measure the degree of connectivity of habitat patches
and are the differences in the degree of connectivity related to the colonization probability of
patches? Therefore, habitat patches and the distances between these patches were modelled as
networks.Inlandscapes withfragmented habitatfor acertain species,thesenetworksappearassocalled nonconnected networks consisting of disjointed subsets of patches. Between these subsets,
exchangeof individuals happens seldomofnever.Wederivedparameters thatmeasurethedegree
of connectivity of the patches in those networks. The parameters can deal with the size (the
number of elements) and the spatial configuration of these subsets. One of the parameters was
used to investigate the relationship between the degree of connectivity measured at different
spatial scales and colonization of unoccupied patches by the nuthatch Sitta europaea in three
regions in the Netherlands. To vary the spatial scale, I used threshold distances as maximum
dispersal distancesfor which thedegreeofhabitatconnectivity wascalculated.Habitat patchesare
assumed to be connected when the distances between the patches are less than this threshold
distance.Thedegreeofhabitatconnectivity measured forthreshold distances of approximately 2.4
to 3kmbest explains thedifferences inthecolonization probability ofunoccupied patches.These
threshold distances givean indication ofthedistances covered bydispersingnuthatchesthat led to
successful colonizations.Moreover, Icould give an indication of the range of threshold distances
whereeffects ofconstrained dispersalcanbeexpected inthethreeregions.
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The second question was: is habitat selection limited in landscapes with fragmented habitat?
Therefore, effects of the degree of habitat connectivity on the selection of territories were
investigated. Based on a spatially explicit individual-based model, itcould behypothesized that
habitat selection is limited when the degree of connectivity is low. This hypothesis was tested
with empirical data of nuthatches in four regions in the Netherlands. One of the regions can be
considered as the reference region with contiguous habitat where dispersal is not constrained.
The habitat quality for nuthatches could be measured by the mean trunk diameter of oaks and
beeches.We concluded that selection of territories is limited in fragmented habitat compared to
selection in contiguous habitat. The quality of the occupied territories in fragmented habitat is
lower than in contiguous habitat. This is especially the case when the population level is low.
We showed that alower average breeding success can befound in territories with lowdegree of
connectivity. The results indicate the absence of a negative feedback between population level
and the average breeding success in fragmented habitat, which contributes to the increased
extinction probability of populations. Among other factors, limited habitat selection in
fragmented habitat may thus result inalower population density than incontiguous habitat.
The degree of habitat connectivity can increase due to the allocation of new habitat. This may
mitigate the effects of fragmentation. The third question was: how can networks of patches be
optimally allocated in agricultural landscapes that both meets the requirements for population
sustainability and takes into consideration the suitability of the land for competing land uses?
We developed two spatial allocation models that plan new habitat considering ecological
guidelines of minimum patch sizes and maximum threshold distances and the suitability of the
land for competing land uses.The model MENTOR adds new patches that may act as "stepping
stones" between reserve sites. The model ENLARGE enlarges existing sites. We showed that
both the allocation of stepping stones and the enlargement of existing sites provide a higher
percentage of occupied habitat. An interesting question for further research is under which
conditions either the allocation of stepping stones or the enlargement of existing sites is
preferred as strategy for conservation planning in human-dominated landscapes.
The results of the research provide evidence that the degree of habitat connectivity determines
both the colonization probability of unoccupied patches and the selection of habitat. They also
givean indication at what spatial scalethedegree of habitat connectivity affects these processes
as observed for nuthatches. When through networks of patches the degree of habitat
connectivity can be enhanced, positive effects on population sustainability can be expected.
This thesiscontributes toan improved problem detection of effects of habitat fragmentation and
explores opportunities for defragmentation of habitat and optimization of land use allocation in
human-dominated landscapes. With the knowledge about the effects of fragmentation and
defragmentation, this study may beastep forward toenhance and preserve biodiversity.
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Samenvatting

Als gevolg van ontwikkelingen in het landgebruik kan het leefgebied (of het habitat) van een
planten- of diersoort worden versnipperd. Versnippering betekent voor deze soort dat het
habitat te vinden is in kleine plekken die vaak ver van elkaar liggen. Bovendien is het gebied
tussen de habitatplekken vaak ongeschikt voor het doortrekken, rusten of foerageren. Naast te
kleine leefgebieden, kan versnippering problematisch zijn als de afstanden tussen de
habitatplekken relatief groot zijn vergeleken met de afstanden die individuen kunnen afleggen.
Indergelijke situaties magworden verwacht datdematevan verbinding van habitatplekken van
invloed is op processen zoals kolonisatie van onbezette plekken en de selectie van habitat. De
mate van verbinding (of de "connectivity") van de habitatplekken houdt in dat uitwisseling van
individuen tussen dezeplekken mogelijkis.
In dit proefschrift wordt verslag gedaan van een onderzoek naar effecten van
habitatversnippering en mogelijkheden om deze effecten tegen te gaan door de planning van
ecologisehe netwerken. Een ecologisch netwerk is een verzameling van plekken met habitat
voor een bepaalde soort die in zekere mate met elkaar verbonden zijn doordat individuen van
deze soort zich van deeneplek naar deandere kunnen verplaatsen.
Het doel van dit onderzoek is het vermeerderen van kennis over effecten van versnippering van
habitat en het tegengaan van deze effecten, met name over de effecten van variatie in de mate
van verbinding van de habitatplekken op kolonisatie en habitatselectie. De centrale vraag van
het onderzoek was: dragen netwerken van habitatplekken bij aan de duurzaamheid van
populaties van soorten in versnipperd habitat?
In hoofdstuk 2 is de ontwikkeling van planning voor natuur in Nederland geschetst. De
ontwikkeling dat de ruimtelijke planvorming meer en meer werd onderbouwd door de
landschapsecologie is gei'llustreerd aan de hand van de ruimtelijke planconcepten voor de
landelijke gebieden. (Een planconcept iseen idee hoe de ruimte zou kunnen worden ingericht.)
In de volgende hoofdstukken worden drie vragen behandeld die zijn afgeleid van de centrale
vraag.
De eerste vraag was: welke variabelen kunnen worden gebruikt omde mate van verbinding van
habitatplekken te meten en zijn verschillen in de mate van verbinding gerelateerd aan de kans
dat deze plekken worden gekoloniseerd? Om deze vraag te beantwoorden werden de
habitatplekken en de afstanden tussen deze plekken gemodelleerd als netwerken. In
landschappen met versnipperd habitat bestaan deze netwerken uit deelverzamelingen van
habitatplekken waartussen niet of zelden uitwisseling van individuen plaats vindt. We leidden
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variabelen af die de mate van verbinding van habitatplekken in dergelijke netwerken kunnen
meten. Deze variabelen baseren de mate van verbinding op de omvang (het aantal elementen)
en de ruimtelijke configuratie van de deelverzamelingen van habitatplekken. Een van de
variabelen is gebruikt om de relatie te onderzoeken tussen de mate van verbinding van de
habitatplekken gemeten op verschillende ruimtelijke schaalniveau's en de kolonisatie van de
plekken door de boomklever Sitta europaeain drie regio's in Nederland. De boomklever is een
zangvogel van oude loofbossen. Het habitat van boomklevers in een cultuurlandschap is vaak
versnipperd. Voor het varieren van de ruimtelijke schaal heb ik gebruik gemaakt van
grenswaarden voor de afstand tussen plekken waarover dispersie (eenmalige verplaatsingen
naar een voortplantingsgebied) nog kan plaats vinden. Verondersteld werd dat tussen
habitatplekken een verbinding mogelijk is als de afstand tussen deze plekken kleiner is dan de
grenswaarde voor de dispersie-afstand. De mate van verbinding van habitatplekken gemeten
met grenswaarden voor dedispersie-afstand tussen 2,4 en 3kmverklaart het best de verschillen
inkolonisatiekans van onbezette habitatplekken. Deze grenswaarden geven een indicatie van de
afstanden afgelegd door boomklevers diehebben geleid tot succesvolle kolonisaties. Bovendien
kon ik voor de drie regio's een indicatie geven van de dispersie-afstanden waarbij effecten van
versnippering te verwachten zijn.
De tweede vraag was: is habitatselectie beperkt in landschappen met versnipperd habitat? Om
deze vraag te beantwoorden zijn de effecten van de mate van verbinding van het habitat op de
selectie van territoria onderzocht. Met behulp van een ruimtelijk expliciet model dat het gedrag
van individuen simuleert, kon de hypothese worden afgeleid dat habitatselectie beperkt is
wanneer de mate van verbinding laag is. Deze hypothese is getest met empirische gegevens
over boomklevers in vier regio's inNederland. Een van deze regio's kan worden beschouwd als
de referentieregio met aaneengesloten habitat waar dispersie niet beperkt is. De kwaliteit van
het habitat van boomklevers kon worden beschreven met behulp van de stamdikte van eiken en
beuken. We concluderen dat selectie van territoria door boomklevers in versnipperd habitat
beperkt is vergeleken met de selectie in aaneengesloten habitat. De gemiddelde kwaliteit van de
bezette territoria in versnipperd habitat is lager dan van de bezette territoria in aaneengesloten
habitat. Dit ismetname het geval alshet populatieniveau laag is.We lieten zien dat in territoria
met een lage mate van verbinding gemiddeld een lager broedsucces wordt gevonden. Deze
resultaten geven een indicatie dat een negatieve feedback tussen het populatieniveau en het
gemiddeld broedsucces afwezig is in versnipperd habitat, hetgeen bijdraagt aan de toegenomen
kans op extinctie van een populatie. Naast andere factoren kan deze beperkte habitatselectie in
versnipperd habitat leiden toteen lager populatieniveau dan in aaneengesloten habitat.

Samenvatting

De mate van verbinding van het habitat kan toenemen door het plaatsen van additionele
habitatplekken. Hierdoor kunnen effecten van habitatversnippering worden tegengegaan. De
derde vraag was: hoe kunnen netwerken van habitatplekken optimaal worden geplaatst in
cultuurlandschappen zodat ze voldoen aan zowel de eisen voor een duurzame populatie als
rekening houden met de ruimtelijke claims van andere landgebruiksvormen? We ontwikkelden
hiervoor twee ruimtelijke allocatiemodellen die nieuw habitat kunnen plannen, waarbij
rekening wordt gehouden met ecologische richtlijnen voor minimale omvang van plekken en
maximale afstanden ertussen en met de geschiktheid van het gebied voor concurrefende
landgebruiksvormen. Het model MENTOR voegt nieuwe habitatplekken toe die als "stepping
stones" tussen natuurgebieden kunnen worden gebruikt. Deze stepping stones zijn kleine
habitatplekken tussen bestaande gebieden die kunnen worden gebruikt voor verplaatsingen
tussen deze gebieden. Het model ENLARGE vergroot bestaande natuurgebieden. We lieten
zien dat zowel het plaatsen van stepping stones als het vergroten van bestaande gebieden
resulteren in een hoger percentage van bezet habitat. Een interessante vraag voor
vervolgonderzoek is onder welke condities ofwel de plaatsing van stepping stones ofwel het
vergroten van bestaande natuurgebieden de beste strategie is voor het natuurbeleid in
cultuurlandschappen.
De resultaten van het onderzoek bieden het bewijs dat de mate van verbinding van het habitat
zowel de kolonisatiekans van onbezette plekken als de selectie van habitat bepalen. Ze geven
ookeen indicatie opwelkruimtelijk schaalniveau de matevan verbinding invloed heeft opdeze
processen zoalsisbestudeerd voor deboomklever.Zodra door netwerken van habitatplekken de
mate van verbinding van de plekken kan worden verhoogd, kunnen positieve effecten op de
duurzaamheid van populaties worden verwacht. Dit proefschrift draagt bij aan de kennis voor
het vaststellen van effecten van habitatversnippering en verkent mogelijkheden voor het
tegengaan van deze effecten en het optimaliseren van het landgebruik in cultuurlandschappen.
Met de kennis over de effecten van habitatversnippering en het tegengaan van deze effecten is
dit onderzoek een stap voorwaarts in het streven om de biodiversiteit te verhogen en te
bewaren.
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